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PREFACE

The Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Reduction Advisory Committee (SAFER)
(Reference 1), recognized that aircraft seat cushions represented a
potentially important fire source. The SAFER committee recommended that
fire blocking layers should be evaluated for seat construction.

The Federal Aviation Administration 	 (FAA),	 acting on this recommendation,
evaluated Vonar ,	 a neoprene	 foam blocking	 layer,	 in a	 full-scale cabin
fire test facility to examine its effect on postcr-ash fire propagation in
the aircraft	 (Reference 2).	 The use of a \bnar fire blocking layer with
conventional seats significantly decreased the flammability of the seats and
increased	 the survivability time	 (Reference	 2).	 The	 additional	 weight
associated with the	 use of Vonar-3,	 with a weight of	 0.91E kg/m3	(27.0
oz/yd ),	 in	 the	 U.S.	 fleet,	 amounted	 to	 a	 cost	 of	 approximately
$31,000,000 per year averaged over a 10 year period (see Appendix E-1).

The	 Chemical	 Research	 Projects	 Office,	 Ames	 Research	 Center,	 under	 an
Interagency Agreement with the FAA, war charged with the responsibility of
optimization	 of	 the	 seat	 blocking	 layer	 design	 with	 regard	 to	 fire
performance, wear, comfort, and cost.

9b	 achieve	 the	 above	 goal,	 various	 fire	 blocking	 materials	 were
characterized in terms of their (a) fire protection,	 (b) wear,	 (c) comfort,
and (d) cost as compared .vith currently used seats.

Fran our studies (see Appendices B and C), it has been shown that a number
of improved fireworthy seats can be made by protecting the cushion with a
variety of fire blocking layers.

The optimum material	 is	 Norfabm	11HT-26-A1,	 an aluminized	 fabric which
will cost $11,600,000 over the baseline cushion and provide approximately
similar fire performance as the Vcnar-3 wrapped seat under small-scale fire
test conditions (Appendices B-1 and C-1).

F' This optimization program showed that some fire blocking 	 layers such as
Norfab	 IIHT-26-A1 gave	 better	 fire	 protection	 when	 used	 with	 non-fire
retarded urethane. 	 Thus, it is possible to use non- fire retarded urethane
with a density of	 19.2 kg/m3 	(1.2 lb/ft 3 ) with the %rfab 11HT-26-A1 at
a cost of only $7,880,000 over the baseline.	 This represents a fourfold
improvement over the cost with the Vonar-3 material.

'Ibis report is presented in two parts - Sections 1-7 which describe the work
^e completed under the Interagency Agreement, and Section 8, 	 the Appendices,
:'. where individual studies may be found.

VonarS	is	 registered	 trade	 mark	 of	 E.I.	 du	 Pont de Nemours Co., 	 Inc.
__ Norfab® is a registered trademark of the Norfab Corp.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this study, conducted under an intergency agreement between the
:ederal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), was to select and evaluate low-weight fire blocking layers
for aircraft seat cushions to minimize the cabin hazards created by a postcrash
fire.

The general approach was to evaluate the fire hazard characteristics and mechanical
properties of a series of candidate seat cushion fire blocking layers, and
accurately compute the weight differential ,.nd manufacturing cost of each candidate
system as well as the impact on airline operating costs for the U.S. Fleet over a
period of 10 years. From this work, a number of blocking layer configurations,
optimized for fire hazard reduction and minimal weight penalty, have been derived
for full-scale fire test. evaluation at the FAA Technical Center.

A aeries of eleven seat fire blocked configurations was evaluated using various
fire test methods ane laboratory tests. From these tests, it was concluded that
seat cushions constructed with such fire blocking materials as Norfab IIHT-26-A1
in combination with non-fire retarded urethane foam provided a definite reduction
in the fire hazards with a minimum weight penalty.
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Nra,rq; existing omrwrcially usci-J orshioning polymers, there is probably no
better ma-.erial fron mechanical aspects and cost (ca. $0.15 per board foot)
than conventional flexible polyurethane foams, and, unfortunately, none more
thermally sensitive. These polymers, because of their easily pyrolyzed ure-
thane groups and thermally oxidizable aliphatic linkages, exhibit polymer
dec(.xnlx)sition temperature; of ca. 250° C (508° F), maximum pyrolysis rates
at 300° C (598° F), with a total yield of pyrolysis vapor of about 95%, most
nf which is combustible. One would expect these materials to ignite easily
with a low power energy source, and when ignited, effect sustained flame
propagation even after removal of the heat source.

'[iris report examines the possibility of increasing the available egress time
for passengers from aircraft exposed to a large fire, ify providing fire
protection for the polyurethane cushioning.

At the present time, all commercial transport aircraft are fitted with fire
retarded flexible polyurethane seat cushions (bottoms, backs, and head
rests) with an average loam density of 29.9 kg/m3 (1.87 lbs/ft3 ). With
average seat construction, there are about 2.72 kg (6 lbs) of foam per seat.
For 2,000 aircraft with an average of 200 seats per aircraft, this amounts

^`•;	 to 9L1,000 kg (2 million lbs) of flexible polyurethane foam in use. The op-
ti one might consider as seating alternatives to effect improvement in
the fireworthiness of aircraft interiors, and their limitations, are use of
the following:
5 fire resistant non-inetallic (polymeric) materials

limitations: high cost difficultg	 processability, low
durability and comfort factors

plastics and elastomers with fire retardant additives
limitations: not effective for postcrash fires

4 fire blocking layers (FBL)
limitations: essentially none; although conprcmises will

k':•,	 have to be made in the choice of an FBL with
respect to ultimate performance as a function
of cost and weight, and the casts of labor
involved in assembling a composite seat cushion.

The same classes of high char yield polymers that are known to be outstand-
ing ablative materials (sacri ficial materials designed to be consumed in

ponents) such as protectorder to	 other can	 phenolics, polyimides, and poly-p
benr•imidamles (YdI), can be made fire resistant enough to inhibit both
propagation and flash-over when used as replacements for polyurethare in
seats. llowevar, when so designed, they all suffer serious limitations be-
cause of cost, processability, comfort, and durability (brittleness).

`i



Nio fire retardant additive known to date can suppress production of combus-
tihle vapor from polyurethane Loa ,4s under sustained heat fluxes. The only
real option that exists at preeant with commercially available components
seam to he the fire blocking approach; that .s, to provide cost and weight
optimised ablative materials in the form of foams, or fabrics, which wilt
exbx^nd and dissipate the heat flux incident on the seats by producing non-
toxic non-canbusttble residues. Eventually, however, the ablating FBI, will
bf; consumed, arid attack on the polyurethane foam will occur. The time
needed for ablation of the FBL, which is then the protection interval for
the polyurethane foam, should be optimised as a function of cost, weight,
durability, anri other contributing factors, to provide the requisite egress
tune for aircraft passengers.

One of the largest contributors to the development of a hostile environment
inside an aircraft cabin during a fire is the product?-on of flammable and
toxi-c vapors from soft [; brics and furnishings, the bulk of which are con-
tained in the seats. line flammable vapors produced by thermal decomposit-
ion of the urethane foam cushions are assumed to be the largest single
factor contributing overtly to this hostility factor during such a fire.
Thus, it is de(rnK-d necessary to find an FBL to minimize the hazards created
in the post-crash aircraft fire. Preliminary studie-; (Reference 2) have
tilwwn that Vonar-3, 0.48 cm (3/16 in) thick, is a good ablative FBL, but it
uirrtos a heavy weight penalty producing significantly increased operating
cots. This study was performed to find an FBL which will provide greater
coast benefits and comparable, if not better, heat blocking performance than
0.48 cm (3/16 in) chick Vonar.

The main purpose of this investigation is to evaluate the fire hazard chFr-
acteristi.cs and mechanical properties of a series of candidate seat cusn on
FBLs, to accurately compute the weight differential and manufacturing costs
of each candidate system, and to provide a quantitative assessment of the
effect of these factors on airline operating costs for the U.S. fleet over a
period of ten years. From these data, FBL configufations will be character-
iied and ranked for fire hazard reduction and minimal weight penalty, and
will be recommended in rank for full-scale fire test evaluation at the
F&':.ral Avtation Administration (FAA) Technical Center.

Initial interest in this problem of passenger survivability time, and the
development of severely hostile cabin environments, began when it was shown
that it Vonar-3 FBL over normal polyurethane foam cusnioned seats provided a
significant reduction in fire hazard in a full-scale fire test (the C-133
wide-body test facility at the FAA Technical Center). Preliminary data from
the FAA Technical Center indicated that the Vonar-3 blocking layer, when en--
easing a conventional fire retardant FR urethane cushionog ( ) appeared equiva-
lent in fire protective perforance to full.-cushion LS-200 neoprene, and
3uLerior in performance to full-cushion polyimide, full-cushion FR urethane,
and 0.48 cm (3/8 in) L3-2_00 neoprene blocking layer over FR urethane
(Reference 5). However, use of a Vonar-3 blocking layer resulted in an
estimated weight penalty of 1.8 kg (4 lbs) per seat. Thus, due to ever

fti	 _
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increasing fv^1 costs, the Vonar-3 blocking layer may riot be cost effective
(see Appen:cx E-1). An FBL is then needed which affords fire protection as
well its cost offectivenoss (both in tenre of weight penalties and intrinsic
costs of manufacturing and assembly)  for the U.S. fleet.

With this background, a work statement and interagency agreement was devel-
olu^l Ix^tween the Federal .Aviation Administration and the National Aeronaut-
icv and Space Administration (NASA). The studies described above indicated
that an FBL configuration must be found which best fits four often con-
flicting criteria:

first, it must be a suitable FM;
second, It must be light-weight to minimize fuel costs:
third, it must be comfortable, and

'i	 fourth, it must have reasonable manufacturing ai)d
processing costs via normal commercial sources.

The work statement in the interagency agreerient between the FAA and NASA de-
r ineate> three specific tasks aimed at accomplishing this goal:

I. Selection and fire tests of candidate FBL materials

2. Development of a weight and economics algorithm for aircraft
seat cushion configurations to determine cost effectiveness

3. Mechanical tests of optimum FBL configurations.

This report is the culmination of a group effort to accomplish these goals.
In the following section of this report, each of these three tasks will be
defined in detail, with results and discussion of the work performed in ac-
complishing these tasks. Individual contributions may be found in the
Appendices at the end of this report.

F`^
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3. sFLwr1ON AND FIRE TESTING OF CANDIDATE FIRE BLACKING LAYERS

?.1 AE(IiANISTIC ASPUM OF FIRE BLACKING BEHAVIOR: There are various fire
blocking mechanisms thought to occur with existing materials that are pos-
sible candidates for blocking layers. These are described briefly below:

Transpi rational cooling occurs via. emission of water vapor to cool the
heated zone. Vonar, a family of low density and high char yield toams, .tsu-

ally doped with A1(OH)3 powder, contains a large fraction of water of
hydration, and is one of the best candidates in thls class. It is available
in three: thicknesses, Vonar-1 0.16 cm (1/16 in), Vonar-2 0.32 an (2/16 in),
and Vonar-3 0.48 an (3/16 in). Materials which depend on transpirati.onal
cooling by mass injection into the environment can be very efficient at high
heat fluxes. Unfortunately, these system are less efficient on a weight
h,Lsis than those using other fire protection mechanisms.

Iligh temperature resistant fabrics such as PBI and Preox ® (registered
tnaienark of Oentex Corporation), witn char yields in excess of 60%, are ex-
cellent candidates that utilize a re-radiative fire protection mechanism.
Suitable felt fabrics, which are also good insulators, have been prepared
From these polymers in fiber form. 'These potential fire blocking materials

ibit high temperature stability with low thermal conductivity. Fabrics,
-.ts, and mats with excellent high temperature insulation properties can

also be obtained from inorganic materials such as silica at.d alumina. Also
to be considered are the highly reflective continuous surfaces, such as
aluminum foils, Whichfunction by distributing the incident radiant energy
and thus reducing local heat loads.

Another mechanism which may be important in controlling the effective
mass injection rate is the ability of the material to initiate vapor phase
cracking of the combustible vapor species generated by the low temperature
pyrolysis if the polyurethane substrate. The action of the FBL itself in
inducing these endothermic processes can be a very important contribution to
overall fire protection abilities. All of these materials in sufficient
thicknesses, in combination or individually, can provide the required degree
of thermal protection necessary for fire safe polyurethane cushioning.

EKamination of the heat conduction and thermal radiation properties of the
seat cushion materials has led to the development of a simple cushion model
bayed on six identifiable layers.	 This model	 mshion consists of the fol-
lowing six layers: 

I. the wool-nylon decorative fabric layer
2. the re-radiative char layer (formed from the heat

' blocking layer by thermal degradation of a suitable
fabric or foam)

:3. the transpiration layer (allowing vapor exchange)
4. the air gap layer
5. the reflective layer (to assist in controlling

radiant energy)
6. the cushioning foam (the primary component which

requires thermal. protection).

-	 ^ri^ ^ti^ii.. Wes.+,-'^__n_ ^ _ -'.1	 _	 _• ^	 y'n	 _	 -.
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In >axrte raises, for exvnple LS-200 neoprene and polyirrride, the FI3L and cush-
ion are a siugl- substance, with no need for any additional FBI, component.
R -cadiution can he effected by either reflection from an missive surface
of +rlwntrim or from a hot char surface formed. The use of alwninum cover--
ird; on high Lemh:rature stable and/or ^ha.r forming interlayers is important

l in rfyiLstributing the local incident radiation, and tho hot char or carbon-
iix.cd layers formed can dominate the re-radiation process. Thus, aluminized
rhar forming high temperature materials, such as Preox 1100-4 or Norfab
i UIT-26-Al provide the best combination of mechanisms. Nevertheless, Lt
should be notevi at this point that efficient FBls are by no means limited to
these kinds of materials.

A major danger in aircraft fires is what is termed "flash-over", where flam-
-ruuhlo valx)rs trapped high up towards the ceiling of the cabin will suddenly
Lymite and propagate the fire across the whole upper interior of the air-

`

	

	 craft like a wave. A suspected major source of flammable vapors leading to
this condiL!.on is ;,he deccmpositi.rnr of polyurethane foam.

In ablative (sacrificial) protection of a flammable substrate such as the
flexible polyurethane foam, wherein a limited amount  of controlled pyrolysis
by the FBL is not. only allowable but encouraged, secondary internal char
forrrcition by thermal cracking of the urethane pyrolysis vapor is additional-
ly beneficial. Firstly, that part of the evolving ambustibie gas which is
fixed as a char cannot participate in the external flame spread and the
flash-over process. Secondly, the additional char layer assists in insulat-
ing the remainder of the foam from further pyrolysis. Venting of the seat
cushion is ne(,es wry to prevent sudden release of combustible gases, and can
allow addLtional cx)oLing via mass exchange processes.

2.2 RATION:.' S MR THE SELECTION OF TEST MATERIALS: In delineating the
rationale for materials selection, one must remember that there is a wide
range in radiant heating rates to which the seat sections are exposed in an
aircraft fire. In exposinv ',%e seats in the C-133 test aircraft to a large
cxx)1 fire through an opening the size of a door in zero wind conditions, one
encounters an actual heating rate of 14 W/cm2 (12.3 Btu/ft2. sec). 'Ibis
decays to 1.7 W/aura (1.5 'Btu/ft2• sec) at the center line of the aircraft
(Reference 6). Thus, one of the apparent problems in trying to define the
thermal environment, which is necessary before one can consider the materi-
als response, is the hLghly geometrically variable distribution of heating
rates, ranging from values as high as 14 to as little as 1.7 W/crn 2 . One
must recognize also that the sea.: presents an oblique and irregular view an-
gle to the incoming radiation. Under such fixed wind conditions, the seat
will undergo pyrolysis to generate a 90% (by weight) yield of combustible
gases from the urethane cushion core. At nominal 'heating rates of 1-2
W/came , this pyrolysis rate is not influenced by the presence of contempor-
ary Lnc-)r;xrrattxi chemiral fire retardants. The possibility of mox,• ifying the
standard sate-of-the-art polyurethane seats via the incorporation of chemi-
cal fire retardants was eliminated froq further consideration. 	 Bricker
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(Reforenc.,? 4), using tests in the 737 at NASA-Johnson Space Center, showed
clearly that at heating rates alive .1-5 W/cm2 there was little or no dif-
ference in suppression of fire propagation from seat to seat for chemically
retarded polyurethane compared to untreated polyurethane.

The primary objective in rmdifying the seats tc increase their fire resist-
ance rs simply to reduce the rate of production of flammable vapors from the
urrthane oore cushion, and prevent the injection of such flammable gases
into the passenger environment - a critical issue. Under the conditions
that exist in postcrash fires, it is quite clear that nothing can be done to
influence vapor production from the polyurethane. 4n alternate option is to
replace the lolyurethane with materials thlt do not yield flammable vaix)rs
on pyrolysis. Under the enormous heat fluxes that exist, such materials
will still pyrolyze, however, the pyrolysis process should produce a non-
flammable char, leading to self-protection of the remaining foam. The poiy-
imide foams represent ar, example of this kind, providing a high char yield
on pyrolysis, and riot releasing flammable vapors into the environment. Un-
fortunately, the cross-link density and aromaticity required to achieve the
level of char yield was inconsistent with the mechanical properties, comfort
factors, resiliency, and durability of the seat, and these materials were
eliminated from tarther consideration.

Thus, since we cannot replace the polyurethane core itself with another foam
that will riot pyrolyze to a flammable vapor, then we must use an insulating
Layer to provide the requisite protection. This FBL will provide ablative
(sacrificial) protection of the polyurethane foam core. Even with the FBL
pri-iont, it is still deemed nec ssary to prevent localized attack on the
lx>lyurethane (nishion, nece-isitating some form of secondary protection (or
pn)tective layer) that will allow dissipation of the hear flux over as large
an area as possible. The obvious method is to use a "snap" made from highly
conductive aluminum sheet (aluminum minimizes any weii •ht penalty, and has
one of the best thermal conductivity coefficients available for any ca=n
metal), such that the lateral conduct&on capabilities will reduce local hot
spots, and further enhance the action of the FBL. 'there are several. of
these heat resistant, not easily pyrolyzed, low volatility woven fabric
materials: N<mex® and Kevlar® (registered trademarks of the E. I. du Pont
rte Nemo urs Corporation), and Kynols (registered trademark of American Ky..ol
Wrinration). Two that are connercially available as aluminized carbon-
fibre teased fabrics are Panoxs (registered trademark of RK Textiles Com-
Ixx;ite Fibres, Ltd.) and Celioxs (registered trademark of Celanese Cor-
poration), and the aluminized-Norfab materials containing Kynol, Kevlar, and
Wine,.

One surprising factor emerged on examination of these aluminum protected
fabric FILL systems. Since they are thin, it was not possible to maintain a
vi.m temperature change between front and back face of the FBL, and thus
nfv (-.5sarily some df-gradation of the surface of the polyurethane foam cushion
will x. cur. However, the Sxick-4;urface of these F131, systems behaves as an
PI'I'i(:hcnt. (alai Ir)t) c:at;r,ytic surface, pr«lucig r rapid pyrolysis of tht 	 0
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Ixrtentially flammble vapor (and thus curtailment of their escape into thef	 environment). Seax ndly, this endothermic pyrolysis action produces an in-
_	 trin-,ic fire ablation mechanism, and finally, yet a third protective mechan-

ism ensues, in that the pyrolysis ; rocess produces a thin (but effective)
char layer t'rem the polyurethane itself, strengtheninb the overall ablative
ma(lianism from the F8L, and further protecting the re -finder of the foam.
'Ihis three fold bonus act.. ,n, which is non-operative in the absence of the
FRI, itself, provides a considerable degree of synergism between FBL and cen-

tralfoam cushion. More interestingly, thi.^ synergisn seems to be stronger
with NF foam (a lighter and more desirable core cushion) than with FR foam!
Finally, a fourth advantage is apparent, since it should be noted that the
a]wminun layer provides a degree of impermeability to the FBL wrapped around
the foam core. This helps to prevent liquefied urethane vapor fran dripping

!

	

	 cxrt of the cushion onto the floor, and forming small secondary pool fires
urxierneath the banks of seats. '!his in itself is a valuable contributing
factor In preventing the attainment of a lethal environment +_n the passenger
cabin of an aircraft.

We may summarize the various factors contributing to our rationale for
_.j	 miterialc; selection, and limiting the cushion configurations tested:

(1) Clienical modification of polyurethanes to provide fire retardant
properties was eliminated based on Bricker's work which showed
lack of effectiveness in suppressing the pyrolysis rate.

(2) There are no camnerctally available foam cushion system which
have all the qualities needed for a seat such as comfort and
durability and yetprovide sufficient fire protection.

(3) The most efficient method for ablative protection at higi. heat-
ing rates (5-14 W/off) is to use a transpirational mechanism
ablater. The most efficient transpirational ablater we know is
neoprene highly loaded with A1(0R) 3 , which gives about 50% (by
weight) injection rate of water into the environment (essen-
tially, the ablater is spent canplete?y before the foam cushio,.
begins to decompose at all).

j^ It has been determined previously (Reference 2) that seat arrays heat blcc. -
ed with a neoprene FBL transpirational ablater at 1.0 kg/m 3 (30 oz/yd')
was able to effect an increase of approximately 1 minute in the egress time
when tested under large scale conditi:ms. The major problem was that use of
such an FBL produced an increase of 1.8 kg (4 lbs) in the seat, and is con-

-`	
^iderably more expensive to use.

3.3 MATFIlIAL.S SFILFX M' D: In formulating our restricted set of cushion con-
figurations, the following components were 	 cted:

j 3.3.1 DEMRATIVF 00VFR MIATFIIIALS: The upho, y material selected was a
blue-colored standard wool/nylon blended fabric currently in use by a can-
my-srcial airline company.



RAM (IJSII L )NIMi MATERMUi: Two types of cushioni ;,? foarn were ous(^hj in
those studies, a fire-retanieti polyurethane (FR, with density of '29.9
I(;;/ma r 1.87 ib/ft :3 ) and a non-fire retarded polyurethane (*, density of

:S kg/m' I , 1.4 i lb/ft 3 ).	 ', second form of YF foam was used for one
tosL, invo.vifig a low density fown (16.1 kg /m3, 1.0 1h/ft3).
Cxnliosition of the *' polyurethane is given in Table 1. Composition of the
FR I-olyurethane is not known (camlercially controlled proprietary
information), Lail it is -ts^umed to contain chemically incorporated
or;ano-hulide unt/or url;ano-nhospthorus components as the fire retardant.

Table 1: Contents of Hon-Fire Retarded Polyurethane Foam

Component	 Parts by Weight

R-lyoxypropylene glycol (3000 N.W.)	 lon.0
Totuene diisocyanate (80:20 isrmers) 	 106.0
Water	 2.9
Silicone surfactant	 1.0
Triethylenedi'mi.ne 	 0.25
9t;rnn(-Ais octo ate	 0.35

2.3.:5	 FIRE I9u7CK14.3 LAYMS (FdL): 	 This is not a materials development
study , tart merely an experimental comparison of 'off the shelf" materials.
IbLential carAidates are listed in Table 2 and are all commercially avail•-
ribl,-. As stated above, the optimum lire blocking seat should give equiva h.-
(•rut or better fire blocking performance than Vonar-3 with no increase in
cont.^rnp or-ary seat %wsight ur price.

Criteria were established to screen potential fire blocling Mtertals
pri,,r • to inclusion in this study. niese criteria included:

(a) f ire blocking efficiency as it relates to weight,
(b) mechanical properties with respect to comfort,
(c) wear of the FiL, and
(d) cost.

1ny FRL that did riot perform adequately in each of the above categories was
dl pqualified.	 Se:vcral FBU, possessing optimum fire blocking efficiency
axier laboratory tests were also tested by the FAA in full-scale tests
(C-133) to determine fire propagation under the simulated postcrash fire
conditions. Wear properties were not evaluated in detail and only prelimi-
nary and partial are given in the report. Complete test results
will be provided in a separate report.
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,rAHLF. 3: SEAT CUSMON OONFIGURATIONS SMECrED FOR EVALUATION

PBL Weight	 suppliers of
r.9/0 oa/10 2	Fire Blocking Layers

0.91	 27.07

3	 PH urethane* Vonar-2,	 0.72 cm (2/16 In) 0.67 19.97

4	 PH urethane LS-200 neoprene 0.95 cm (3/8 1n) 3.0 84

5	 PH urethane Preoz 1100-4 0.39 11.67
aluminized Preoa fabric,
plain pave, neoprene
CTD, P/M 1289017

6	 PH urethane Morfab 1INT-28-Al 0.40 11.8
aluminized on one side,
251 Nopa, 701 Wavier
51 gynol, pap structure
lal plain

7	 PH urethane 161 g-Glum, Satin Nave 0.20 9.2

8	 NP urethane° Vorar-:f,	 0.46 0 (7/16 in) 0.02 27.07

9	 NP urethane Morfab IINT-26-A1 0.40 11.6

Config-
uration	 roast

1	 PH urethane•

1	 PH urethane-

Piro-Blocking
Layer (PBL)

none

Vonar-3, 0.48 es (3116 in) Chris Craft Industries
1060 Bast state at.
Trenton, NJ 011616

Chris Craft Industries
1960 Best state at.
Trenton. NJ 08019

Toyed Oorporatloo
16 Creole Drive
Pittsburg, PA 15279

Gables Corporation
P.O. Bess 715
Carbondale, PA 16407

Amatea Corporation
1072 atooebridge St.
Norristown, PA 19404

Dolglass Industries
Statesville, NC

Chris Craft Industries
1980 Bast state Bt.
Trenton, IY 08619

Amatea Corporation
1072 strabridge St.
Norristown, PA 18404

10	 LB-200 Neoprene	 none

11	 Pollimlde	 none

12	 NF urethane light Norfab IIHT-26-41 0.40 11.6	 Arta Corporation
IOU stonebridge St.
"3rrlstowu, PA, 19404

Notes on Table 2:

All decorative upholstery is a wool/nylon blend fabric (878423 Bun Eclipse, Azure Blue, 78-7880)
by Collins a Alkrn, Albemarle, MC.

t suppliers of roar:

PH urethane (NO. 2043 PA tor, density of 29.9 kg/m3 or 1.67 lb/ft3):
North Carolina Por, P.O. Boma IU2, Ht. Airy, MC 27090,

N► u.-ethane (medium firm, ILD32, density of 23.A kg/m 3 or 1.45 lb/f,3):
Poem Craft, Inc., 11110 Business Circle Or., Cerrttes, C" 90701.

NP urethane light (16.1 kg /03 or 1 0 lb/ft3):
To" Craft, Inc., 11110 Busln4se Circle Dr., Cerritos, CA 90701

Polyimlde foam (19.2 kg/m 3 or 1.2 lb/it3):
International Harvester, 701 Fargo Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL 80007

1.9-200 neoprene foam: Toyed Corporation.

•	 These poi urethane foams Nora covered by a eottan/mus11n fire-retarded Norte cloth, wet(:htne
0.08 kg/mO (2.6 oz/yd2).

4



2. 1 FIHh; 'I'h 'fl^8i OF CANUII)A'fl? Sh;AT CUSHION CONFIGURATIONS: 'Ihe second t;tsk
rti-wrilxxf in thr' agreinent wits to evaluate candidate seat-cushion/FBI, con-
I i„urations using it series of fire totits raru;ing fnm small sample tests to
large scnle tc;t.v on full tanks of suits.

?.1.1 NASA-AMI-.N T-3 Hllmm 'i%s'1' m-1,su TS:	 A series of initial screening
for• potential candidate blocking layers was (.x-)nducted by Scientific

Ser•vicxa, Inc. (Redwood City, CA) for NASA. 'Ihe objective of these tests
was U) ampare the effects of thermal exposure on the standard seat cushion
(the, hmmseline reference seat was taken to be FR polyurethane covered by a
wool-nylon blende(i decorative fabric) and a number of candidate FBL config-
uratIons, by twiLsuring the time that it took to raise the temperature of the
surface of the foam material in each sample to the degradation temperature
(typically :100° C or 598° F). The test procedures used are delineated in
Aplvn•iix A-1. Basically, 22.9 x 22.9 an (9 x 9 in) areas of the various
setat cushion oonfigurations were exposed to heat fluxes of 11.3 W/cn2
(995., 13t11/ ft2/sax]) and 8.5 W / cm2 (7 . 49 Btu/ ft2-sec) in the NASA-Ames
T-a brick furnace. Mier oc-ouples were placed at various depths in the foam.
The FBLs tc3stol anti listed in onier of descendtM time for the foam to reach
:300° ('.

LS -200 neoprene - 0.95 an (3/8 in) thickness
Vonar-4i - 0.48 cm (:3/16 in) thickness
Vonar-2 - 0.32 an (2/16 in) thickness
N)rfab 11HT-26-Al
Preox 1100-4
181 R-Glass
no F13L

Unfortunately, the heat flux in the T-3 burner test is too high to dis-
criminate between small differences in test results.

:?.I.'3 THRIMA1, t13ARA(,T R!/,/VPION OF MATERIALS: Pie physical characteristics
Witter thermal stroll s of the candidate cushions were determined using
tlmennogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
and the NASA-Ames ^IBS 9noke Density Camber. the NBS smoke chamber gave the
tme,t conclusive data. In TM, the samples are heated at a constant heating
rat.,,, usually tinder it nitrogen atmosphere, and the weight loss recorded as a
flirwt!on of tempi rature. Tie polymer decanposition temperature (Pi7f), the
tumtx^rature where the amass loss rate is the highest, the temperature of
txmplete pyrolysis, and the final char yield in percent, are determined as
characteristic parameters. In ISC, the electrical energy required to
maintain thermal. equilibrium between the sample and an inert reference is
nmaa;;ured as a function of temperature. By calculating the peak area on the
chart, and the direction of energy flow, the endo- or exo-thennicity of
transitions can he determined. Appendix G-1 contains more complete data on
the thermal characteristics of the materials usel to these tests.
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2.4.3 !BASS INJF)3rION STUDIFS INTO THE ENVIRDN ENT: The primary purpose of
these experimental determinations was to determine the extent with which the
polyurethane foam decomposed on pyrolysis and gave rise to mass injection
inG) the environment of the highly flammable urethane vapors suspected of
causing flash-over and other fire related phenomena. This investigation was
done for NASA by San Jose State University (Appendix G-') to determine '.he
weipj t loss factors sustained by the urethane foam cushioning material, as
well as the other seat components, both as a function of time, and as a
ftuiction of the thermal flux incident on the front face of seat cushions.

The NHS smoke chamber was modified to measure weight loss as well as smoke
density, as a function of time, at a specifi heat flux in the range from
1.0 W/cm2 (0.88 Btu/ft /sec) to 7.5 W/U (6.61 Btu/ft /sec). Two
horning ccxhditions were simulated by the chamber:

radiant heating in the absence of ignition
flauning combustion in the presence of supporting radiation.

Test samples ("ndni-cushions") are approximately 7.62 x 7.62 an (3 x 3 in)
in sire and 1.27 an (0.5 in) to 2.54 an (1.0 in) thick, composed of urethane
foam wrapped and protected by a heat blocking layer, and wrapped and secured
by w)ol/nylon upholstery. 	 Fhch component of the seat configuration is
weighei individually. The samples are suspended from the balance and
subjectei W a known heat flux in the NIS chamber. Mass readings are taken
every two seconds via an automated balance. After the test, the sample
cushions are opened carefully, and the remaining urethane foam is weighed to
detemd ae weight loss of the foam itself.

It was asscmcd initially that fire protection performance for each of the
cominnents would yield a final additive effect; this hypothesis was tested
by use of single component samples thermolyaed under identical procedures to
that used for the composite mini-cushion. No correlation was found. As
mentioned before, in some cases, use of the highly flammable NF foam (and
not FR foam) actually im roved the overall performance of the sample. These
results were based on mass injection measurements. The decorative fabric
proved to have little influence on the performance of the heat blocking
Layer, although previous testing established that this component contributed
markedly to the smoke content of the environment. After initial testing, it
was determined that the amount of gas originating from the urethane foam
injected into the air would be the best criterion to choose in following the
thermal degradation of the seating material. However, much of the urethane
foam was seen to decompose to a liquid rather than direct vapor, seen also
in the McDonnell Douglas full scale testing procedure (see Appendix D-1),
and overall mass loss could not be partitioned between direct vapor
Injection into the environment, and this liquid phase injection from the
polyurethane foam.
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•Ilene specific crass injection rate for Vonar-3 protected seat cushions was
found to be over half that measured for the baseline system of wool/nylon
decorative cover over FR foam alone. This in itself is a substantial
ruluction, albeit with a weight penalty. However, Preox 110011 and Norfab
i 1lIT-36-A1 gave lowor amass injection rates than Vonar, with the added bonus
of ,ur riven lower weight penalty than Vonar.

'Me rnass injection rate into the environment is predicated on the mass lost
by th'2^ urethane foam itself, an assumption that is empirically reasonable.
A relative Figure of Merit (FOM) is defined in terns of the mass injected
into the environment or any thermal flax, the seat cushion size (surface
area exlxxsed) and time of exposure to the fire source.

(Heat Flux].[Area Exposed].[Exposure Time]
rcm _ NPIMl =

(Weight Loss by polyurethane Foam)

Samplos which exhibited superior performance have been arbitrarily defined
as those which have an FM greater than 5 X 10 4 watts-sec/gram at
2.5 W/cm2 .	 Thus, the larger the FOM, the greater the fire blocking
perlonrrance exhibited by the sample. Of the configurations exhibiting an
KM > 5 % iJ 4 it is important to note that 80% utilize Preox 110011 as
the heat blocking layer over NF foam. Moreover, samples with ventilation
holes punched through the heat blocking layer to allow "breathing" (merely
an increiu ed possibility of dissipative cooling effects) by the foam showed
the best heat blocking performance.

3.4.4 CABIN EIRE SIMULATOR MiT RESULTS: The Douglas Aircraft Company
perfonned full scale seat lank tests on 13 different seat cushion configur-
ations (Appendix D-1). Fire blocking layers, when present, cove`ed all
sides of the cushion. The 13 configurations used are listed in Appendix
D-1. Dimensions of the top cushions were 43.2 x 60.9 x 5.1 an (17 x 24 x 2
in) and of the bottom cushions were 45.7 x 50.8 x 5.1 cm (18 x 20 x 2 in).
'Rio fa^Vti wary r rfnrnwai in n (`aMn Fire Rimulatnr ((7FS) %binh is n dnuhl p-
walled steel cylinder 365 an (144 in) in diameter and 1219 an (480 in) long.
A view port allowed photographs (cloned circuit television) to be taken
during testing. Chanel-alumel thermocouples were placed inside the seats
to monitor temperatures, and heat flux calorimeters were installed to moni-
tor the heat flux fraR an array of 46 quartz heating units, which produced
10 W/um2 (8.8 Btu/ft---sec) at 15.2 en (6 in) from the surface of the

Apanels. The seat cushions were weighed prior to the tests. A propane gas
lighter was ignited just as the heat flux was switched on. This ensured
reproducihle ignition of the urethane vapor, and produced a severe fire test
configuration. The radiant heat panels remained on for 5 minutes. After 15
minute, the tests wire crmploto. Tmme residue was remov,-d from the Seat
Ir •nrrmr ;u u1 ww?iidir.i.

1r
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Uiaracteristically, the polyurethane foam thermally deccinposes under the
extrc.4ma heat inw a fluid form and subsequently to a gas. In the fluid
form, the urethane drips fran the seat cushion Into the floor, forming a
puddle or pool. This pool of urethane fluid gives off gases which are ignit-
ed by turning debris falling from the seat. This results in a very hot pool
fire engulfing the seat in a matter of minutes, and must be controlled in
s(m, nurnner if realistic egress times are to be achieved.

Of the fire blocking layers tested, the ones which showed less than 25%
wE,ight loss, and therefore gave the best performance as a fire blocking
layer are:

1,S-200 neoprene
polyimide with polyester
Nbrfab 11HT26-A1 (FR foam)
preox 110011 (FR foon)
Vonar-3 (NF foam)

Retailed results may be found in Figure 1.	 LS-200 neoprene and polyimide

Figure 1: WEIGHT UISS OF VARIOUS CUSHION OONFIGURATIONS

CUSNIGN
CONFIGURATION

BASELINE	 (1)
VONAR-S/FR	 (2)

VONAR-2/FR	 (3)

VONAR-3/117	 (1)

S/B La-200/FR (A)

PREOI/PR	 (6)

PBI/FR	 (13)

NORPAB-AL/FR	 (6)

NORPAB-AI/NP	 (6)

NORFAB/PR	 (12)

LS-200	 (9)

POLYINIDE	 (10)

POLYINIDE	 (Il)
N/ POLYESTER

are advanced foams which are used as both the fire blocking layer and the
central cushion itself. They are superior to the fire blocked systems
t(-.,,ti-xi in fire protection performance. The major disadvantage of LS-200
neoprene is a large weight penalty. 1]lually, polyimide foam provides good
fire protection, but the foam is extrFanely hard and unomfortable, and es-
senti.ally fails the "comfort d.ndex" criterion. This is discussed further
under "Mec:hanical. Tests".
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When the firer Mocking layer is able to contain the decomposing urethane
by-products (as in those F131., ennfigurations usi.r^-, aluminized fabl • ics that
are imperneahle to liquid products), the cushions closest to the heat source
horn with less intensity, generating a minimum of heat. More importantly,
they are unable to ignite adjacent cushia)s. However, when the decomposing
urethane fluid is able to escape from the fire blocking envelope and form a
pool on the fl(x.)r, an uncontrolled fire erupts Alnich rG ults in total hurn-
[ng of all cushion materials. 	 the aluminized fire blocking layers, both
%r • fab 11JIT-36-A1 arid Preox 1100-4, provide significant fire blocking both
via their aluuninum reflective coating, and their non-perieability. 	 Seam
constructions significantly affected results of these tests. Had the seams
held, not allowing liquid I V-products to pour out onto the floor, the
over.vll neat degradation process may have been even less severe. 	 Seam
design is ;a factor which needs further examination.

Tests were perfornczl with both Norfab 11HT-26-Al and Norfab without the
aluminum backing, arid indicated that aluminized materials provide a great
deal lmre fire protection, presumably (as stated before) involving I»th
radiant reflective effects and obviation of localized heating effects.

'Rae Figure of Merit crmparisons derived by nonrlalizAng the efficiency of the
blocking layers tested with respect to Vonar-3 over FR urethane are listed
in Table 3, along with other pertinent data to determine the most efficient

'Rabic :3: MASS UISS DATA AS A CRITERION OF HEAT PlJ)CKING PEH3)RMANCE
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f i rl , blocking layeri,. It is 
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rue that. Vonar-3 perfornn better at the higher-
heat flux level of •7.5 W/otl (6.6 Btu/ft sec), but at the heat level of
intt^rest, 5.0 W/(-n2 (4.4 Btu/ft2-sec), it was appro.'lmately equal to the
,1ther heat blocking layers. However, complete data at 5 W/an t are not
available at this time. Both Preox and Norfab perform well as fire blocking
layers, with no great eifference in performance between the two.	 It can
also be sLen from Table :i that Vonar performs equally well with both non-
firr retarded and fire retarded flexible polyurethane foams. Plots have
turn made of the FCM versus heat flux for both types of foams with various
fir, blocking layers, and they may be found in Figures 2 and 3.

V1 1 ,ur•^ 2: 'lHP MAL WFICOMY (AMPARIS(NI OF HEAT BurKING LAYERS FOR
FR URETHANE AS A KJWMION OF HFAT KLUX AT 2 MINUMS ELAPSED TIME
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The 1814: Glass fabric exhibited the lowes t fire protection at 5.0 W/cm2
(4.4 Btu/£t 2-sec) when the exposure time was averaged over a 5 minutes
period, and Intuitive reasons would indicate that these inert inorganic
materials, which are unable to provide ablation protection, probably will
not. prove to be worth-while FBI, materials.

A cost/weight penalty study of the different blocking layers shows that the
re-radiation cooling systems (in general, aluminized fabrics) provide far
Ix,tter cast--efficiency than the transpirational and dissipative cooling

:.. i	 systems such as Vonar-3. These results, and the comparability of the fire

'i
..-i
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Figur,s :4: THE11t1A1, hh'h'I('[EhrY (Y)MPARISON OF HEAT BU)CKIM LAYEl1S FOR
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protection performance shown in this study, point in favor of aluminized
fabrics for possible use as coast efficient heat protection system for the
ix)ly irethane foams.

For clarity in presentation of thermal performance as a function of weiylt,
the plot shown in Figure 4 is most useful.	 It can be seen that the Vonar
sy5tl,rrLS do not meet the desired performance criteria. 	 Vonar-3 is too heavy
and Vorlar-1 is not sufficiently protective.	 Preox 1100-4 easily meets both
of these criteria.

Results of these studies are summarized in terns of a standard tourist-class
aircraft seat in Table 4. Again, these results show that on a weight basis
both candidate ablative fire blocking layers are about three tines more cast
effective than Vonar-3. These figures are conservative. Seats can probably
bar manufactured and used without the cotton/muslin seat cover, and other
weight savings can probably be realized in practice.

Finally, it should be stated that, although Preox 1100-4 offers slightly
superior fire protection performance when compared to Norfab lIET-26-A1, it
i.:, scon that non-fire retarded polyurethane foam with aluminized Norfab
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IDIT-3e-Al a..s l !)Locking layer cones closest to meeting the target goal of
this study, murlely, eyuivaler.t fire perforrmnce to Vorulr-3 and the Smallust
incrt:ase in seat .veighL.

Figure 4: m..'iATIVE FIGURES OF NINUT FT)R SELECrU) HEAT HL()CKING IYATERIAL.4
L1.SE1) 'IYl Pllt IW7 NF URFMiiVNl: F(>U VEILSUS EsT MATED SEAT WhiGHTS
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Table 4: IlE;1.ATIVE RANKING OF CANDILIATE FINE: 13 I "KED SEAT
CONFIGURATIONS IN TERVS OF 'rHEFN. ,kL PERF))RMANCE

SEAT WT	 6%
FIRE SLOCKER	 FOAM	 KG	 MT	 t

NONE F.R.	 URETHANE 1.54 0 0,48
(BASELINE)

PRRO; N.F.	 URETHANE 1.52 -1 5,1

VONAR-3 F.R.	 URETHANE 2.57 +67 5.9

PREOX F.R.	 URETHANE 1.91 +24 7.6

NORFAB N.F.	 URETHANE 1,53 0 8,4

VCNAR N.F.	 URETHANE 2,18 +41 8,9

NORFAB F.R.	 URETHANE I	 1,91 +25 11.0

FIRE
BLOCKER

URETHANE

COTTON MUSLIN

WOOL/
NYLON

SEAT BACK

HEAT FLEX
•t	 SPECIFIC MASS INJECTION RATE	 G

INPUT HEAT FLUX: 2,5W/CM2

EXPOSURE TIME:	 2 MiN,

FIRE BLOCKER

SEAT
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DK,V1-10'MhWr OF WEIGHT AND EMNOMIQi AD3Q1I7HMS FCJR SELEU1'ED SEAT CUSHIONS

Arnvy; the speci ric tasks outlined in the NASA/FAA agreement vas to provide
ncrurate weil^lrt differentials, manufactiarir,f anti operating cost in forrettion,
pert.Lining to each of the seat configurations for the projected U.S. fleet
()vl-•r a 10-year period. Ibis information was to be provided by a computer
pna;run developed in rc suitable manner for use by the FAA.

3.1 i?VI:PPMEY 1' OF A WEIc71 'r AWORI'rHM: The problem has been addressees for
NA 4A

_ll
 by GOON,_ Tnc. and Infurratics,Inc. (Appendices E-1 and F-1). 'hey

have: developed a methodology to calculate estimated costs of the manufacture
anal rise of advanced aircraft seat cushion configurations. The primary focus
wa.ti to evaluate the cost impact associated with manufacturing and flying
vari:)wi scat configurations on the U.S. Fleet. The data has been organized
inb) the following groups or files which allows for great versatility by the
pn)gy ran user:

0 cushion dimensions data: allows varying dimensions in the
seat height, width, and depth

y t-ushion materials data:

	

	 lists all materials used in the various
configurations and a brief description of
each material, including estimated costs

§ ca rshio_n configurations:	 defines seats cxitnprised of six possible
layers (upholstery, scrim cover, heat blocking
layer, aicgap layer, reflective layer, and
foam), taking into account the cost and weight
of each component

9 reference cushion configuratir allows generation of compearative costs,
as ampared to absolute costs, by allowing for
changes in data on the reference cushion

S> a i rcraft fleet projection data: allows changes in the projected U.S.
fleet size as given by the FAA

a 'new' aircraft delivery schedule data: allows for changes in the
estimated on-line aircrafts coming into use
in the U.S. fleet

d fuel cost projections data: allows change in the projected fuel costs.

A d(aiailei lc4 ,ic-Lt flow of the program, taking into account all of the above
p+creurmeters, is ', iveri i.n Appendix F-1. An outline of the algorithm for the
current cost rmdPI of these seat modifications is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5:	 ODEL CONFIGURATION OF '111E CYJMPIirER A11011I'111M
FOII IN',`rFWAINING (rh'r/'NEI(2iT EFFIXTIVENIM OF
SEAT CUSHION  BD -rK I N!.; LAYS M

SPECIFY SEAT	 --HION

STAR/	
CONFIGURAT11 .
MATERIALS AND THEIR
COST AND DENSITY

--- 1	 A/C FLEET PROJECTIOI:
ULATE C I;SHION HES	 USED TO DETERMINE
OF MATERIALS AND I	 ANNUAL OEMAHO FOR
FACTURING COSTS 1	 SEATS AND ANNUAL NO.
SEAT	 F SEATS IN FLEET

CALCULATE DELTA RAN
MATERIALS AND MFG,
COSTS FOR C!ITIRE FLEET
(MIEN CONFIGU-TION VS.
BASEI.11. I

CALCULATE U'PACT Of
OE!GHT ON FUEL COSTS
FOP E'IT! 0E FLEET

A': .P'L
TG iAL

EHD

The results of applying this program to Vonar-3, Norfab 11HT-26-A1, and
Preox 1100-4 FBLs are shown in Figure 6. Average cost to rEanufacture and

Fi.gcre 6 ALGORITHM MST EVALUATION OF CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOAMS AND FIRE
BLIOCKING LAYERS AT EQUIVALENT FIRE PERFORMANCE AND COMFORT

FBL (OZ PER SQ YD)
40

3-	 VONAR-3 COTTON (27.0)

sa
PR

MV

.0

15
NORFAB OR PREOX (11.0)

IG	 PREOX (7.0)

1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.6	 2.0
AVERAGE SEAT FOAM DENSITIES IN POUNDS PER CUBIC FOOT



fly pxtr year for 	 five year larri d with PBLs, each with a wear life of five
ar: are plott,ci as a frmrc,.'on of average seat foam density. The average
l foam dens^.Lias of fir ms retarded and non-fire retarded flexible

1 W yur •athane foam have been indicat-d as 27.2 k g/m` and 22.4 kg/m'1 (1.7
and 1.4 pounds pier cubic f(x-)t), respectively. The use of non-fire retarded
polyurethane Town i.ti .jousideretl to be a viable option for this application.

It i-; not certain at this point what the lower density limit is for the use
of non-fire retarded polyurethane foam while still maintaining the necessary
durahili.ty arwl c,anfort parameters.

It is Shown in figure 6 that Preox 1100-4 and Norf,b IMT-26-A)_ as candidate
I'lil_s with non-fire retarded p)lyurethane foam could tort as little as $6 mil-
lion dollars, where,r the Vonar-3 modification could amount to about five
time., ; ns much, or ')28 million dollars.

:3.2 COMPAiIATIVE K- rNOMICS OF USE FOR SELECCm SEAT CUSHION OONF1GU RATIONS:
Informatics, Inc.., (Appendix E-1) implemented the set of programs based on
the weight methodology developed by SOON, Inc., with an i p teractive computer
proc(xs U) compute costs to build and fly various aircraft seat oonfigu_at-
ions. These programs allow the user to tell the computer to store informat-
ion -shout costs and o,t)aracteristi.cs of seat materials, material suppliers,
fleet composition, aircraft characteristics, fuel prices, and seat designs.
'Me user i.nputr, test results, coasts to make the seats, seat composition, and
soat life in the computer for each design, then directs the canputation of
scat weight arms costs. Coasts are projected for ten years, based on annual
domnnd/use demogruphirs for seats. The frequency and method of seat
replacement, route/usage information, as well as the composition of the
Fleet each year, determine the overall seat demand.

The umplete program, along with the user`s manual, may be found in Appendix
E-l. A typical Coast Summary Report given by this program is found in Table
5 below.

1.:
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Tabh^ 5: PRQJWVhD (,Y)9N lit)LGI 1986 FOR THE PURCHASr AND Fi.YINC; OF S()+E
F;Lh)'CF]) SEAT ODNFIGUIt4TIOF19 USING ONE PAW1(Xi^^R ME11iOD OF SEAT

I L:PI „1(; HM FNl'

VONARS	 HORFAB HORFAO LIGHT

--------------------
CODE* "I CODE* 882
-------------------------------------------

CODE* 009 CODE* 012

METHOD GRAD GRAD GRAD GRAD
SEATLIFE
--------------------

8 YRS 8 YRS
------------------------------------------

3 YRS 9 YR8

COST TO FLY(1986) $1566. 84199. 57196. 58809.

COST TO BUY(1986)
MATERIAL 6986. 7684. 18812. 18818.
MANUFACTURING 11799. 11799. 11799. 11799.

TOTAL COSTS(1986) 78851. 188571. 52807. 75200.

DELTA COST-FLY(1986) 0. 82572. $680. -1477.

DELTA COST-BUY(1986) 0. 648. 6826. 6926.

DELTA COSTS(1986) fl. 99228. 11936. 4849.

• (^xsts in Table 5 are given in thousands of dollars.
OX)E# 001 - unprotected FR urethane (used as our baseline reference cost)
U)DE# 002 - Vonar-3 protected FR urethane
M)P# 009 - %rfab protected NF urethane
()DF-# 012 - Norfab protected low-density NF urethane foam

In Appendix E-1 are cast summaries using the three replacement methods for
the 12 configurations indicated in Table 2 on page 9. Three methods of seat
replacement are used in calculating the replacement costs involved: a
"gradual" (GRAD) replacement of the seats, depicting the present attrition
rate of used seats, a "no replacement method" (N30) which is replacement of
seats in new aircraft only, as they are introduced in the fleet, and an "im-
mediate" (IMMD) replacement of all seats in the present fleet. Table 5
given costs for a gradual (GRAD) method of replacement of aircraft seats
over a 3 year period.

Table 5 presents comnparison costs (relative to baseline figures based on a
wool/nylon covered FR foam seat) of some selected seat configurations, for
one particular replacement method. It is pertinent to note the change in
(delta) costs for each configuration (purchase/manufacturing cots, and
flying; arts ase)clated with heavier or lighter (negative) seat eonfigura-
tloris).	 Note that configuration 12 in the column CODE# 012 is
1.Ch.0/ft3 NF foam plus an Fh3L of light-weight Norfab is actually lighter
than unprotected FR foam, and produces a lesser operating cost ($1.5 million
lu'ss) than our baseline.
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4. MHCHANICAL WEAR TESTING AND ASSOCIATED COMFORT FACICIRS

Optimum fire blocking layer-, evaivated in the Cabin Fire Simulator at
rk)nglas Aircraft Ccnpanywere to be further tested by a major seat
manufacturer for selected mechanical properties. The tests include wear
durability, indentation load deflection, tear resistance, and any others
selected by the seat manufacturer.

1.1 ILD THST IIESULTS: Preliminary load deflection test results are found
in Table 6. For a baseline conparison, Configuration Number 1 may be used.
N)te carefully the 25`6 load deflection weight for polyimide foam. A figure
of 77.0 pounds to cause a deflection of only 25 `,6 points to an extremely
inflexible and, then fore, ani"n.fortable seat.

rahle 6: SEAT CUSHION A.SSLMBLIE'S
read rbflection Test Results Per ASTM-D-1564-71 Method A

Nor l6-
uration
Number

0escription
lad 782
Prestress

7hl etnwa
with 1 lb.

Preload

Load 76s
Deflection
(1 mloute)

IL) 26 lad at
662

ILO O6 ILD 66
TM-U

N.P. Ure thane,	 2 in. 2.'96 19.0 41.0

P.R. Urethane,	 2 in. 1.986 32.2 63.0

I WIN;

P.R. Urethane,	 3 tn. 188 3.174 N 0.86 91 1.82 2.07

2 WIN; Vonar-3,	 3/16";

P.R. Urethane,	 3 tn. 196 3-683 46 0.92 100 2.00 2.17

8 WIN;	 Preoa 1100-4;

'
r;

P.R. Urethane,	 3 In.	 182 3.210 86

8 WIN;	 Vonar-3, 3/16";

P.P. Urethane,	 2.7 1n.	 136 3.248 31

11 Po1Plmlde Poam, 2 tn. 1.874 17.0

WIN;	 Prooa 1100-4;

f
M. P. Urethane,	 3 In.	 100 3.088 29.8

,i•.
V{N: Wool/Nylon Fabric

ILA: Indentation load Deflection

1.1 07 1.94 1.76

V.62 80 1.38 2.23

329.0

0.89 07 1.14 1.03

'Illis factor alone disqualifies the polyimide foam seat, which otherwise is a
fine candidate, showing premising fire protection properties as shown in

^r	 Figure 1, as well as being a remarkably lightweight seating material.

M



Seat weight-

140 Ibs ---^
63.5 Kg

Pant.; fabric-
100% polyester/

2 bar tricot knit

Vertical motion

Rocking motion-13.5 cpm
25' arc
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Ail othor data from the fire blocking layers tested here show acceptable
indentation load deflection. An acceptable range is considered a laid 25%
deflection (1 minute) of 29 to 55.

4.2 NFAR TATS: Preliminary wtAr tests were conducted by Boeing Commercial
Airplane Company using the apparatus shown in Figure 7. Results fran these
tests are sham in Table 7. As can be seen, the Norfab 11HT-26-Al material
:ilowd a minimum of 50 hours of wear stress under these testing conditions.
Additional tots will be conducted in the near future to compare the 11
different seat configurations used in this study. Results of the wear
tf-sting will be given in a later report.

Figure 7: WEAR TE,S"CING APPARATU4 USED BY THE BOEINri CCMMMIAL
AIRPLANE (XXPANY 1r) 

TEST 
WEAR DURABILITY OF SEATING

MATERIALS

Actuating mechanism

• 2 minute cycle 	 Cushion rotation-18 cpm
• 1 minute V seconds contact on cushion 	 35'arc
• 20 seconds in up position
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Tahle 7: WEAR DURABILITY ()F VARIOUS SEAT WNFIGURATIONS

mATBRIAL DE?^RIPTION sEIGHT BEAT VICAR TEST RE9ULTd

us/ma yd	 ka/02

Ilorfab faluslnum up) 11 0.37 80 hours ulnimum war

Preon (aluminum up) 18 0.81 28 hours, incipient failure

Preoa (aluminum up) 23 0.78 No test ps , tamed

plus S az PDT

yirotax (bonded to 8 0.70 80 hours, very poor

decorative upholatery)

Plrotex (bonded to decoratl y 11 0.37 No test performed

upholstery) plus S oz PDT

Dunlop 'ores 181- 9 mm 28 0.98 80 hours minimum war

L3200 - 3/8 in 38 1.28 80 hours minimum war

vonar-3 (cotton) 24 0.81 80 hour@ minimum sear

9 oz pet 9 0.31 No test performed

I^I

r,
1

3:	 I

ii

.t
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5. SUMMARY

Major accomplishments from this program are listed below.

$ A complete model and computer based algorithm have been developed to de-
termine the cost/weight effectiveness of the foams and fire blocking
layers tested. Detailed reports are given in Appendices E-1 and F-1.

§ The NASA T-3 burner test resu::ts described in Appendix A-1 were
inconclusive in determining the fire protection afforded by various fire
blocking layers and foams, and does not appear to offer a viable small-
scale testing procedure for these purposes.

$ Full scale laboratory testing has been performed at Douglas Aircraft, and
is shown to be a viable test methodology for comparison of the fire
performance of ocmplete seat banks. This testing is described in Ap-
pendix D-1.

$ A convenient and accurate laboratory based test method of measuring the
fire performance of seat configurations has been developed. This test
has been graphically described in Appendices C-1 and G-1.

Fran these studies, the two most effective methods of seat cushion fire
protection have been examined and are described below.

(1) Those which use transpiratioial cooling, typically camposed of
A1(OH) 3 , perform best in high heat fluxes. The deed neoprene foams
work by dehydrating in the case of a fire, cooling by dissipative emis-
sion of water vapor. Their major drawback is the weight needed in such
ablative materials. Due to this weight penalty, they would be quite
costly for use by the U.S. fleet.

j	 (2) Aluminized thermally stable fabrics work by re-radiation and/or lateral
conduction of the heat produced by the fire and provide excellent high
temperature insulation. These are the most desirable types of blocking

h;	 layers to use for these purposes because they show satisfactory fire
performance and carry very little weight penalty.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Re-examining the experimental facts given in Section 2.4, we may
draw some meaningful conclusions concerning the best choices for
fire protection of aircraft seats following a posterash fire.

In order to increase survivability of passengers, best described
quantitatively in terms of the available egress time needed to va-
cate the passenger cabin in the event of a fire, the seat surfaces
must be protected from the intense radiant heat fluxes.	 It has
already been shown that no present technology is available to protect
the polyurethane foam by internal chemical molecular modifications,
thus, external physical protection is the: only viable method. The
following points need delineation:

* No outstanding improvements are seen in fire blocking layer
protection capabilities when fire retarded urethane foams are
used.	 In fact, FR foam actually is inferior in performance to
NF foam when used in conjunction with some FBL materials under
certain test conditions.

* NF foam has distinct beneficial weight saving attributes.

*	 All	 requirements	 are	 presently met	 with Norfab	 11HT-26 -A1 	 at
0.38	 kg/m 2	 (11	 oz/yd 2 ).	 This	 material	 provides	 equivalent,	 if
not	 better,	 thermal	 protection performance 	 based on	 small	 scale
tests	 to Vonar-3,	 and	 improves	 the weight	 penalty aspects	 by
more	 than 4-fold.	 In	 small	 sc	 testing	 of aluminized	 fabrics,
nu differences were 	 noted	 in seat	 cushion	 fire protection with
the aluminized coating turned 	 inward towards	 the foam or outward
towards	 the wool/nylon	 fabric.	 However,	 significant	 differences

('. were noted when	 aluminized	 FBL materials were used with NF versus
rr

h`.
FR	 urethane	 foam.	 This	 is	 shown	 in	 Appendix	 G-1.

*	 Vent	 holes may be required on the under side of the seat 	 cushions
to permit	 venting of the pyrolysis	 gases produced	 from the
urethane	 foam,	 thus	 reducing the risk of a sudden and	 immediate
release of these	 gases	 and	 larger	 flame propagation.

i
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APPENDIX A-1

NASA Burn Tests of Seat Cushions

Final Report, Contract NAS2-11064, 2cientific Services, Inc.

Editor's Note: Sections of this Appendix have been deleted for
the sake of brevity. A complete copy of the
original manuscript may be obtained upon request.
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NASA BURN TESTS OF SEAT CUSHIONS

n•.

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a series of tests on candidate aircraft seat

blocking layers conducted by Scientific Service, Inc., for the NASA -Ames Research
Center, under Contract No. NAS2 -11064. A total of 109 tests on 19 candidate
NASA -supplied samples were performed.

The objective of these tests was to compare the effects of thermal exposure on

the standard seat cushion ( which uses a wool-nylon blend fabric covering and an FR

urethane filler) and on a number of candidate seat cushion configurations by

measuring the time that it took to raise the temperature of the surface of the foam
-;i

material in each sample to the value that could cause degradation of the foam

(typically less than 3000 Celsius).

C. ,

TEST ARRANGEMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION

	

^^r•	 This test series was conducted using the NASA-Ames T-3 furnace ( see Fig. 1),

	

w•;	 The furnace, which has been in use for many years at NASA, is a firebrick-lined box

that uses a forced air JP-4 fueled burner. See sketch in Fig. 2. This furnace is

	

1	 coupled to an air scrubber and filter system to prevent the combustion products from

	

tit	 being released into the atmosphere. A schemati c of the filter system is shown in
Fig. 3.

Since the T-3 furnace had not been used for several months, a calibration was

performed to determine the length of burn time required to achieve a steady-state

condition. Approximately 1>} hours were required to obtain this steady-state

condition, which was defined as a constant flux reading (using a slug calorimeter)

maintained over a period of 15 minutes.



F I g. 2. Detail of T-3 Furnace.

p 1q. I. TM RATA-ammee ?-I Fur...
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During the test program the furnace was allowe:] to reach this steady-state

condition at the desired flux prior to insertion of the samples. Two exposures sere

used -- 11.3 W/cm 2 (10 Btu/ft 2s) and 8.47 W/cm 2 (7.5 Iltu/ft 2s) -- that are typical

of what inight be expected in an aircraft cabin fire. The materials were placed in a

steel frame that. prevented edge effects from influencing the tests and also

furnished support for the test objects so that they could be inserted and removed

from the furnace safely and easily. (Fig. 4 presents photographs of the frame with

a sample ready to test and one posttest.) The candidate materials were put into the

support frame with the wool-nylon blend material* first, and then the other

materials were layered according to the specific test case. The area of the samples

exposed to the fire was 22.8 cm x 22.8 cm (9 inches x 9 inches), and they were

burned from the bottom because of the nature of the T-3 furnace.

' The instrumentation included the slug calorimeter, noted above, and from one

to three thermocouples on the samples. On samples using Fiberfrax, one

thermocouple was placed on the surface of the Fiberfrax. On samples containing

foam, three thermocouples were used, one at the surface of the foam, and one each

at depths of 4.7 mm (3/16 inches) and 7.9 mm (5/16 inches) from the surface toward

the exposure. Fig. 5 shows the thermocouple locations for the various sample

configurations.

The procedures for a typical test were as follows: Once the furnace reached a

steady-state condition with a flux reading within + 5 per cent of the required value,

the frame containing the test sample was moved next to the lid of the furnace.

This lid was moved quickly to the side and replaced with the sample. The sample

was left in the furnace until the thermocouple at the foam (or Fiberfrax) interface

reached 3000C. The scmple was then placed on top of the furnace lid because, in

most cases, there was still smoke and flame coining from the sample and the hood

above the furnace captured the smoke and put it through the filter system. After

the sample extinguished itself and cooled, it was removed and photographed.

* In this case the material used by Pan American Airlines, which is similar to the
the seat covering of all commercial aircraft.
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Fig. J. Schematic of Filter System.

Fig. i. Samples, Pre- eni! Post-Test.
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TABLE 11 RESULTS OF THE CAMOIOATR HEAT-830CRW n 'MATERIALS

FM Wes	 Imw	 T'at 0	 71.6 I	 "O ae+1 151
11.3 W/.2	1.6 a/ami	1 700 OC

11.1	 1.1

Ulw 3/I-	 Pro.	 IN.106,100	 73-45

Vwr 3	 Fro.	 IO,I I,II,IT	 71,70,73	 51.7113-113

V. S	 PR Pam	 33,38,30,40	 01.83	 03-63	 ST-N

Vohs 1 NP !am OT,N,N 10,y 00-33 45-641 1
,'.

Vow : From 63,113p0,23 10,7! !!-N 50-N

Voar 2 PR Pam N,N." 10,63 C-N 05.07

V. 2 NP Fam 1	 ",51,31 N,q N-TO 57-T7

C. W,Nh	 1 Pro+ 80.",67 78,77 f0-N 10.30

N Nmf.b PR Pam $3,"," N,N 18-10 31-31

Nerfab NP Foam $1,63,00 N,N 50-15 11-N

At C-" . 101 Prot 1,7,060 00,01 10-10 63-63

AI r	 101 PR Pam 54,171" 83,63 13-24 21-05

Al G. n 101 HP Fam 101,101 25-17

E-Class 101 Pro. 1111,114,31 70,11 10-23 15.37

.1 R-Glow NI PR Pwm 01,01," 10,01 17-20 21-27
R-Glav 101 HP ram 1",101 13-"

None
Fro.

1,10,27.18 "1".70 10-17 I0-17

Mae PR Pam 34,4S.N 83,83 10-13 21.20

t Now (Note 11 6%-TN 107,105.105 10-03

N.Ar 1:	 sw. lenlrr+lure rnnFr Yro- from surface of fam

a
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A summary of the test results is presented in Table 1 The various blocking
materials investigated are listed in this table in order of descending time to raach

3000C at the filler interface. Time-temperature plots for each test are presented

in Appendix A.

It had originally been planned to make weight measurements of the samples
and to measure char thickness. Since many of the samples continued to burn after

removal from the furnace it was decided that such measurements would be of little

value.

Photographs were taken of each test and these have been delivered to NASA

separately.
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The use of ablative materials in various forms, such as cellular structures,
coatings and films to provide thermal protection for heat sensitive substrates
against the action of large jet fuel fires is well established (1). Low density
foam polymers with low thermal conductivity, high temperature stability and high
thermochemlcal char yields or high transpirational cooling rates, such as those
foams fabricated from isocyanurates, phenolics, amides and hydrated chloroprenen,
all have been found to be effective in extending the times required for fuel tank
cook off and fire penetration to the structures of transport aircraft immersed in
large fuel fires. Char forming ablative coatings, are widely used in exte-ading
the time before detonation of military ordinance exposed to similar fire threats.
The use of functional fabrics as ablatives is new.

Among existing, commercial polymers, one would be hard pressed to find a
more thermally sensitive substrate than conventional flexible polyurethane foams,
and probably from a mechanical point of view no better cushioning material with
a cost of something like $0,15 per board foot. These polymers because of their
easily pyrolyzed urethane groups and thermally oxidizable aliphatic linkages exhibit
polymer decompositi.» temperatures of the order of 250°C, and encounter a maximum
pyrolysis rate at 300°C with a total yield of pyrolysis vapor of about 95%, most
of which is combustible. Oneshould expgct these %aterials to ignite easily with
low power energy sources of 2,5 watts/cm or less and when ignited effect sustained
flame propagation even after removal of heat source, To be sure all non-fire
retarded flexible urethane foams that we have examined to date confirm these
expectations. From thermogravimetric studies (2), it is evident that the addition
of standard fire retardant additives have little or no effect on the maximum decom-
position rate, the temperature at which it occurs or the vapor production yield.
In fact, one observes the same average mass injection rates of combustible gases
under a sustained radiant heating rate from flexible polyurethane foams whether
fire retarded or not. This gas production rate can amount to as much as 10-20x10_5
grams per cm per second at heating rates of 2.5 watts/cm even when covered
with contemporary upholstery. Kourtides has shown that this flammable gas pro-
duction rate increases almost linearly with the applied heating rate up to about
six watts/cm 2 , heating rates which are fairly typical of the usual trash or jet
fuel fire. A value of 4x10-4g/cm2/sec for hydrocarbon injection at surfaces has
been found to effect sustained propagation and flame spread.

A sustained heating rate of approximately 5 watts/cm 2 applied to one seat of
a three seat transport array comprising flexible polyurethane foam, fire retarded or
not, will produce flame spread and ignition to the adjacent seat in less than one
minute, resulting in sufficient fire growth to permit flames to impinge on the
aircraft ceiling in less than two minutes. The time required to produce these
events and the resulting increases in cabin air temperatures should be expected
to fix the allowable egress times for passengers attempting to escape the aircraft
in a post crash fuel fire.

This paper then examines the question of the possibility of increasing the
available egress time for passengers, from a transport aircraft, in which the
flexible polyurethane seating is exposed to the action of a large pool fire which
we must assume can provide at least 5 watts/cm2 radiant heat flux to the seats,
by providing sufficient ablative protection for polyurethane cushioning. These
fire blocking layers must suppress the combustible mass injection rates of the
polyurethane below the somewhat critical values of 4x10- 4 gm/cm2 /sec at 5 watts/cm2
as a performance criteria to prevent flame spread and subsequent flashover.
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All commercial transport aircraft are, at this moment, fitted with fire
retarded flexible polyurethane seat cushions, bottoms, backs and head rests with
an average foam density of 1.7 lbe /cu ft. With average seat construction, there
are &hour five pounds o` Foam per seat. For 2000 aircraft with an average of
200 seats per aircraft ' t:iis amounts to about two million pounds of flexible
polyurethane foam in use.

The options that one might consider as seating alternatives to effect
improvement in the fireworthiness of aircraft interiors through modifications of
existing cushioning materials are outlined in Figure 1. The same classes of high
char yield polymers that are know to b,t outstanding ablative materials such as
phenolics, imidea, polybenzimidazoles, etc., can be made fire resistant enough to
prevent propagation and flashover as replacements for polyurethane in seats. As
indicated, when they are designed to be fire resistant enough, they all suffer in
varying degrees from serious limitations because of cost, processability, comfort
and durability (brittleness). For example, polyimides in general are about 50
to 100 timen more expensive than basic flexible polyurethanes w: , '.ch might result
in a replacement cost of 50 to 100 million dollars for the existing U, S_ fleet.

There may be some fire retardant additivas for flexible polyurethane foams
that could improve their thermal stability and suppress the combustible gas
production rates at sustained high heating rates. We do not know of any.

The only real option that exists at present with commercially available
components seems to be the fire blocking approach that is to provide cost and
weight optimized ablative foams, coatings or fabrics. It is believed that the
limitations in comfort, decors, durability,b increaeesAp.ship set weight penalty
may be overcome by the approach taken in this study.

The objectives for this study are re -stated specifically in Figure 2.
i

	

	 The key property requirements for an acceptable blocking layer for aircraft
seating fall into two important categories as shown in the figure, namely fire
performance objectives, and seating performance requirements. In this study,
only those materials that possessed only the fire blocking efficiency necessary
to prevent fire propagation from seat to seat under the simulated post crash
fire conditions conducted by the FAA in full scale teats in a C-133 fuselage

~	 were evaluated for durability, comfort, wear and manufacturability. Only those
i

	

	 cushion systems that approached state-of-the -art performance in seating performance
were evaluated with regard to cost. These screening gates, the controlling
algorithms and materials data base have been reported separately (3).

The various ablative or fire blocking mechanisms available from existing
.::	 materials systems that are possible candidates for blocking layer design are
'• '	 outlined in Figure 3. Vonars, a family of low density, high char yield foams
`

	

	 containing a large fraction of water of hydration is perhaps the best candidate
of this class currently available. It is available in two practical thicknesses
from 3/16" to 1 /16". The high temperature resistant polymers with decomposition
temperatures in excess of 400°C, and high char yield polymers such as the PBI's,
Celiox , 3 Kynol with char yields in excess of 60% are excellent candidates for re-
radiation protection. Suitable ablative felt	 fabrics which are also good
insulators have been prepared from these polymers in fiber form.

s^

:f
:f

1
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The action of the ablative matrix to induce vapor phase cracking of the
combustible gas generated from the slow pyrolyses at low temperature of the
substrate can be very important especially in applying ablative materials as
fire blocking layers. All of these materials in sufficient thicknesses in
combination or individually can provide the required degree of thermal protection
necessary for fire safe polyurethane cushioning. The question to be answered
to which combination provides the correct amount of protection to keep the vapor
production rate of polyurethane foam somewhat less than 10.20x10-5 grams/cm2/sec
under an incident heating rate of 2.5 watts/cm2.

Fabrics, felts and mate with excellent high temperature insulation properties
can be obtained as indicated from non-ablative, inorganic, dielectrics such as
silica and Flberfrax. Highly reflective continuous surfaceu, which also function
to distribute the incident radiant e.:.irgy and thus reduce the local heat loads,
such as aluminum foils must also be considered.

Another ablative mechanism which becomes exceedingly important in controlling
the effective mass injection rate, is the ability of the ablative matrix to
initiate vapor phase cracking of the combustible vapor species generated by the
low temperature pyrolyain of the polyurethane substrate.

All of the mechanisms listed and any of the material examples indicated can
alone or in combination provide the required degree of thermal protection necessary
for securing fire safe polyurethane cushioning capable of defeating the action of
large aircraft fuel fires wt.en used in sufficient thi_'*,•nss. The first question
that the research reported here attempts to answer is ''et mechanism and material
or combination provide just the amount of protection required at a minimum weight
of ablative material per unit area.

Materials which depend on transpiration cooling by mass injection r-a'n be
very efficient at high heating rates. Insir efficiency increases monotonically with
the incident heating rate above 7 watts/cm2 . As will be shown, transpirational
systems are less efficient on a weight basis than systems based on the other
mechanisms discussed, in the fire environment of the poet crash aircraft fuel fire.
To date, material systems that combine one or 	 more combinations of heat
rejection mechanisms, such as 2, 3, 4 and 5 provide the most efficient ablation
systems for designing blocking layers for contemporary polyurethane seats.

A generealized schematic for the kinds of optimum fire blocking layers to
be discussed in this paper, indicating the main heat blocking mechanisms is
shown in Figure 4. Earlier studies on the internal isotherm recession rates of
char forming ablative foams (4) exposed to the typical aircraft fuel fire environ-
ment demonstrated that re-radiation from the non-raceeding fire stable char surface
and the low thermal diffusivity of virgin foam dominated the minimization of the
pyrolysge isotherm rate. Re-radiation can be effected by either reflection with
an emissive surface of aluminum or a hot char surface. At present, we understand
that the use of aluminum surfacing on high temperature stable and or char forming
interlayers is important in redistributing the local incident radiation, and the
hot char or carbonized interlayers dominates the re-radiation process. Thus.
aluminized char forming high temperature materials such as Centex's Celiox or
Amatex's Norfab , provide the best combination of mechanisms. Efficient fire
blocking layers are by no means limited to these kinds of materials.
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In the case of the ablative protection of a flammable substrate, such as
a flexible polyurethane . wherein a limited amount of controlled pyrolysis is
allowable, internal char formation by thermal cracking of the urethane Pyrolysis
vapor is extremely beneficlil. That part of the evolving combustible g ds which
is fixed as char does of course not participate in the external flame spread and
the flashover processes. To avoid rupture of the fire blocking layer, it is safe

•'

	

	 to provide some venting as indicated to manage the pressure drop within the
cushion structure.

The results obtained with mi test cushions at 4 minutes and 2.5 watts/cm 2^ 
incident thermal flux are shown in Figure 5, It can be seen that the anerobic
pyrolysis of the flexible polyurethane foam has produced a stable char residue
from the virgin foam and also by thermal cracking on the hot surface of the
aluminum layer. When the aluminum layer is external to the blocking inner layer,
it still forms inside the porous blocking layer.

Based on the results obtained to date, the two commercial products shown
in Figure 6 provide the required degree of fire protection, to prevent propagation
due to aircraft seats in a simulated post crash fire at the lowest weight penalty
and lower blocking layer coats. It is our opinion that these blocking layers can
be used with any weight effective resilient cushioning foam without regard to
the foam's inherent flammability.

It is of interest to examine a means of quantitatively characterizing the
efficiency of fire blocking layers in laboratory fire durability tests to predict
their performance in full scale tests.

In Figure 7, the efficiency of any fire blocking layer has been defined
as the ratio of the incident radiant heating rate, to the rate of production
of combustible gas produced per unit area per second, generated by the pyrolysis
of the substrate polyurethane foam. This efficiency should be able to be measured

''•!

	

	 experimentally by any one of three methods indicated in equation two by the
recession rate of the pyrolysis isotherm into the substrate, by equation three
by measuring the actual amount of gas generated per unit area per unit time and
finally with a knowledge of the heat of combustion of the specific gases generated

•" ^ from the substrate, from heat release calorimeter measurements. Measurement of
recession velocities is extremely difficult experimentally. Both methods 3 and
4 give good reproducible results and efficiencies measured by both methods give
acceptable agreement. One should note, as pointed out above, that the mass
injection rate of the substrate increases monotonically with heating rate, and that
the efficiency as defined here should decrease with increased heating rate up to
about 7 watts /cm2 . This has been found to be the case as reported by Kourtides (2),
It is clear that heat blocking efficiencies must be compared at identical heating
rates.

An empirical relationship between these laboratory measured efficiencies
and the thermal performance of a particular kind of fire blocking system is shown
in Figure 8 • An allowable egress time in minutes has been plotted as a function
of the fire blocking efficiency as defined for three different fire conditions used
in the C-133 full scale test article, a zero wind, 2 mph and 3 mph. The fire
severity as measured by the average heating rate in the vicinity of seats

M ,. increasing accordingly. Wit the Vonar converted seats, the average heating rate
of seats is about 5 watts /cm at zero condition, and could amount up to 10-12
watts /cm2 in the most severe conditions with 3 mph wind.
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It is clear from t%is figure that either Vonar 3 or LS-200 both non-metallized
components which provide protection by ablative trauapirational cooling alone give
as much as 5 minutes of available egress time. The unprotected flexible polyurethane
seat gave something less than two minutes whereas the empty aircraft gave survival
times in terms of temperature only well in excess of ten minutes. One pressing
matter these preliminary results put to rest is the question of the role of interior
materials in the postcrash fire, namely ti.at the interior materials fl; •Ability,
in this case the seat array exr sed to the post crash fire, is a major tactor in
post crash fire survivability under the conditions of FAA's average design fire
(5) • These of course are seat only tests. These test results perms'-- one to cali-
brate fire performance in terms of Vonar 3, a performance that is considered to
provide an acceptable benefit in the post crash fire. In these tests, Vonar 3
with a cotton skrim replacing the usual cotton batting gave an increase of about
26 oz per sq yd of seat covering material. It is the primary objective of this
investigation to see if it is possible to achieve equivalent fire blocking layer
performance from other materials at reduced weight and hence costs.

In Figure 9, a simple relationship has been de veloped between the allowable
egress time and the efficiency and density of a fi.L.: bincking layer. Equation 8
approximates the allowable egress time In terms of the specific fire blocking layer
efficiency, the aerial density and the applied heating rates. Of course, this
determines weight of the fire blocking layer per seat by equation 10. It should
be clear that the higher the efficiency of the fire blocking layer (specific),
the longer the available egress time. The design equation 8 permits one to
select a predetermined egress time and tailor the ablative to give a maximum
efficiency at, a minimum aerial density.

Since this is not a materia l s development study but rather a short term
comparison of off the shelf items, we have elected to compare fire blocking
eff.ciencies of candidate materials with Vonar 3's performance, as a standard
of comparison, and then compute the effect of their use on the average seat
weight. Ideally, the optimum fire blocked seat should give equivalent fire
blocking performance to Vonar 3 with no increase in contemporary seat weight.

The specific mass injection rates obtained for both fine retarded and
non-fire retarded flexible polyurethane foams in the form of mini cushions
described by Fourtides are shown in Figure 10. These values were obtained at
2.5 watts/cm2 , It can be seen that the mass injection rate for the Vonar 3

	

^•_'•	 covered foams is about one-half the value for that of the wiprotected sample, and

	

'	 also these configurations with Vonar gave acceptable performance in the C-133
test. It can also be seen that both Gentex's Celiox and Norfab gave lower mast
injection rates than the Vonar at much lower aerial densities.

This amounts to a weight penalty of something less than half of that for
the ablative fire-blockers at compared with the Vonar 3 system. Also in Figure
10, a relative figure of merit for the ablative fire blocking layers has been

	

-^	 developed by normalizing the efficiency of the fire blocking layers with respect
to Vonar 3, a relationship which seems to hold up to applied heating rates of as
much as seven watts/cm 2 , at which rate Vonar begins to be somewhat more efficient.
It can also be seen that the low density Celiox (six ounces per sq yd), is the
most efficient fire blocker stuided so far.

It can also be deduced from Figure 10 that the fire blockers perform equally
well with both non-fire retarded and fire-retarded flexible polyurethane foam
as predicted.
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The non-fire retarded polyurethane foam with Celiax 100, in this test comes
very close to meeting the target goals of this study, namely equivalent fire
performance and the smallest increase in seat weight. It can also be seen it
is about twice as efficient an it needs to be even at this low aerial density.

The mass injection rates as a function of fire blocking layer thickness are
plotted In Figure 11. Again these re alts have been base -lined with respect to
Vonar 3's performance at 2.5 watte/cm^, at 5x10-5 grams per cm2 per sec. It can
be seen that the efficiency of Vonar decreases monatomically with thickness,
whereas the ablative fire blocking layers increase with decreasing thickness.
However, at present durability and wear become limiting factors for currently
available fabrics at thickness much .Less than 0.1 cm. It is believed that a
lower limit of about 6 oz per aq yd is the lower thermal limit for that class of
fabrics, and one should expect a rapid loss in thermal efficiency below this value.

For convenience of optimization with respect to thermal performance and
weight, a plot as shown in Figure 12 is useful. Here we have plotted the

r

	

	 relative figure of merit as defined with respect to Vomr 3 as a function of
average seat weight. It can be seen that the Vonar systems do not meet the
desired performance criteria. Vonar 3 is too heavy and Vonar 1 is not sufficiently
protective. Both the Norfc., and Celiox's easily east both of theme criteria.
The Celiox based system can be seen to give a somewhat better fire performance
margin than the Norfab.

These results are summarized in te,.ms of a standard tourist class aircraft
seat in Figure 13. Again these results show that on a weight basis both of the
candidate ablative fire blocking layers are about three times more cost effective
than the Vonar's on a cost to fly basis. The figures are conservative because
the seats can probably be manufactured and used without the cotton muslin seat
cover.

The outline of the algorithm for the current cost model of these seat
modifications is shown in Figure 14. In this paper only the element which
addresses the calculation of relative increase in costs to manufacture and fly
these new heat blocked seats for an average U.S. fleet of 2000 aircraft with

F•;^	 an average of 200 seats per aircraft will be discussed.

This program searches the data base for candidate heat blocking layers, with
the minimum, thermal protection values, and the wear and comfort limits shown in
Figure 15. The algorithm then requires the inputs as outlined and outputs the
cost difference to fabricate and fly a fire blocked seat per one year compared to
the standard seat.

The results of applying this program to Vonar 3 and the ablative: fire blocking
layers now considered optimum are shown in Figure 16, Cost to manufacture and
fly per year for a five year period with fire blocking layers, each with a wear
life of five years are plotted as a function of average seat foam density and
the aerial density of acceptable fire blocking layers. The average seat foam
densities of fire retarded and non fire retarded flexible polyurethane foam
have been indicated as 1.7 and 1 . 4 pounds per cubic foot. The use of non-fire
retarded flexible polyurethane foam is considered to be a viable option for this
application.

.a	 I.

c^ti
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In Figure 16, it can be seen that currently available ablative fire blockine
layers with non-fire retarded polyurethane foam amount to about 6x10 6 dollars
per year whereas hhe Vonar 3 modification could amount to about five times
much, about 28x10 million dollars.

Further optimiaation is also indicated in Figure 16, if a 6-7 oz per sq
Celliox based fabric could be developed with a five year wear. This could amount
to as little as 1.5x106 million dollar per year for five years.

Concluding Remarks

All known flexible polyurethane foams suitable as aircraft seating are
about equally flammable and provide approximately the same thermal risk to
survivability under the conditions of the design fire established for the
post crash simulation scenario in the C-133 full scale tests. 	 -

All presently known and acceptable flexible cushioning, foams require about
the same degree of fire blocking protection to suppress this threat.

Adequate fire blocking protection can be achieved through replacement of
cotton batting slip covers with a wide variety of fire blocking layers.

Of all of the known fire blocking layers investigated, the Vonar series is
the least efficient on a cost/weight basis for fire protection of domestic
transport aircraft.

Among the known fire blocking layers the metallized high temperature resistant
char forming ablatives appear to be optimum. At the present this practical opti-
mization is limited to aerial densities in the range of 10-12 oz per sq yd.
Further developmental work could drive Chea p down to 4 to 6 oz per sq yd which
might provide an equivalent cost to build and fly to current seats.

On the basis of both radiant panel testing, heat release calorimetric tests
and limited C-133 tests, (correlation among these 'laboratory test methods and
with limited full scale tests in the FAA's C-133 are good to excellent), show
that both Norfab and Centex Celiox are far superior to Vonars and provide a
cost effective degree of fire protection for polyurethane products heretofore
not available.
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(UhdfNT M.ITERIALS OPTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF i8F FIFEWOR14INESS OF
DOMESTI' TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT INTERIORS IN POSTCRASH FUEL FIRES

I.	 FINE RESISTANT ZION-METALLIC (POLYMERIC) MATERIAL
COMPONENTS LIMITATIONS: NIGH COSTS, DIFFICULT
PPG.-SSAbILI TY, BRITTLE,

A RHI I'A I"N-,H •.n ..' IA	 1111 ANI IINBU,.11141
AND LL+SIOMLNS WITH FIRE RETARDANT ADDITIVES.
LIMITATIONS: N01 EFFECTIVE UNDER CONDITIONS OF POST
CRASH FIRE,

3,	 rcVEN1tA, FIRE SEN'„ IVE SUBSTRATE (PANELS, SEATS, ETC,)
WITH AbAAIIVE COATINGS OR FIRE BLOCKING LAYERS
LIMITA'10115: DECOKE, DURABILITY (WEAR), E INCREf SE IN EHIPSLI,

WEIGHT PENALTY

FIGURE I

SHORT TERM
OPTIMIZATION OF POST CRASH FIRE PERFORMANCE AND

COSTS OF TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT SEATING

- PROJECT OBJECTIVES -

1,	 PROVIDE EFFICIENT HEATING BLOCKING MATERIAL COMPONENTS FOR CONTENPoRMY
AIRCRAFT CUSHIONING:

(A)	 TO REDUCE THE RATE OF FIRE SPREAD THROWN CONTEMPORARY
CABIN INTERIORS INITIATED b y A FULLY DEVELOPED POST CRASH
FUEL FIRE

(S)	 TO INCREASE THE EGRESS TIME LIMITED BY CONTEMPORARY IATERIORS
IN SUCH FIRES

P,	 PROVIDE A MIMIMUM INCREASE IN SHIP SET HEIGHT FOR CONTEMPORARY
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

(A) TO MAINTAIN EQUIVALENT CUSHIONING EFFICIENCY

(B) TO UTILIZE COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE HEAT BLOCKING MATERIAL
AND REASONABLE CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND MANUFACTURING COSTS,

FIGURE
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FIRE BLOCKING NECIUUNISNS

AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCT DESIGN

1, TRAASPIRATIOR COOLING (VOMMS)

^PBIG
2, RERAOIATION	 JNIGN TEMPERATURE STABLE 	 CELIOR)

(Low CONDUCTIVITYKYNO L

3, INSULATION/Law DENSITY	 MICA, PANDA

}) CLOSED CELL	 FIBERFAx, MOMEA

`TNEMALLY STABLPNENa.IC-lilcaoeALLaoMMa

1.	 REFLECTIONIGNLY REFLECTIVE

t 
SURFACES	 ALUM I RUN

^.	 VAPOR PHASE-DENSE	 ALUMINUM

CRACKING TO CHAR	 NON'PoROUS	 CELIOx

CATALYTIC SURFACES 	 PBI

CARBON I11AOE0

POLYMERS

2, 3, 4 AND 5 - HOST EFFICIENT COMBINATIONS FOR FIRE BLOCKING

FIGURE 3

LEIETMLIM OPTIMUM FINE 11=1016 LAVER

W LVIIIf	 CZ7
AS	 c7.,CTIO

AECTIa	 cr.*j
[r'1

L

IMMIM	 cry
CAP	 0:1

•	 '-  AERECTIIE NYE	 —^^
SWEAR OR

IANIATIVE SITAR lB	 h	 cOIW[IT	
^ OiF01fF

to
kSISTANT,XIFAI TEAMTOAE

CATALYTIC SWEAR

A IOVIL ABLATION IEIRMISN

t'
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TYPICAL EXANPLES
OF

OPTIMUM FIRE BLOCKING LATER

6ENTE11	 C~C1 ALLY AVAILABLE ORIOLES

ALUMINUM CELION -- 11-16 o:/YD2 -- COST $15-WSO YO

NGAFAB (AUNINUH-SILICA •) 11-12 oI/YO2 -- COST 420 •/SB TO

NAVY OTHER ANALOGS SYSTEMS POSSIBLE

AT SIMILAN COST, WEIGHT S PERFORIUNCE

ALOMINUH-PANOX	 )

ALuMIWu -KnNx	 ) ART 	 AELATIvE lFr Ic1ENCY WPPONT FOR
ALIRIImuN P41	 )	 5000 ALUIIOIR WEAR SURFACE
ALUMIIIINI- CARSmI FILLED POLYWETHARE)

(CAN RE USED WITH ANY WEIGHT EFFECTIVE RESILIENT WITINIIIT WEGARO TO FLEXIBLE

FOAM FLARUSILITY)

FIGURE 6

GOVERKHT EQUATIONS

TO EVALUATE THERMAL PERFORMANCE

1. E - INPUT ENERGY	 (BASIC EFFICIENCY EQUATION)

NABS &TERIAL REACTED

2. EFFICIENCY FROM T-3 TEST (FOAM RECESSION VELOCITY)

	

E
1 - RAO
	 BRAD ` INPUT HEATING RATE

	

Re	 R - RECESSION VELOCITY

e - FOAM DENSITY

3. EFFICIENCY FROM RADIATION-MASS-LOSS TEST

4RADE2 e _

	

M	 N - MASS INJECTION RATE

4. EFFICIENCY FROM HEAT RELEASE CALORIMETER TEST

E3 ' QNADh
	

SPECIFIC HEAT COMBUSTION

aH
a^

ALL TESTS COMPARABLE BY E1-E2-E3

FIGURE J
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I = 5 YEARS

	

3.	 SEARCH DATA BASE ALL FOAMS WITH IDENTATION LOAD DEFLECTION AT

25% 55-'30 PSI

INPUTS TO CALCULATE OPERATIONAL FLEET COSTS

	

1.	 SEAT GEOMETRIES	 S.	 MATERIALS COSTS

	

2,	 FOAM DENSITIES	 6,	 SEAT MANUFACTURING COSTS

	

S.	 AREA DENSITIES1,	 AVERAGE ANNUAL SEAT DLIM

	

4,	 FLYING WEIGHT FUEL COSIa

OUTPUTS
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F.
Abstract

I Aircraft seat materials were evaluated in terms of their
thermal performance.	 The materials were evaluated using (a)
thermogravimetric analysis,	 (b) differential scanning calorimetry,
(c) a modified NBS smoke chamber to determine the rate of mass
loss and (d) the NASA T-3 apparatus to determin es the thermal
efficiency.	 In this paper, the modified NBS smoke chamber will

I be described in detail [ince it provided the most conclusive
results.	 The NBS smoke chamber was modified to measure the weight
loss of materials when 4.xposed to a radiant heat source over the
range of 2.5 to 7.5 W/cn2 .	 This chamber has been utilized to
evaluate the thermal performance of various heat blocking layers

_ utilized to protect the polyurethane cushioning foam used in
aircraft seats.	 Various kinds of heat blocking layers were
evaluated by monitoring the weight loss of miniature seat cushions
when exposed to the radiant heat.	 The effectiveness of aluminized
heat blocking systems was demonstrated when compared to conventional
neat blocking layers such as i_eoprene. 	 All heat blocking systems
showed good fire protection capabilities when compare, 	 to the
state-of-the-art,	 i.e., wool-nylon over polyurethane foam.

Introduction

one of tae major fire threat potentials in commerrtLl passenger
aircraft is the nonmetallic components in the pa-^enger seats. The
major components of aircraft passenger seats are the polymeric
cushioning material and, to a lesser degree, the textile fabric colrer-
i.tg; together they represent a large quantity of potentially com-
bustible material. Each aircraft coach type passenger seat consists
of about 2.37 kg of non-metallic material, the major component being
the seat cushion. Since modern day wide-bode passenger aircraft have
from 275 to 500 passenger seats, the total amount of combustible
polymeric material provides a severe threat to the environment in the
cabin in case of either on-board interior fire or post-crash type
fire which in addition involves jet fuel.

A major complication in research to aevelop fire resistant
aircraft passenger seats, is to assure the laboratory method chosen
simulates real life conditions in case of a fire scenario onboard
an aircraft or a post-crash fire. In this study, a non-flaming
heat radiation condition was simulated, 7,6 cm x 7,6 cm samples
made to resemble full-size seat cushions were tested for weight loss
when exposed to different heat fluxes from an electrical heater. The
measurements were conducted in a modified NBS smoke density chamber.

It has been shown (1,2,3,4) that the extremely rapid burning
of aircraft seats is due to the polyurethane cushions of the seats.
In order to protect the urethane foam from rapid degradation when
exposed to heat, three different heat blocking layers were tested.



Two were aluminized fabrics and one was neoprene type of material
" in two thicknesses. 	 In all cases, urethane foam was enveloped in

a wool-nylon fabric.

Fabrics and foams put under a thermal load show a very complex
behavior.	 Figure 1 illustrates the thermal behavior of a seat cushion
with a heat blocking layer. 	 When a heat blocking layer is introduced
between the fabric and the foam, the complexity is expected to
increase, especially if the heat blocking layer is an aluminized one
as in some cases in this study. 	 The protective mechanism for the
urethane foam involves both conduction of the heat .Tong the aluminum
surface and heat re-radiation.

Description of Equipment

The test equipment for recording and processing of weight-loss
data is shown in Figure 2.	 It consists of an NBS smoke chamber
modified by the installation of an internal balance (ARBOR model #1206)
connected to a HP 5150A thermal printer, providing simultaneous print-
outs of weight remaining and time elapsed.	 Data recorded on the
printer was manually fed into a HP 9835 computer, processed and
eventually plotted on a HP 9872 plotter (i.e., weight remaining versus

tir time elapsed).	 Also used was a HP 3455A millivoltmeter for the calibra-
tion of the chamber.

The NBS smoke chamber was modified two fold: 	 (a) to permit a heat
flux of 2.5-7.5 W/cm Z and (b) to monitor weight loss of a sample on a
continuous basis.

The NBS test procedure (5) employs a nichrome wire heater to
`^`'•" provide a nominal exposure on the spectrum surface of 2.5 W/cm2,

which corresponds to the radiation from a black-body at approximately
540°C.	 To simulate thermal radiation exposure from higher temperature
sources, a heater capable of yielding a high radiant flux on the face
of the sample was utilized. 	 This heater is available from Deltcch Inc.
This heater is capable of providing a heat flux of 2.5-10 W/cmZ.

Two burning conditions are simulated by the chamber: radiant
heating in 'he absence of ignition, and flaming combustion in the
presence of supporting radiatinn. During test runs, toxic effluents
may be produced; therefore an external exhaust system was connected
to the chamber. In order to provide protection against sudden
pressure increases, the chamber is equipped with a safety blowout
panel. Also, for added safety, a closed air breathing system was
installed for use while operating and cleaning the chamber.

In this study, only the radiant heating condition was being
simulated, using this electrical heater as the radiant heat source.
The heater was calibrated at least once a week using a water-cooled
calorimeter connected to a millivoltmeter. Using the calibration
curve provided by the manufacturer, the voltages which provided the
desired heat fluxes (2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 W/cm Z ), were determined.
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When the chamber was heated up to the desl ̂ d temperature (and
heat flux), an asbestos shield was slid in fi 	 if the heater.
This prevented the adjacent chamber wall from ov. -heating and thus
affecting the data. As mentioned earlier, this NBS smoke chamber
was modified for recording of weight loss data by the installation
of an electronic balance. The balance was mounted on top of the
chamber with its weighing "hook" entering the chamber through a small
opening. The chamber was then re -sealed by enclosing the balan^_e in
a metal container which was tightly fitted to the chamber roof. This
balance was well suited to perform this particular task, because of
several of its features. It provides a digital output to allow weigh-
ing results to be transferred to external electronic equipment (in this
case, the thermal printer), below the balance weighing, which was essen-
tial, since the severe conditions inside the chamber during test runs
were likely to corrode or otherwise destroy any weighing apparatus
mounted inside the chamber. Also, the fact that it ascertains weight
by measuring the electrical energy required to maintain equilibrium
with the weight of the mass being measured, instead of by measuring
mechanical displacement, makes it well suited to measure a continuous
weight loss.

A desktop computer was used for data acquisition and storage.
It provided an enhanced version of BASIC which includes an extensive
array of error messages to simplify programming. The computer was
equipped with an 80 by 24-character CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) display and
a 16-character thermal printer for hard-copy printouts: One program
written and used during the weight loss testing was PILOT wt. The pro-
gram collected data from any teat run stored on a data-file (the computer
has a tape cartridge which reads the files from caasette tapes), calcula-
ted the weight remaining in %, and plotted the results versus time on a
plotter hooked up to the computer.

Dea=ription of l.;zerials

The materials used in this study are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Three topes of foams were used and four types of heat blocking layers.
The densities of the foams and the fire blocker layers are also shown
in Tables 1 and 2, with an estimate of the seat weight when constructed
from these materials. Two flexible polyurethane foams were used, a
fire-retarded and a non-fire -ret., —id. The composition of the non-fire
retarded was as follows:

1
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The composition of the fire retarded was not known but it may have
contained an organo-halide compound as a fire-retardant. The
composition of the polyimide foam used has been described previously
(6).

The fire blocking materials used are shown in Table 3.

R
The Norfab 11 HT-26-A is a woven mixture of poly(p-phenylene

terephthalamide), an aromatic polyimide and a modified phenolic
fabric. The fabric was aluminized on on side. The PreoxR 1100-4
was based on heat stabilized polyacrylonitrile which was woven and
aluminized on one side.

The mechanisms of fire protection of these materials depends
on heat re-radiation and thermal conduction along the aluminum
layer. The VonarR 2, and 3 layers used, are primarily transpirational-
cooling heat blocking layers. This compound is a neoprene foam with
added Al (OHO as a fire-retardant, attached to a cotton backing.
The mechanism by which the foam works is based on the heat vaporiza-
tion of the foam absorbed,thereby cooling its surroundings.

nermal Characterization

In order to thermally characterize the materials tested, Thermo-
gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
were performed.

In TGA, the samples are heated at a constant heating rate in
either oxygen or nitrogen atmosphere and the weight loss recorded.
The polymer decomposition temperature (PDT), the temperature where
the mass loss rate is the highest (max d NO) ' 

the temperature of
dt 

complete pyrolysis and the char yield in % are then determined as
shown in Figure 4. The results are shown in Table 4.

In DSC, the electrical energy required to maintain thermal
equilibrium between the sample and an inert reference, is measured.
By calculating the peak area on the chart, the endo- or exothermity
of transitions can be determined. This was done automatically on
the analyzer used which was equipped with a micro-rrocessor and a
floppy-disc rm?mory. One analysis is shown	 Figure 5 and the results
in Table 5.

Both TGA's and DSC'- were performed on DuPont thermal analyzers.

Radiant panel Test Results

All of the confi!!urations shown in Table 1 were tested in the
modified NBS smoke ci:.mber to determine the rate of mass loss. Prior
to performing the weight loss experiments (radiant panel tests) on
the complete sandwich cushions, weight loss experiments on individual

,.i

	

	 components such as fabric, heat blocking layer and foam, were made.
No detailed results of these tests will be reported in this paper,
but a few observations might be worthwhile to report.
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	 When, assuming that fire performance of the components were
additive phenomena, the total weight loss of the components were
added together and compared with a sandwich tested under the same
conditions, no correlation was found. In some cases, testing
with the highly flammable foam actually improved the performance
of the sample compared to testing the heat blocking layer alone.

•':^

	

	 The decorative fabric proved to have little influence on the per-
formance of the heat blocking layer. Heat readily went through
and the fabric burned off rapidly.

After performing these initial experiments, it was clear
that the weight loss profile of the samples could not alone
provide a good criteria to determine the efficiency of the heat
block.	 The criteria chosen was the amount of gas originating from
the urethane foam injected into the air.	 he possible steps for
the thermal degradation of the flexible urethane foam are shown in

_ Figure 6.

After extensive initial testing, it was determined to test
the sandwich configurations shown in Tables 1 and 2. Configuration
#367 represents the state -of-the -art, i . e., the seat configuration
presently used in the commercial fleet.

All samples shown in Tables 1 and 2, were sandwich structures
made up as miniature seat cushions. The sandwiches consisted of a
cushioning foam inside a wrapping of a heat blocking layer and a
wool-nylon fabric as shown in Figure 3. To simplify the assembly,
the heat blocking layer and the fabric were fixed together with a
stapler followed by wrapping them around the foam and then fixed
in place by sewing the edges together with thread.

Prior to assembly, the individual components were weighed on
an external balance and the results, together with other relevant
data were recorded. The samples were mounted in the chamber as shown

'

	

	 in Figure 3. In order to prevent the heat from the heater from
reaching the sample before the start of the test, a special asbestos
shield was made. The shield slides on a steel bar and can be moved
with a handle from the outside, which also enables the operator to
terminate the test without opening the chamber door and exposing
himself to the toxic effluents.

The test was initiated by pushing the asbestos shield into its
far position, thus exposing the sample to the heat flux from the

-^	 heater and by starting the thermal printer. The test then ran for
the decided length of time (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 minutes) and was termi-

7J

	

	 nated by pulling the asbestos shield in front of the sample. When
a stable reading on the printer was obtained ( indicating that no
mare gases originating from the foam were injected into the chamber
from the sample), the printer was shut off. After the chamber was
completely purged from smoke the sample was taken out and allowed
to cool down to room temperature.

^I

yr.
1

yJi
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The burned area on the side of the sample facing the heater
was subsequently measured in order to standardize the test. 	 This
arel was normally around 5 cm x 5 cm and since the sample size was
7.., cm x 7.5 cm, this was thought to minimize edge effects (that is,
changes in the heat spread pattern through the sample caused by the

' heat blocking layer folded around the sides of the foam cushion).

Finally, the sample was cut open and the remainder of the foam
scraped free from the heat blocking layer and weighed on the
external balance.	 This was done to determine the amount of foam
that had been vaporized and injected into the surroundings.

Results and Discussion

The samples shown in fables 1 and 2 were exposed to heat flux
levels of 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 W/cm 2 .	 After the weight loss of the
urethane foam was determined, as described previously, the specific
mass injection rate was calculated as follows:

g(weight loss) _
(area Ot sample exposed t0-heat) x `Came elapse d) 	 cm2 , 8

The area exposed to heat was brought into the equation in an
effort to standardize the test runs in terms of how much radiant
energy that had actually been absorbed by the sample.

Then the figure of merit was calculated as follows:

E (heat flux)	 --	 W,s
Zapeclllc mesa injecc^x rate -g

The objective was to determine a heat blocking system showing
equal or better performance than the Vonar R 3 system. Therefore,
the -value at every test condition for VonarR 3 was assigned to
eo . Then the relative figure of merit was calculated as follows:

E
rel	 F

O

The mass loss data for the fire retarded and non-fire retarded
urethane is shown in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.

The rationale for ranking materials at the 2 minute expoc:ure
time is related to full scale tests conducted previously (1, 2, 3,
4) and is a critical time at which evacuation must occur in an
aircraft in case of a post crash fire.

In case of a post crash fire outside the passenger compartment
(e.g., a fire in the fuel system), the seat system inside the cabin
will be exposed to severe heat radiation. The foam cushions will
start to inject toxic gases into the cabin as simulated in this
study. 2 minutes is thought to be an accurate time limit for the
survivability of the passengers exposed to these conditions. Data at
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2 minutes are also displayed graphically in Figures 7 and 8.
Figures 9 and 10 show the figure of merit as a function of heat
flux at 2 minutes exposure. It can be seen in Figure 9 that the
figure of merit at a heat flux of 2 . 5 W/cm2 for the aluminized
fabrics (PreoxR 1100-4 and NorfabR 11HT 26-A1) is higher than
either the VonarR 2 and 3, at 5 . 0 W/cm 2 they are approximately
equal, and at 7.5 W /cm2 that both Vonark 2 and 3 show a higher
figure of merit than the aluminized fabric.

The method of protection for the urethane foam changes as the
heat flux increases whereby the transpirational cooling effect of

•'_f the VonarR is more effective at the higher heat flux range. 	 The
mode of urethane protection using the aluminzed fabric is primarily
due to re-radiation and thermal conduction. 	 At 5 W/cm2 , all heat
blocking materials were approximately equally effective, but, it
should be remembered that the weight penalty of the VonarR materials
is excessive as shown in Table 1.	 The aluminized fabrics were
equally effective in protecting both the fire retarded and non-fire

:I
retarded urethane foams as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

To obtain a general view of the heat blocking performance of
different heat blocking layers, the average mass injection rates of

•, experiments with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 minutes elapsed time was calculated
and is shown in Tables 8 and 9. 	 Figures 11 and 12 show the figure
of merit as a function of heat flux at average exposure time.	 Essen-
tially the same results are observed as the measurements indicated
at 2 minutes.

•,{ The usage of a heat blocking layer in aircraft seats, significantly
' improves the performance of the seat when exposed to heat radiation.

This is true at all heat flux ranges tested.	 Samples representing the
state-of-the -art (#367) were completely burned after only a short
exposure time and it was not possible to test these samples at 7.5 W/cm2.
When it comes to ranking between the different heat blocking layers,
the results are more ambiguous.	 It is true that VonarR R performed
better at the higher heat flux level ( 7.5 W/cm2 ) but at the heat level

]J of most interest (5.0 W/cm 2 ), it was approximately equal to the other
•..,, heat blocking layers.	 The heat flux of 5.0 W /cm2 is considered an

average heat flux level in the interior of the aircraft as shown in
simulated full scale fire tests conducted previously (2).	 There were
no significant differences observed in the fire blocking efficiency
of the layers whether a non-fire retarded or a fire retarded urethane

"I foam was used.	 At 5.0 W/ cm2 , the efficiency of the VonarR 3 was higher
tt
T^

with the non-fire retarded foam uhilethe aluminized fabric showed a
higher efficiency with the same foam at 7.5 W/cm 2 as shown in Figures 9
and 10.	 It is not precisely known whether this difference is due to
the differences between the two foams or is due to the different mechan-
isms of the heat blocking layers, i . e, transpiration or re-radiation
cooling.	 Neither one of the two aluminized fabrics show outstanding•^
performance in comparison with each other. 	 When the complexities

' of the effect of the underlying foam are taken into consideration, it
is reasonable to rank them as giving equal fire protection. 	 For

;^J
11

example, in the case of the fire-retarded foam, the Norfab R gives
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excellent fire protection at the low (2.5 W/cm Z ) heat flux in
comparison with Preox R 1100-4 fabric as shown in Figure 11. At
5.0 W/cm Z , they are equal and at 7.5 W/cm Z , the situation is re-
versed when using the non-fire retarded urethane foam. The NorfabR
IIHT-26-A1 fabric exhibited better performance at all heat flux levels
when tested with the non-fire retarded foam as shown in Figure 12.

The 181-E glass fabric indicated the lowest fire protection at
5.0 W/cm Z when the exposure time is averaged over 5 min as shown in
Figure 10 • At the (2) minute interval, its performance was approxi-
mately the same as the other fabrics as shown in Figure 9.

A study of the cost/weight penalty of different heat blocking
systems (7) shows that the re-radiation-cooling systems or aluminized
fabrics provide far better cost-efficiency than the transpirational-
cooling systems such as VonarR 3. These results and the equality
in fire protection performance shown in this study, points in favor
of aluminized fabrics for possible use as cost efficient heat pro-
tection system for the urethane foam.

Several difficulties were encountered when conducting the radiant
panel tests. The major complications were: (a) the experiments were
designed to measure the amount of gas, originatin g from the urethane
foam, injected into the air. To really determine how much gas due to
urethane decomposition that is produced, the gases need to be analyzed
(preferably by GC-MS methods). This could not be done at the time of
this study; (b) some of the gas produced from combustion of urethane
foam may be trapped in the heat blocking layer. The amount of gas
trapped is extremely difficult to measure. The initial experiments
showed that, in some cases, the difference in the weight loss of the
HBL (with and without a urethane foam core) was greater than the
weight of foam lossed; hence the weight of gas trapped could not be
measured. This problem was corrected by perforating the fabric on
the back surface to allow venting of the gas and, (c) there was a
problem with the quenching period. At 7.5 W/cm Z this might well be
the dominant mechanism for weight loss of the urethane foam for
shorter test runs. It is desirable that a method to instantly quench
the sample be developed for testing at heat fluxes of 7.5 W/cm Z and
higher.

Thermal Efficiency

The NASA-Ames T-3 thermal test (8) was used to determine the
fire endurance of the seat configurations shown in Tables 1 and 2•
In this test, specimens measuring 25 cm x 25 cm x 5.0 cm thick were
mounted on the chamber and thermocoupled on the backface of the
specimen, The flames from an oil burner supplied with approximately
5 liters/hour of JP-4 jet aviation fuel provided heat flux to the
front face of the sample in the range of 10.4-11.9 W/cm Z . The test
results were inconclusive since the temperature rise in most of the
specimens was extermely rapid and it was very difficult to determine
small differences in fire blocking efficiency of the various layers.
Additional work will be performed to reduce the level of heat flux
in the chamber in order to be able to differentiate easier among
the samples.
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Conclusions

It is understood that a great number of mechanisms govern the
performance of fabrics and foams when exposed to heat radiation.
Finding these mechanisms and measuring their individual parameters,
is extremely difficult. In this study efforts were directed towards
determining the heat protection provided by different heat blocking
layers, relative to one another.

Some specific conclusions may be drawn from this study:

(a) Modified NBS smoke chamber provides a fairly accurate
method for detecting small differences in specimen weight loss over
a range of heat fluxes and time.

(b) Aluminized thermally stable fabrics provide an effective
means for providing thermal protection to flexible urethane foams.

(c) Vonar R 2 or 3 provided approximately equal thermal pro-
tection to F.R. urethane than the aluminized fabrics but at a
significant weight penalty.

(d) No significant differences were observed in the use of
F.R. or N . F. urethane when protected with a fire blocking layer.

(e) The efficiency of the foams to absorb heat per unit mass
loss when protected with the heat blocking layer decreases signifi-
cantly in the heating range of 2 . 5-5.0 W/cm2 , but remains unchanged
or slightly increases in the range of 5.0-7.5 W/cm2.

The results showed that the heat blocking systems studied pro-
vides significant improvement of the fire protection of aircraft
seats compared to the state-of-the-art (i.e. the seats presently
used in the commercial fleet).

The results indicated that transpiration- and re-radiation-
cooling systems provided approximately equal fire protection. How-
ever, the high weight /cost penalty of the transpiration system
favored the re-radiation systems (7).

The T-3 test is not suitable at its present operation to detect
minor differences in heat blocking efficiency. Additional methods
must be utilized in evaluating these and similar materials in order
to establish a good correlation between these weight loss experiments
and other more established or standard tent methodologies.

^tee ^^ ^^^	 •,\_	 -	 -	 ..' ^1.	 t	 r	 r	 _	 -^
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APPENDIX D-1

Study for the Optimization of Aircraft Seat Cushion Fire Blocking
Layers - Full Scale Test Description and Results

Final Report, Contract NAS2-11095, Kenneth J. Schutter
and Fred E. Duskin, Douglas Aircraft Company.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft passenger seats represent a high percentage of the organic
materials used in a passenger cabin. These organics can contribute
to a cabin fire if subjected to a severe ignition source such as post-
crash fuel fire. Since 1976, programs funded by NASA have been conducted
at Douglas Aircraft Company to study and develop a more fire-resistant
passenger seat. The first program dealt with laboratory screening of
individual materials (Report No. NASA CR-152056, Contract No. NAS 2-9337).
The second program continued laboratory screening of individual materials,
conducted laboratory burn tests of multilayer materials, developed a full-
scale standard fire source and prepared a preliminary fire-hardened
passenger seat guideline (Report No. NASA CR-152184, Contract No. NAS 2-9337).
The third program consisted of additional laboratory burn testing of multi-
layer materials, fabricating a fire-hardened three-abreast tourist class
passenger seat, and a design guideline for fire-resistant seats (Contract
No. NASA 2-9337, Report No. NASA CR-152408). The fourth program fabricated
and burn tested full-scale seat cushions utilizing the fire blocking concept
for protecting the inner cushion (Contract No. NASA 9-16026).

The tests documented in this report involve a continuation of gull-scale
burning of seat cushions utilizing the fire-blocking concept.

till	 .a.:.-	 =-:M..^c:..:.:•.-i.^,.
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•i.

'.'	 3.1	 Test Specimens

SECTION 3

TEST ARTICLES

Thirteen different s pat cushion constructions were tested (Table 1).

` t	 Fire blocking, when incorporated, covered all sides of the cushion.
All seams were sewn with nylon thread. The overall dimensions for
the back cushions were 43 by 61 by 5 centimeters (17 by 24 by 2 inches).
The bottom cushions dimensions were 46 by 50 by 8 centimeters (18
by 20 by 3 inches).

3.2	 Materials

the 13 test specimens were fabricated using a combination of materials
shown in Table 2. These materials were selected and supplied for
use in this program by NASA-AMES Research Center.

All cushions were fabricated by Expanded Rubber and Plastics Corporation
in Gardena, California.

Ir

.y
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TABLE 1
SEAT CONSTRUCTIONS

P•;

Construction
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1J

Decorative
Upholstery

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Polyester

Wool-Nylon

Wool-Nylon

Slip Cover

None

Cotton-Muslin

Cotton-Muslin

None

None

None

Cotton-Muslin

None

None

None

None

None

None

Fire Blocking

None

Vonar-3

Vonar-2

3/8 LS 200

Celiox 101

Nc,rfab 11 HT-26-AL

Vonar-3

Norfab 11 HT-26-AL

None

None

None

Norfab 11 HT-26

PBI

Foam

F. R. Urethane*

F. R. Urethane

F. R. Urethane

F. R. Urethane

F. R. Urethane

F. R. Urethane

N. F. Urethane*

N. F. Urethane

LS 200 Neoprene

Polvimide

Polyimide

F. R. Urethane

F. R. Urethane

*F. R. Urethane (Fire Retarded Urethane)
N. F. Urethane (Non-Fire Retarded Urethane)

yi^l }̂A-"^Yi^R` ^Rih^MV4FJ faA- n}^^iiYw!r^^•:^
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TABLE 2

MATERIAL

Material Source

#2043 urethane foam,	 fire-retardant (FR), North Carolina Foam Ind.
0.032 g/cm'	 (2.0 lb/ft')	 43	 ILD Mount Airy, NC

Urethane foam, non-fire retardant (NF), CPR Division of Upjohn
0.022 g/cm 3	(1.4	 lb/ft 3 )	 24-35	 ILD Torrance, Ca.

Vonar-3,	 3/16-inch thick with Osnaburg Chris Craft	 Industries
cotton	 scrim (23.5 oz/yd 2 )	 . 079 g/cm' Trenton, NJ

Norfab	 11HT26-aluminized	 (12.9 oz/yd') Amatex Corporation
.044 g/cm2 ,	 aluminized one side only Norristown, Pa

Gentex	 preox	 (celiox)	 (10.9 oz/yd 2 ) Gentex Corporation
.037 g/cm 2 , aluminized one side only Carbondale, Pa

Wool	 nylon	 (0.0972	 lb/ft 2 )	 . 0474 g/cm 2 , Collins and Aikem
90% wool/100% nylon, R76423 sun Alber,	 -le,	 NC
eclipse, azura blue 78-3080
(ST7427-115,	 color 73/3252)

Vonar 2,	 2/16	 inch thick,	 .068 g/cm 2 , Chris Craft Industries
(19.9 oz/yd 2 ) osnaburg cotton scrim Trenton.	 NJ

LS-200 foam,	 3/8"	 thick.	 (33 7 oz i )•, l • Toyad Corporation
.115 g/cm2 Latrobe, Pa
LS-200 foam,	 3-4	 inches	 rick	 (7..	 )/ft')
0.12 g/cm3

Polyimide Foam (1.05	 lb/ft 3 )	 . 017 g/cm 3 Solar
San Diego, Ca

100% polyester	 Langenthal Corporation
(10.8 oz/yd ? ) .037 g/cm"	 Bellevue, Wa
4073/26

Norfab 111IT26	 Gentex Corporation
Approximately (11.3 cz/yd 2 ) . 038 g/cm2	Carbondale, Pa

PBICalanese Plastic Company
Woven Cloth	 Charlette, NC
Approximately (10.8 oz/yd 2 ) .037 g/cm2

f'
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SECTION 4

TEST PROGRAM

4.1	 Test Setup

All tests were conducted within the Cabin Fire Simulator (CFS). The
CFS is a double-walled steel cylinder 12 feet in diameter and 40
feet long, with a double-door entry airlock at one end and a full-
diameter door at'the other. It is equipped with a simulated ventil-
ation system and, for environmental reasons, all exhaust products
are routed through an air scrubber and filter system, A view port
in the airlock door allows the tests to be monitored visually. The
radiant heat panels used in these tests were positioned as shown in
Figures 1 and 2.

The radiant panels consisted of 46 quartz lamps producing a 10 watt/
square centimeter heat flux at 6 inches from the surface of the panels.
Prior to testing, the heat f; ux upon the cushion surface was mapped
using calorimeters. Figure 3 shows the positions at which heat flux
measurements were taken and their recorded values.

4.2	 Instrumentation

The relative location of instrumentation for the tests is shown in
Figure 4.,:"'"

4.2.1 Post test still photographs were taken for each seat construction.
These photographs are located in Appendix A. In addition, a video
recording was made during each test.

4.2.2	 Thermal Instrumentation

Temperatures were obtained using chromel-alumel thermocouples placed
within the seat constructions. The number of thermocouples varied
between 2 and 3 per cushion depending on whether or not a fire
blocking layer was used (Figure 5). In the CFS, ciromel-alumel
thermocouples were located along the ceiling and a^' the cabin air
exhaust outlet. Two heat flux sensors were installed facing the	 \
seat assembly. The upper calorimeter was used to monitor the heat
flux given off by the radiant panels to insure consistency among
tests. The thermocouple and calorimeter signals were fed through
a Hewlett-Packard 3052A Automatic Data Acquisition; System which
provided a real-time printout of data (Figure 6).

i

_,^.__	 a	 _.	 ...	 ..	 _	 _	 ......	 -.	 ...	 .....	 .. .
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FIGURE 6. DATA ACQUISITION
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SECTION 5

TEST RESULTS

A total of 23 full-scale cushion burn tests were conducted. Each
seat construction listed in Table 1 was tested twice with the
exception of constructions 8, 11, '12 and 13. For these constructions,
only enough material for one test was available. However, when two
tests of the same construction were made, the results were identical
and therefore a third test was considered unnecessary.

The purpose of these tests was to investigate the burning character-
istics of cushion employing fire resistant designs. It was the
peculiar designs and how the materials were used which were evaluated
and not so much the individual materials themselves. To give an
example, construction number 2 was designed to employ one layer of
Vonar-3 as a fire blocking layer. The evaluation of the performance
of this cushion was not so much decided on what material was used,
Vonar-3, as the way in which it was used, one layer as fire blocking.

5.1	 General

The constructions tested can be classified in four groups. 'These
groups are standard cushion construction, standard cushion ''construction
with a protective covering enveloping the urethane foam core, standard
cushion construction with a protective covering enveloping non-fire
retarded urethane foam core and standard cushion construction with
the urethane foam core replaced by an advance fire resistant foam.

The test results of these constructions is graphically provided in
plots presented in Appendix B. To aid in comparison of these
constructions, the peak values for each test and the time at which
they occurred were taken from the respective plots and are presented 	 i
in Table 3.	 The weight loss results are in Table 4. 	 Post-test
photographs for each construction are located in Appendix B.

5.2	 Standard Seat Construction

Construction number 1	 is representative of the type of materials
most commonly used in the construction of aircraft passenger seat

r; cushions.	 These cushions were totally consumed by the fire in a
r matter of minutes.=:

Characteristically, the fire-retarded urethane foam thermally
decomposes under the extreme heat into a fluid form and subsequently
to a gas.	 In the fluid form, the urethane drips from the seat
cushion onto the floor forming a puddle or pool.	 This pool of
urethane fluid gives off gases which are ignited by burning debris
falling from the seat.	 This results in a very hot pool	 fire

engulfing the seat in a matter of minutes.

`q
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5.3	 Protected Fire-Blocked Standard Cushions

The purpose of the fire-blocking layer surrounding the urethane
foam core is to thermally isolate the foam from the heat source
by either conducticv, the heat laterally away and by providing an
insulative char layer.

5.3.1	 Aluminized Fabric

The celiox and norfab fire blocking constructions employed a
reflective aluminum coating bonded to their outer surface,

All three constructions resulted in identical test results. These
constructions were unable to protect the urethane foam in the
cushions closest to the radiant heat source. They were able to
slow down the burn rate of the urethane thus producing a less severe
fire. This fire was unable to penetrate the adjacent cushions also
protected by these materials.

Characteristically, in these constructions the urethane thermally
decomposes within the fire-blocking layer and produces fluids and
gases. The gas leaks through the cushion seams, ignites, burn and
continues to open the seams. This results in a small controlled
pool fire burning within the fire-blocking envelope with flames
reaching through the seam areas. The radiant heat source in
combination with the controlled pool fire, is adequate to thermally
decompose the urethane foam on the closest side of the adjacent
cushions. The heat source is not adequate to ignite these gases.

4;^;I	 Reversing the edges at which the seams were located, i.e, placing
the seams at the bottom edge instead of the 'cop edge of the cushion,
made no appreciable difference for the cushions adjacent to the
fire source.	 Placing the seam on the bottom edge of the cushions
farthest from the radiant panel helped to prevent the escaping

' gases from igniting, and the seam from opening. 	 All cushions using
this fire-blocking material were vented in the back to prevent
ballooning of the cushions by the gas generated within them.
However, the decomposed urethane tended to plug the vent and
restrict the out-gasing.	 The overall final appearance of the
cushion closest to the radiant panels showed a fragile, charred,

r•^ empty fire-blocking envelope with its seams burned open.

The final appearance of the cushions farthest from the radiant
panels showed a partially charred upholstery cover. 	 The urethane
cushion had some minor hollow spots.	 When the seams were placed
on the bottom edge of the cushion, a fully intact fire-blocking

;..^ envelope remained.

'• The percent weight loss between the fire and non-fire retarded
urethane cushions was small, as shown by Figure 7.

^I
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TARI.E 4
WEIGHT DATA

Cushion Weight Before Weight After Weight Lass
Construction k9 (LB) kg (LB) kg (LB)

1	 Test 1 3.36 (	 7.4) 0 (0) 3.36 (7.4)
1	 Test 17 3.40 (	 7.5) 0 (0) 3.40 (7.5)
2	 Test 2 5.78 (12.75) 3.72 (	 8.20) 2.06 (4.55)
2	 Test 4 5.43 (11.97) 3.76 ( 8.3) 1.67 (3,67)
3	 Test 11 5.22 (11.5) 3.27 (	 7.2) 1.95 (4.3)
3	 Test 12 5.22 (11.5) 3.27 (	 7.2) 1.95 (4.3)
4	 Test 3 5.,28 (11.65) 3.47 (	 7.65) 1.81 (4.0)
4	 Test 10 5.-42 (11.95) 3.54 (	 7.8) 1.88 (4.15)
5	 Test 7 4.11 (	 9.05) 3.00 (	 6.62) 1.11 (2.23)
5	 Test 13 4.17 (	 9.20) 2.95 (	 6.50) 1.22 (2.70)
6	 Test 5 4.26 (	 9.40) 3.23 (	 7.13) 1.03 (2.27)
6	 Test 14 4,23 (	 9.32) 3.18 ( . 7.0) 1.05 (2,32)
7	 Test 15 9.10 (11.25) 3.8 (	 8.45) 1.30 (2,80)
7	 Test 1r' 5.00 (11.03) 3.67 (	 8.10) 1.33 (2,93)
8	 Test 18 3.84 (	 8.47) 2.74 (	 6.05) 1.10 (2.42)
9	 Test 8 0.89 (19.6) N/A --
9	 Test 19 8.62 (19.01) 8.0 (17.65) .62 (1.36)

10	 Test 9 2.29 (	 5.05) 1.63 (	 3.60) .66 (1.45)
10	 Test 6 2.94 (	 6.48) 1.68 (	 3.70) 1.26 (2.78)
11	 Test 20 1.91 (	 4.20) 1.66 (	 3.67) .25 (	 .53)
12	 Test 21 4.13 (	 9.10) 1.66 (	 3.66) 2.47 (5.51)
13	 Test 22 4.45 (	 9.80) 2.72 ( 6.00) 1.73 (3.80)

CUSHION
CONFIGURATION

BASELINE (1)

VONAR 3/FR (2)

VONAR 2/FR (3)

VONAR 3/NF (7)
3/8 LS-200/FR (4)
CELIOX/FR (5)

P81/FR (13)

NORFAB-AL/FR (6)

NORFAB-AL/NF (8)

NORFAB/FR (12)

LS-200 (9)

POLYIMIDE (10)

POI.Y(MIDF (11)
W/1'111 YI STI It

35.7%

37.4%

24.9%

34 .3%

24.6%

38.8%

24.1%

2 8 - 6 %

-1 60. 9%

7 .2%

28.7%

-	 12.6%

u	 Ill	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70	 80	 90
PERCENT WEIGHT LOSS

FIGURE 7, PERCENT WEIGHT LOSS
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5.3.2	 Non-aluminized Fire Blocking

Constructions 2, 3 and 7 used Vonar feam, construction 4 used
LS-200 foam, construction 12 used non-aluminized norfab fabric
and construction 13 used PBI fabric.

The constructions were unable to protect the urethane foams in the
cushions closest to the radiant panels. However, they did slow
down the burn rate of the urethane thus subjecting the adjacent
cushion to a less intense fire.

The fire-blockin g foams performedmuch like the aluminized fabrirr
fire-blocking in that even though the heat was intense enough to
thermally decompose the urethane into a fluid and gas, the fire
blocking layer was able to contain and subdue the hurning urethane.
Flames exited where the fire-blocking char layer had fallen away.

The non-aluminized norfab fabrics were unable to contain the
decomposed urethane. Thr urethane fluid dripped onto the floor where
it pooled and ignited. The cushions were completely consumed when
this floor fire engulfed it. The overall final appearance of the
cushion remains closest to the radiant panels for foam fire blocking
constructions 2, 3, 4 and 7 was thoroughly charred fire-blocking
material void of all urethane foam.

The final appearance of the cushions farthest from the radiant panels
were very similar. They varied in the amount of thermal decomposition
of the urethane foam core, i.e., the size of the void or hollowing of
the urethane. Construction number 2 using Vonar-3 material produced
the smallest amount of urethane decomposition. It was followed by
construction number 4, 3/8 LS 200 neoprene, and construction number
3, Vonar-2. Construction number 7 used a non-fire retarded urethane
with Vonar-3. It did not fair as well'as construction number 2
employing fire retarded urethane.

Typically, the foam fire-blocking layer adjacent to the urethane
hollow spots were completely charred but intact.

5.4	 Advanced Foam

Construction numbers 9, 10 and 11 used advanced foams in place of
the urethane foam.

Construction number 9, LS 200 neoprene, produced a deep seated fire
which did not produce a significant amount gf heat or flames. It
smoldered long after the test was completed and required total
emersion in water to extinguish. 	 This cushion had the lowest
weight loss as shown by Figure 7. However, an all LS-200 neoprene
seat cushion would result in a large aircraft weight impact because
of its high density.
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The foam in the seat cushion closest to the radiant panels was
completely charred with the upholstery burned off of all surfaces
except the bottom and back.

The foam in the seat cushions farthest from the radiant panels
had a thick char on the edge closest to the heat source. This char
gradually diminished halfway acy-oss the cushions. The upholstery
on the back and bottom of these cushions was not burned.

Constructions'10 and 11, polyimide foam, had different upholstery
materials. Construction 10, 90/10 wool-nylon upholstery', performed
identically to a previous test program. The cushions closest to
the radiant panels shrunk to one-half inch in thickness or less with
a char of one-quarter inch or greater.

The cushion farthest from the radiant panels shrank to within one-
half inch thickness with a char of one-quarter inch or less.

Characteristically, the polyimide foam thermally decomposes by
giving off gases, and produces a char layer as it decreases in size.

The decomposing of the foam beneath the upholstery on the seat
farthest from the radiant panel creates a pocket or void where the
gases generated by the foam accumulates. When these trapped gases
burn, the foam further thermally decomposes. Construction number
11; pol yester upholstery, reacted differently from that characteristic
of construction number 10. When the radiant panel was turned on,
the polyester upholstery on the cushion farthest from the heat source
rapidly decomposed into a liquid Which dripped off the seat cushions.

With the upholstery gone, the majority of_the.gas from the decomposing,
:polyimide foam escaped without igniting. These cushions decomposed
less as exemplified by the small weight loss and a thinner char
layer.
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SECTION 6

CONCLUSIONS

Urethane foam decomposes into a volitile gas when exposed to a severe heat
source. If this generated gas can be contained in such a manner as to
prevent its igniting or to control the rate at which it burns, the severity
of the fire will be reduced. This was clearly shown in the testing of
standard cushion constructions with a protective covering, "fire-blocking",
enveloring the urethane foam.

When tha fire blocking was able to contain the decomposing urethane by-
products, i.e., fluid and gas, the cushions closest to the heat source burned
with 'less intensity, generated a minimum of heat and were unable to ignite
the adjacent cushions. However, when the decomposing urethane fluid was able
to escape from the fire-blocking envelope and pool on the floor, an uncontrolled
fire erupted which resulted in total burning of all cusM on materials.

Some of the Norfab and Celiox materials utilized aluminum coatings. It was
not the aluminums reflecting properties which made the cushions perform well
as it was its non-permeable properties. This coating helped contain the
decomposed by-products and prevented propagation to the adjacent cushion.

Had the seams held and all the gases vented out the back of the cushions and
away from the heat, the decomposing of the cushions may have been even less
severe. Undoubtedly, the reflective properties had an effect in slowing
down the decomposing of the urethane, but only by a few seconds. The reason
being the emissivity and thermal conductivity of the aluminum coating was
inadequate to resist the severe radiant energy being applied to the surfaces.

The charred foam fire-blocking layers did not act primarily as a heat
barrier as they did a liquid and gas barrier. In the cushions farthest
from 'the radiant source, the urethane foam still thermally decomposed. It
formed a pocket of gas behind the intact charred envelope. This was verified
in post test inspectier. However, the gas escaped slowly and only created a
small pilot flame. The flame extinguished itself when the radiant energy
source was switched off.

The polyimide cushions are examples of a foar,l which thermally decomposes
at high temperatures and generates gas and char but no noticeable liquids.
The wool-nylon upholstery trapped gases between itself and the foam. When
these gases ignited, the foam decomposed rapidly. The polyester upholstery
decomposed from the cushions fast enough to prevent the trapping of these
gases. Subsequently, the foam in the cushions decomposed at a slower rate.
From these tests, it is concluded that no matter the foam used as a core for
the cushion, if the gases generated by the foam can be expelled or contained
in such a manner as to prevent their burning or reduce the rate at which
they burn, a severe fire can be avoided or delayed. It is further concluded
that if the thermal decomposition characteristics can be altered so as to
slow down the generation of gas, the time before a fire becomes severe can
be extended to the point where appropriate extinguishment of the fire may
be possible.
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SECTION 7

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that a study be made to incorporate cushion designs
and fire-blocking materials which are thermally stable and nonpermeable
to urethane fluids and gases to prevent or reduce the rate at which a
seat cushion burns.

This study should include considerations for wearability of fire blocking
layers, fatigue life of cushion foams and methods of venting decomposition
gases from the cushion assembly. Test results from this program have
shown that seam constructions significantly affect cushion burn performance.
Therefore, seam constructions previously studied by the NASA seat program
should be reconsidered in future cushion designs.

-;?

	

	 It is also recommended to use these studies as a basis to develop a design
standard for a fire resistant paGsenger seat. This standard must be
supported by inexpensive laboratory burn test methods that can verify these
standards are being met.
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Construction
Number

Decorative
Upholstery

Slip
Cover F.B. Foam

1 Wool-Nylon None None F.R. Urethane

2 Wool-Nylon Cotton. Muslin Vonar 3 F.R. Urethane

3 Wool-Nylon Cotton Muslin Vonar 2 F.R. Urethane

4 Wool-Nylon None 3/Y LS 200 F.R. Urethane

5 Wool-Nylon None Celiox 101 F.R. Urethane

6 Wool-Nylon None uorfab 11
HT-26-A1 F.R. Urethane

7 Wool-Nylon Cotton Muslin Vonar 3 N.F. Urethane

B Wool-Nylon None Norfab 11
HT-26-Al N.F. Urethane

9 Wool-Nylon None None LS200 Neoprene

10 Wool-Nylon None None Polyimide

11 Polyester None None Polyimide

12 Wool-Nylon None Nor.fab 11
TIT-.26-A1 F.R. Urethane

a
rl
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Configuration 1

Configuration 2



Configuration 3
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Configuration 5

Configuration 6
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F•	 Configuration 7

Configuration 8
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Configuration 9

Configuration 10
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NASA SEAT PROGRAM

PHASE 1

• MATERIAL SCREENING TESTS

PHASE 11

• MULT04 E-LAYER OSU TESTS
• ONS01RD FIRE SOURCE DEVELOPMENT

PHASE Nil

• DESIGN STUDY
• ADDITIONAL MATERIALS SCREENING TESTS
• ADDITIONAL MULTIPLE-LAYER OSU TESTS
• SEAT DESIGN GUIDELINE
• DISPLAY SEAT FASNICATED

PHASE IV

• CFO CUSHION BURN TESTS

PHASE V

• CFS OPTIMIZED CUSHION BURN TESTS
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CFS INSTRUMENTATION

MMUAW
I ADW, T MORAY

t	 i	 TC +	 AM
TC^

	
TC

	
TC LOCI(

LOAD CELL

Apt EXHAWT	 ABSOWLY

AIR PLU

TC	 4 TC	 T- i TC	 TC	 TC
Amt

7i FT	 LOCK

I O TC	

I
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SEAT CUSHION CONSTRUCTIONS

CONF
NO.

FIRE
OLO:KINO

CUSHION
FOAM REMARKS

I NONE FR URETHANE

WOOL NYLON
UPHOLSTERY
(ALL EXCEPT NO. 1 ,)

2 VONAR I FR URETNANE
CLIP COVER 
COTTON MUfIP: 3 VONAR 2 FR URETHANE

VONAR 3 Nf URETHANE

• 3/0 LS 200

fR URETHANE
5 CELIOX 101

13
Psi

W/ ALUM
{ NORfA^

W/ALUM0 NF URETHANE ALL NF 1.4 PCf

12
NONFA•

W%0 ALUM FR URETHANE ALL FR 2 0 PCF
9

NONE
LS-200 ALL LS 200 7.5 PCf

10 POLYKSR)E ALL M I.*PCF
POLYESTER
UPHOLSTERYIl POLYIMIDE

TYPICAL EIRE INVOLVEMENT
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CUSHION
CONFIGURATION

BASELINE	 (1)
VONAN MR	 (2)

VONAR 2/FN	 (3)
VONAN 3/11F	 (7)
318 LS-200/FR	 (4)

CELIOXIFN	 (S)

PBI/SR	 (13)
NORFAB-AL/ro (b)

NORFAB-AL/NF (9)

NGNFAB/FR	 (I1)
LS-209	 (9)

POLVIMIOE	 (19)

POLTIMIOE	 (11)
W/POLYESTER
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CONCLUSIONS

FIRE-BLOCKING ENVELOPES

• PROVEN EFFECTIVENESS

IMPERMEABLE FABRICS

„

	

	 • ENVELOPE VENTING SYSTEMS

• FIRE-RESISTANT SEAMS

• PROBABLE WEIGHT IMPACT

1.0 POUNDS PER SEAT

RECOMMENDATIONS

FIRE-BLOCKING-DESIGN INVESTIGATION
• PERMEABILITY VERSUS COMFORT
• SEAM CONSTRUCTION
• VENTING METHODS
• WEARABILITY

URETHANE FOAMS

• DECOMPOSITION CHARACTERISTICS
='•^	 LOWER DENSITY VERSUS FATIGUE LIFE

PRODUCTION IMPLEMENTATION

• DESIGN STANDARt1S
tîr-i	 • BURN TEST METHODS

'r^
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APPENDIX E-1

Seat Cushion Design Manual

NASA Final Report, Contract 7110-654, Linda Gay Thompson, Informatics, Inc.

.7

r

IT 
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i

t4	 Editor's Note: Sections of this Appendix have been deleted for
the sake of brevity. A complete copy of the
original manuscript may be obtained upon request.
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Project: 7110-654
Tehnical Note No.

Date: March 19, 1982

Originator: Linda Gay Thoayson

Subject: Seat Cushion Design
User's Manual

•.h

Prepared by

Informatics Inc.
1121 San Antonio Road

Palo Alto, California 54303
(415) 964-9900
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1.8
	

INTRODUCTION

INFORMATICS INC. has implemented an interactive computer process#
to calculate estimated costs for the manufacture and use of
advanced aircraft seat cushion configurations that are being
evaluated by NASA-AMES. CRPO for improved fire performance
characteristics. The methodology was originally developed by ECON.
Inc.. and Iatern adapted to computer processing by INFORMATICS
Inc.

	

2.8	 SPECIFICATIONS

The cost %at algorithm methodology has been developed to:

. Provide user interactive computer processing.

Serve as a storage facility for cushion configuration weight,
cost and fire performance information.

Generate cost Information for the manufacture and raw materials
of each candidate cushion configuration On a U.S. fleetwide
basis.

Derive the weigh'3 impact and resulting fuel consumption
sensitivity of each candidate cushion configuration on a U.S.
fleetwide basis.

.3
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SEAT CUSHION DESIGN SYSTEM
DATA FLOW

User Input
Reoulres	 Optional

Choice:
, File disposition
Reports displayed Program
Type Cost COfTt
Mat rolacament
method
Years displayed
Design code nos.
RNOronce
study

: Fleet	 attrltli3n
rate
Max. no,	 seats

' I	 produced.yr

feat
Cushion
ManufacturinD

Meat Cushion
Rao Material
Cost Report/

ee Mater ail
I manulactur
Costs Report

igh^We t and
Fuel Iy act
Report

Cost
Summary
Report

Material cost
Unit cost Change/
Volume cost
Volume cost
X change material
Mfg. custiyr
Matlife	 i
Seat weight
No. seats each ABC
x Is% Class
x Short Haul
Fuelsensitivity
Fuel price	 i
No. new A/C
No. existing An
Initial year
New A/C Delivery Rpt.
rivet Projection

No. years spanned
In reports

Mnfg. costs or eiCtorsi
and Raf_Code no.

• Rfports described in User Manual Section a
•• xFILE records name.com described in User Manual Appendix f

SENT CUSHION DESIGN SYSTEM
DATA FLOW

LI•_er Inn L't	 m	 mw

Ramuirfdj^tianal	 ;C•
Mrer at /

Initial year	 1	 --	 Del ivory,
No. years spanned I	

Ms rimS
^	 Schsdul

Ns. now aircraft 
by
by 

type
.r 	

I HEMMED	 ..	 - ► f Airacr .,csp a
ye	 -_	 ^ 	 Alrer aft name.___—.. _.	 L. __.	 'No. Ong Ands

	

•• /Sf at	 /
a

i Attr It ivn Teeter i	 / Depart
Me.Ifs. yrs to project
Seatliffi	 Prmgram

I Mat replacement	 SCAT"	 So atdm.c om
i method	 ---	 -No. nos aircraft
Max.no. slats	 I ^_—	 No. existing aircraft
producedryr	 (Initial yr

..	 ..	 .. ..._	 I fleet prJ
haw A/C dlv. send.
For each A3C
no. seats

	

• Ist class	 f
• short haul

• Reports described in User Manual Section a
•• xrILE records nama.com described in User Manual Appendix 5
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SCAT CUSHION DESIGN SYSTEM
DATA FLOW

jigu_Seput.Ran Mfired	 OAtlOn al
Seat dimensions
by Mat type1
by seat part 	 i Program

AODIM

---"'-J /Weight
Deport	 I

Dennty Choice	 Design code no,
.Reference code no. 11,1

—Iro
------

r^^ '^•r
•

::^
LSS	 I	 ►-Ma 1 ntrec.com

a	 MA n Ont

^erall
Material Mnsity

Char ac to
Aircraft name Rdport
Number of engines
Avg no. seats Program

'^ k Lft class Seats '	 ACCNIM	 --	 -►-Chrctr.com
n Short	 114111	 seats

••^ weight  to fut l
sensitivity

'
-

(Fuel

In itlal year	 ---^--
_ Price

I	 Report
Fuel	 cost	 Initial	 yr'

• Yearly cost change k Program i>1...... oMCRT	 I! —(rue least. can
t lest

ti

—
Initial	 year
No. years spanned	 I

•_,^ Projectio
n

^rNu.-:_r	 r^r_ t	 I Prc .e
by type d	i
by Year

I FLTpnl
^^

=^•Fleet.com
_ .... ..__—_._.Aircraft namf

W. engines
rs

^.`, •	 Reports described in User Manual	 CCion 4
^;^ •• RFILE records name.com described	 n Amer Manual Appendix g

SEAT CLRNION DESIGN SYSTEM
s 1TA FLOW

User Seen• • ••
-`^ MIS111Leg Optional	 teat Jg(yl,[

Materlat'^`
lil Cede Mo.

_
I	 "*duct	 . i

Material Density ItY
ode

'Weller Code Me.	 IbPOrt
_Layer

':

^MataT

Material cost (Density with	 '_
I	 Fire Retardant	 ►

I	 Rogras
ADDHAT M[rlrec.cem

( Unit cost change'
Uoluae cost

volume Cost
1% Cost Change'yr

}' I 'Product Description

1..._.. 'Material He"

-Jr.-
Report

.'^
supplier Co", Me.
"dress Nan

IAddrMS Street
'"dress cit

•
• "dress State	 i Program

'-3(Address Zip Code	 ADDSUP _ ►.Supplyroc_eam
I COnt4et Nan
Phone No.

Seat
i Design j

Design codeNo. ^I MUOT tot ualuu 	 Report
Mater l al Code	 ILD teat ualun— -----I--^
each $!usr	 Ixchange mfg cout'yr	 Pragran

Manufacturing	 I	 ^. ADDSON	 I	 ► Oonfigrec.cem
cosh or Iadtorf I	 ^a	 Material name

Reference code no.1
11 (actors

st a[III•
three parts	 I

• Reports described in User Manual Section a
e• krILE records nase.com described In User Manual Appendle R

1
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SEAT CUSHION DESIGN SYSTEM

SEDUENCY Q EXECUTION

SEAT ON 	 IMBEDS

. •5	 ^NEWUŶ 	 JiDDMAT.

FL1PRRJ--1 Xf.LE DATASET <	 SUP

	

GA4:5_I ^	 ^^ AOpSGN

ACCHRC ^ ^ ^ADDIII

P '==	 LDS

	

r1a	 3.1.7

ADDIII MUM

WMIL : ILM I X IIIUIH % DEPIN

hMALL AEA : 2 X ILENGIN X NIDIH I DIDIH X DEPIH I LENGTH X DEPIP

FA5ES1 PROGRAI

EDSI TED : COST OLD I (COST OLD X %YEARLY [KREASE/IRI

LDS PROARAR

WRIALI AREA : I.13 X AREA) I AREA

1a 1811i : UII;SIIY X ARLO.

ILlda : U.Uali X -JALI"L

NPI 	 AODSGN

Elf ICIENCY : FLUX RATE / MD01

!•' ADJUSTED ILD : ILD I (FACTOR X ILD)

RODIN PROpRAI

AN : LENGIN X MIDIN X DEPTH

MACE AREA : 2 X ILENGIH X WIDTH I WIDTH X DEPTH I LEDGIH X DC'

^,„ LriSLSi HP.00R!tl

QSI IILM : vAT OLD f (COST ULU	 X	 %YEARLY IIKREASE/IW)

=i LDS hNIXINAt

Fi I	 SURFACE ARTA : (.CN X AREA) 1 AREA

L`

	

	 (EIGHT : LENSIIY %AKA

IEI5HT : DENSITY X UULUIK

^^i
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OPTION

•^	 ...DIRECT INPUT	 I7.K
r	 ... PROGNAM COMPUIES	 1

^.^	 RA/C ATIRIIIOHED : RA/C(YEAR) + MIT A/CIYEAR) - IA/C(YEAR+I

OSEAIS : XA/C X #SEALS PER A/C 	 I

nllk(ll(N FAIL : «SENh AiIRI11ONLD / IC9nl. ISEAIS ( YEAN)

C::f Cf NnIEh!AUS

COST/SEAT : SEAT AREA X COST/UNIT AREA

P	 YEARLY COST : SEAT OEIIAND X COST/SEAT 	

i_	 M HUFACTURING COSTS

CDSI/SEAT : 3 X COST/CUSHION

}EARLY COST : SEAT DEMND X COST/SEAT

PROJECTIONS

COSI(YR+I) : COSI(YR) X (I - XYEARLY COST CHANGE/1011)

MIERIAL COST SELECTION

Y: MX+0

Mere Y : I sots

X : unit cost

MATS FOR I UNIT COST KAK(CHAMGE R SEATS)

(SEATS OF 1 UNIT MIRE - lJOL COSE/(MSE UNIT COST - CAWK UNIT COST)

SLOPE

SLOPE(Ml : CHANGE 1 SEATS/ CNNIGE UNIT COST

INTERCEPI

INTERCEPT(B) : -(SLOPE X (BASIC MIT COST - CHANGE UIIT COSY)) + 6M
where ISMS : A SEATS Of 1 UNIT MiRL

COMPUTE UNIT CO31.

X : (Y-110
UNLIT COST : ( #SEATS - INTERCEPT)/SLOPE

rltre IsHls : ISMS /elod z junits NtefiAl

1

^^^.	 ..	 ._..	 _	 ..	 ..	 .'^11 ^fit.	 ^^r+t., ^L._:^`'.. .•^.ti^•^.h'`^.^• _.	 .._
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IVLL IN'AU

INITIAL CGNDIII(N $01.D SCAISIYEAR) : ALL
III% Of OLD ANI' Will

.., NO WLPLA(INEHI OLD SEATS

A•)LD SE(IS(1LARfl) : IOLD SCAIS(YEAR) X (1-%AIIRlflON/WWI

01TU EN! (Lip SLATS

.:. q 11 :.,U SENIit(k) % 11-XAIIAl11DN/Ipl
fi Ilki Lilt NEWIII!YRIII/YPS LIFE KMAINIYR))

144190L 11KAL101.01 OLD SEAIS

,,,VIRESINICIED
$OLD 51AIS(YR(0 : NONE

...ALSIRICIED IY RROOKIIW RATE

RIND SEAIS(YR(11 : NOLO SEAIS(YR) - TAX $SEAIS /YR

$NEW SEATS : TOTAL (SEAIS - IOLI SEATS

SEAT WEIGHT : ISEATS I WEIGHT/SEAT

	

AVG WEIGHT 	 I IEIGHI(YEARI f NEIGIET(YEORfl) I/ 2
GALLONS OF fVL/YLAR : WEIGHT X GALLONS PER VIII WEIGAI/YEA(!
IULL tail : GALUHS X COST/GALLON

SEAT DEMAND

INITIAL CONLI121

	1 	 1	 wsuI i	 N l
v	 2 I	 i 2 r

	

1 ,I3	 il/SLI	 3 i	 1	 3 i

'	 I	 I

—91, 1 all

	

REPLACE- NOME	 GROK	 - IMMEDIATE

COAPVTE

DEIWID(YEAR)	 DEIWII(YENR/I)

f
_^...x.y	 ' _ __	 ^

2VI t iX A r VI	 ^X	

VTi

V2 I-TX-A

V3 l ^ 9E^r V7  ^

V:%AI^r-I r 5i2-1,^ X^. V

4 NEW	 /

WHERE:

VECTOR LENGTH : TAX(SLI,SL2)
51.I : STATUTE LLD SEAT
N.Z : S'EAILIfI. 10.11 5141
II : I'6EAli AT TILL 01 Tali DLSIGH IHIkODI1CIION

!LN„J : 'h X AT
IEU : O IIN *LAI' YJI 10 NEII AIRCRAFT
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SEAT DEMAND	 DATE1	 6/$1/02 j
tttt!!!t!t!

COACH	 SHORT HAUL 1ST CLASSYEAR

1182 7604'	 0 66801903 86966	 0 75381941 03587	 0 72641105 83048	 0 7285
1106 75034	 0 6323
1107 00654	 0 7009

••1908 87390	 0 75961909 85009	 0 7307
1990 91404	 0 7768
1991 03319	 0 7240

aM61Mod u»d for dnmd was GRAD F

NEW AIRCRAFT DELIVERY TO U.S. AIR CARRIER FLEET
tYitltttttlttll ttt it44t itttt.tttttltlt ttttitttt

AS OF 04TEI 3/17/02

A/C	 78	 79	 CO	 of	 02	 DJ	 84	 85	 ad	 87	 BO	 09	 90	 91	 92-------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
2-ENOINEI
9-737	 0	 0	 20	 13	 10	 10	 10	 10	 30	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0DC-9	 0	 0	 11	 20	 10	 20	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10A300	 0	 0	 P,	 5	 1	 4	 5	 3	 5	 3	 3	 5	 5	 5	 y0-757	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 20	 20	 20	 20	 20	 20	 20	 200-167	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 48	 42	 45	 10	 13	 14	 7	 10	 11	 12
TOTAL	 0	 0	 39	 10	 21	 92	 67	 90	 35	 48	 49	 42	 45	 46	 47

3-EMOIMEI
B-727	 0	 0	 01	 60	 50	 30	 50	 40	 30	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0	 01.1011	 0	 0	 10	 0	 2	 4	 5	 5	 5	 5	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0OC-10	 0	 0	 15	 2	 2	 7	 5	 5	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

TOTAL	 0	 0 106	 62	 56	 At	 60	 50	 35	 15	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
4-EM0IMEI
6-707	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 01-720	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 - 0	 0	 0	 0	 O 	 0	 0	 09-747	 0	 0	 8	 2	 2	 0	 2	 0	 4	 5	 3	 6	 6	 to	 0DC-8	 0	 0	 0	 U	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

TOTAL	 0	 0	 6	 -	 -	 0	 _	 0	 4	 „	 5	 6 - 6	 10	 0

U. 8. ATACIIAFT FLEET PROJECTI0145
tttttltttt tttl tiro ttittttttttb

AS OF DATEI 4/ 9/02

A/C	 70	 79	 80 '111	 62	 83	 84	 05	 84	 07	 PB	 09	 90	 91	 92

2-ENOIMEI
0-737 135 156 152 160 162 166 171 177 177 177 177 177 177 177 177
DC-9	 369 345 370 311f 390 404 410 421 423 423 423 425 430 430 430
A300	 7	 7	 15	 20 "21	 23	 30	 35	 40	 45	 30	 55	 60	 65	 70
1-757	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 O	 20	 40	 60	 80 100 120 140 160
1-767	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 46	 90 135 143 158 172 179 IP9 200 212

TOTAL 511 520 337 369 573 643 703 708 825 863 902 936 976 1012 10•1V

3-ENOIMEI
0-727 899 990 1012 1050 1039 1070 1084 1098 1093 1094 1093 1091 1090 1088 1086
L1011	 90	 94	 94	 94	 96 100 103 110 112 112 112 112 112 112 117
OC-10 132 140 149 151 151 136 160 162 162 162 162 162 162 162 162

TOTAL 1121 1214 1203 1295 1306 1320 1349 1370 1369 1368 1367 1365 1364 1362 1360

4-ENOINEI
6-707 211 176 142 140 124 100	 78	 60	 60	 60	 605

	
55	 50	 SO

9-720	 9	 6	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
b-747 103 117 126 130 172 132 134 134 130 143164 150 131 161 163
PC-TI	 l:3 138 105 103 103 103 105	 98	 90	 98	 98	 96	 98	 96	 96

TOTAL 446 439 375 375 361 337 314 292 294 301 302 303 304 307 309
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FUEL COST FOOJECTION 1[/0046) 01711 4/11/72
1)tY tY7Yt 1 E tl tl Yi tUUtq RYY

71	 82	 03	 04	 45	 06	 07	 Ot	 01	 90

1.00 1.05 1.10 1.14 t.22 1.2E 1.01 1.41 1.10 1.55

11	 92	 90	 74	 95
a.a aa. a._ aaa .aa

	

1.67 1.71 1.00 1.09 1.90 	 -

1	
I

0.111 11211.7

•la••r] cxu•clm Z.T10. FILE.._.1.. •.•• • •	 .............. 
9SUNATf•Aw	 ! X MWI m

W. ltllV	 1!1 BUV• iNNI N•ul IULL NWlllx]IW.

2.t"]Kl
!•]U HV	 • 0 IJ]
K-I I)•	 • 0 10.10
N>00 NB	 • 0 11.b
Bqf) b.	 • 0 ILNh)•) 201	 • 0 N.11

1•ENIMI
0 • )]) IH	 • 0 11.14
L1111 l]!	 • 0 I!.!0
K-10 ]1!	 • B 11.17

[Y•IMI
.•]•)• I40	 1 0 16.10
I y]I 0	 . 0 I.0I!]	 . 0 . 21)9K.,

• •Mllt•ntl ••11.0• /wI t	 w.V {• •
1	 IB. J •	 .W ul.x\ in .0V .f n1.x.•M1e

_

SGT CYSNIM DEISHT ICR CUSHION 9.1.1 1131192
.01.I0.00.0•.00E..1....1.1.. •.•

OKAY CNNIK K1IW W KRI 00
V/.

•	 /[AT Ocala"6[IG[M[ MNKRI Oct

GCr.	 EOTTW	 N(.00E(T	 TOTAL
L 	 LOS	 NE	 OLRR	 LOG	 IL 00	 L92	 ILVS
..............	 ..............	 ..............	 ..............

CCACNI
1.11	 0u0	 3.31	 6.2I	 LAV	 0.12	 4.72	 0•If

OMOT MNLI
101	 0.20	 3•3I	 0.24	 LP	 0.12	 6u2	 0.44

1ST CLA.[I
bl2	 OJl	 3.42	 0.20	 1.72	 0.13	 7.0)	 0.71

1 DELTA DEIWT
G0 Of IM DEIWT OCIMT

SEAT CUSHION OIMNSION[ 	 BAIEI	 1/21161
•Is, ..BB..•1BBBBBIB•BBB

COACH E[ATI
'.f

LENGTH	 YI01N	 KI]N	 LENG TH ,	 MIRTH	 [VIN	 LENGTH	 YIOIN	 DEPTHMIStC.i	 (20.MMR[Xfl
410.0 } NA 0 2.0 101	 ASCII0 " XM 22.0 Y 1.0 INI	 (1114 X	 60 Y !•P IN)

'	 END 	 972•0 W IN	 ASCII	 1291.0 [0 IY	 NR[BI	 3.8.00 K 1N	 Y
j	 VKWIfI	 )]0.0 CU IN	 OOLN[I	 1710.0 CU IN	 VOLUN[I	 720,00 CU IN

•MKT MAIN. SCAT$

W
119. 0 [ 20	 X	 1X1	 0010E 2210 X SoO IN) 	 AIS.O Y	 60 Y 0.0 IN)
MGI	 0)]

72	
to0B IMAO	 1].0	 YAI	 21100 10 IN

VOLW101	 )]B.b [U IM	 VK
U17	 0
MI	 1760.0 CU

U 	 M
WUIM	 VK	 12

2
0.00 CU IY	

r'

171 CLASS 0[ATI

419.0 X 22.6 X 2.0 INI	 420.0 X 2I.0 X 1.0 INI	 (160 X 10.0 X 1.0 1N1
was	 102.6 6S IM	 MCAT	 1]1].0 SS IN	 AN(AI	 110.00 96 IX

VI ;I	
V0LW1[1	 702.6 CU IN	 YKUMI	 192010 CU IN	 VKUN(I	 100.00 CU IN	 ^1

ll	 CHI K BEAT CUSHION DIMENSION REPORT 	 .'.1 ll	 1

1
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AT LAYER IEEIGH REPCIT
tt U tt UttliUUti Utttt

SEAT OEGION NUMYCRI 009

	

LOYER NLXCCOD[ NO,	 ! NANUFACTU Df R'S COST FACTORS
•••••

	

................ __
	 LABOR = VARRICATION	 1,00

A	 WOOL/NYLON	 005	 - ILANHINO	 I,00
Y	 NORF4P AL	 OIL	 - ASSEMBLY	 1.00
C	 -----•-------------- 	 -0-	 - INSPECTION	 1.00
D	 ----------n--------- 	 -0-	 - TOOLING	 1.00
[	 ------------•-------	 -0-	 - DEVELOPMENT
F	 NFR URETHANE	 YK004	 - DESIGN

MFR URETHANE	 IN 004	 ENGINEERING	 1100
MFR URETHANE	 HD 004	 - BUST.

	

ENGINEERING	 1.00

	

I FIRE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS	 - OVERHEAD
- TOO LINO	 1.00

ILOIBKI • 0	 ILDIYT) • 0	 ILD(HRI	 0	 - MIT	 1.00
APPLY TG DESIONt 001

2.5 FLUKI MUST	 0.69E-0R	 E • 36231.80	 MFG 3/YR INCREASC 0.
3.0 FLUX I NDGY	 O, 21E-03	 E • 17857.14
7.0 FLUKI MOOT	 0.36E-03	 E - 20833.33

A LIFETIMV)F A SEAT MEASURED IN NUMBER OF YEARS
DUTTON • 2.3	 BACK • 5.0	 HEADREST • 5,0

SUPPLIER'S FILE
tt bttttttitsnt	 '

SUPPLIER CODE:	 5

ADDRESS: AMATE% CORP
1032 STONABRIDOE ST,
NORRISTOWN
PA
19AOA

CONTACT:
PHONEI

SEAT CUSHION LAYER MATERIAL
iittifffittitittititiiftttt

MATERIAL CODE NUMBER: OIL	 '-
PP000CT NO. : NORFAB I1HT-26-AL-^'

MATERIAL NAME: NORFAB AL
DESCRIPTION : NORFAB FABRIC, WEAVE STRUCTURE 1%1 PLAIN

ALUMINIZED ONE SIDE, 25%N0ME%/5%KYHEL

'	 SUPPLIER'S NUMBER:	 5
DENSITY: 0.062 LS/FT2 OR FT3
DENSITY FIRE RETARDANT FOAM: 0,000 LB/FT2 OR FT3

COST: t	 2,090/FT2 OR FT3
YEARLY COST INCREASE:	 0%
UNIT COST CHANGE/VOL, COST: i 0.000/9 	 0.

END OF SEAT CUSHION .MATERIAL REPORT

d
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SEAT CUSHION RAH IATERlALS COST •02

Ma D 910 ILINrr: Mt	 1441 11221U

aH udrL1 cot !:doom in .... a..44 ."., W"

SACK	 BOTTOM	 NEAMEST	 TOTAL
COST	 SCOST	 COST	 SCOST	 COST	 DCHr	 CWT	 MOST

COACH,
so.IT	 I4.51	 42.71	 ".so	 19.19	 S.d	 91.5]	 44. se

M10I1T M	 '
m.17 14.151	 4671 ".Go	 11.11	 a. ad	 StAT 4.m

IST CLASS*
22.95 /5.47	 4.1• at.M	 12.46 I6.m	 161.151 HAS

• Ate wet 1s c.lcul.%Wd titn respect to
NOW... 9e.t Nonlen MI wet.

SEAT CUMICH MMU7ACTUAINO COST •52
ttYtlltttYYYYYtYYtYtttttYYYtYtYtYYtt

swat Design Huldor: CM	 Dad: 42152
Reference Design HU060r: MI

DE1104 MWER.
3 MS
------

"slam

------

DELTA

------

"NOW 15. 15. e.

KVELOAIM:NT 6. 6. 2.

OVEAIIEM A. 2. @:.

TOTAL 27. 27. 2.

tlbt2: cost to manufacture assume me" IOr
Ceath, Mort Haul and let Class. and
Book. Rmltail and Hea4r"t CUSMIOME.

ti

Costs for study design DM 	 DATE: 6122182

RAN MTAIRIAL AND MAHIKAC71MIN0 COSTS
•'^ a*V14mttY*t, METHOD: MAD

.; COACH	 SHORT HAUL IST CLASS

'•^
YEAR
-`-

AM
---------

WO	 RN	 WO
------ --------------- ---------

RM WO	 ;;TOT

------

AM
-------

TOT 1570
-------

TOTAL
-------

1sm 1111114. 9IN".	 0.	 S. 1092. 856 12236. 11494. RAISINS.

1963 11998. 18351.	 1.	 e. 1138. 917. 13143. 11415. 21511.

1904 11572. IMI M.	 M.	 8. 118". 815. 12M 1. 110". 23747.

'	 1985 12337. 1111152.	 S.	 0. 310. 911. 11519. 11797. 23315.

_	 19K 12339. tM35.	 8.	 0. ties. 944. 13522. 117". 23220.	 1

1987 1/1414. 18433.	 e.	 8. 1139. 159. 12823. 11344. 24"7.

1980 12779. 11242.	 8.	 0, 1225. 976. S4M4. 122". 24tH.
1•^ 2979 120". 11291.	 8.	 8. 1231. 962. 31158. 122715. 96N1.

19W 12341. 11832.	 8.	 8. 1292. 999. 13743. 1t992. 25735.
^^

1991 13338. 11927.	 n .	 8. 1158. 107. 14158. 12965.
r

2752".

•
y
^ *tests in thousands of dollars

7

r
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WEIOHT AND FUEL iRMCT
...........IL.......U.

Das iDn ns. 11f	 Date< 622/62
nar	 IM19ht	 4.11...	 cost
----	 ------	 -------	 ------

1962 4DE91. 745. TUE.

1"3 1411941. 2269. 2425.

1964 233793. 3664. 4172.

19415 i"9". 4323. 5254.

1966 2174151. 4411. 5636.

19417 292742. 4492. 22341.

lose 297901. 4566. 6426.

1969 303135. 4642. 4059.

1996 369612. 4716. .7334.

1991 314916. 4613. ima.

a" &% daROnd based an WAD sethod.
.Delta cost 411th reenact to re Terence 'desl9n "1
.Costs In thousands of dollars.
.Gallons	 In thousands Of Dallens.

'.1

COIL SLM"Y REPORT
..4uoea..u.oe.

UONM3 NWT" NORF"LIGHT

--------------------
CODER "l CODER a" CODES N9 CODER 212 CODER 6M

REINOD "AD WAD
-----------------------------------------------------

"40 MAD OIAD
sEA71Irc

____________
3 YRS 3 "a

------------------------------------------------------
1 Y" 3 YRS R Y"

COST TO FLY09116) 51566. 64139. 571". 34141". 37196.

COST 70 6UY(1966)
MT[RIAL 6966. 7624. 13522. 12312. 13522.
IMNIIFACiWIN0 11799,

_______
11799.

_______
11799. 1179!. 11799.

TOTAL COSTS(19") 70351. 163571.
_______
62516.

_______
752".

------
62516.

DELTA CO3T-FLY(19") 0. 32578. 5636. -1477. $636.

DELTA :COST-SUV(19661 6.
-------

645. 6536. 6326. 6936.

DELTA COSTS(1924) a.
-------
33226.

-------
12166.

-------
4649.

------
121".

NUO'DOVER PROJECTIO:::
TOTAL COSTS	 72621.	 111379t.	 64413.	 77544.	 64413.
DELTA COSTS	 0.	 31171.	 11792.	 4923.	 11792.

.Costs In thousands of dollars.



^:;' _. 4141 _ ti -	 . 4141._ 4141.	 :L.	 :A.	

'•^^L.	

_ _	 .^.`^.	 4141...	 . .N

F.

COtT MyaIMIIY MAMf
w.ow...SS..ww.

AIa1.M2 11011M )I	 Lt

4141.-.-3.......---.r..
CODE• MI
..3._..

CODES Mt
3333.._____-- 3

co<OK	 ---
COKS
CODES Olt

t
MI----a

K TNW alas aM(1 MM
................................

Mwa O	 osLAIL1I[ )	 V11111 ] YOS ) Ytl ] YOS ) YM

CAST TO (LY(1Mal n im eatl. Sri". me,. $aw.
COOT To MYCIM ,

IMTUIa AM. TM.. 12311. into. am.)1AIaIKTM1" W".
_______

Intl.
_______

air". air". as M.
TOTAL CMTO(iMl YMOs. layers.

_______

Sony.
______3

Y]tM.
------
)aMl.

KLTA C"T-(Ly tifM a. "S10. 1120. -1411. a.

DELTA CMFMputlH a.
1111__

"a. Am. &Ma. a.

KLTA CMTS(i M)
--------------------

S.
----- ------------------------------

4111____

ODE1b
_______

(lees.
_______

44141.
^_____.._____.......

-------
a.

A00 1 10 OAVIT MOJECTIOA:
TOTAL COSTS 1"11. 1110M. MESA. ?M4. 12-01.
KLTA COSTS M. 9.170. also). atll. 0.
.Cnb In iNUUnM of as l 1011.

{'.1

'
^^'

COST Ml1"aY M-OMT
uwm.w-ww..w
OMMIIa	 IWAS IIOIIIM LIMITCODES MI COWS MM CODES an, CODES MIS COMo MN

:yti __••----_-_'_ ___ _-_ ------------------"'"-""--------------"'--"'---♦ r KTW1 MM OIW	 SMO S11Aa Me^. KMLT(e a YlS 2 YM	 a YM S M ] YM

COST TO FLY(iM) Saw. "I".	 STIM. SSMS. "I".
Uni

4141

CO:T TO wiT(I^l
MTAIAL SOS-. Md.	 lapin. Into. Md.)MM/KTMIM _Inn. IIM.	 Intl.

-------
In". aim'

TOTAL CMISIIIMI Ms.
------

1112911.	 MM(.
1------
Ttl	 .

-------
semi.

' •r

u

KLTA COST-MYllsM) M. *111111.	 MM. -1411. Mae.
i

A DELTA COST-pUYI IaM> M. {M.	 GM. SYS. GAS.•••-
1______	 _______ _______ _______

^,.•	 ,
KLTA CM16(IM )
__________________3. ----------------------------------------------- SDEM.	 IS^M

_____1411_ 49. as	 .

AuM •p ouu floxcrt011:
TOTAL COSTS 111111. sell"i	 HMI, ltlaa. ISSM
KLTA COSTS M. ylna.	 IIMa. Mte. TI ITe.
.Giro a. tA ..... A. .f MI I.T,.

n

^^ 4141
' COST MSSMIIY KlOIT

` wlAeS	 IWM 1)OefM LIGHT y
^_.
♦ i ----- --------------

coma MI
----------------------

COfee eDE Cow$ 11
__________

"He MIa
__________________

CODES MM
__'---

I,
I^.^ KTMe 00,141, Mb1Y	 SMY OMM MI10

..^ DEATLI(C 2 Yep 1 
rn_____ a YeS

-a MV11,11S 
. -------------------- -------- 1111 -------------_--------

COST TO fLYIIM ) AISLL. MIH.	 2111. peNp. TAM.
'•' COST TO a111I11OS1

-; AATIltAt 11. T-".	 13343. 1"Q. M.
1 AAIIVACTMIM A---"- Itl.n Itl.n

I

` • -.-___. 1413....	 --1111_
-----

1111___ 1111_••
-----

TOTAL CMTSIIMa> 1Mtl1, -mm.141357L. TNM. 1MA0. i^
KLTA CMT-MY(lM' 0. SESTS.	 SM. -1111, ell"..-
KLTA COST-MIYIIMaI M. "M_	 Mae-. ----. M..

lie

__
V KLTA C"T----MI 120011_ ----- ---f 43144411.

T„ AOS•S OYSe (IOJCCTIOS: I p
1 TOTAL COSTS Te-11l. I03791.	 "(". 11314. SMpM.

KLTA COSTS M. SIITM.	 tiny. .221. IBM. V
^ •,,I C..I. IA IMU.tna( Of Ml I.f-.I

_	 ._	 _4141 _^	 ....^	 ^.._.	 3	 .	 - 4141 -4141 	 - - _	 y
sr^	 4141	 l Y^r_u. 4141.	 .._s.. _	 _ 4141	 _I._.	 4141	 3 _	 _	 `
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COST 1N41IVIY MVWA1 ..	 MMIKIM.N
~n low" MSIM Llwr1'7 Cmil OSI c9K'1 41St CYAR. M OSssa Sit cme ess

e11M Wi a:IM eMll S.TM
'

IlLllao
isiontrC a m a m a YOS a Y11f, a m
____________________ - ------------- - --------------__--------------------

•:' COST To ILYIHOS) $am. 1141". ITS". 414141St, town.
COST To wYll1"1IMTl11IAL sm. 7134. last&. auto. 71".

MN/KT101t1q SIT". 111". 117".
-------

It?".
---___

Sam.-------••.
TOTAL C"TSIIOMI -------TMs. -------IS"II. Stan. in". assets.
AL TS C"T-ILYIIIOS) e. ""a. "K• -1411. u/sla.
KLTA COST-SS'r111OS1 e. SOS. C3OS. SM. ass..,
KLTA COS1Sitf	 )

__________________

_______
0.

_____________------

_______
sal".

____------

_______
I'm

._-___-----

_______
4ss1.

____-------

_______
MISS.

___-

"G I D Dots "OUCIIONI
fOTAL COSTS T2M1. 163111. ♦".114. T71144. Irl"t.

f^
•^.

KLTA COSTS
.Coal. In tMYlMla U

S.
"Salta.

)soot. I'M. 491131. INW.

COST ImitAY S	 T
......NN.•.....

V	 s I	 M Il	 MLIGHT
town "I
---------------

C340,41C340,41Sss COST. Set
_-----------------

COK1 SIR
_ ------------------

COALS M
--------------------
MTMD S	 11 SMS MM SSW eMS
M.TUrl
----------------- __

a m a m
-----------------------------------------------------

a no s m 3 m

COST TO r VIiSGA) :l'_•.:. d$23. "aft. ____.. S",
COST to will. 	 )

MTcalAL 1OS11. TOM. Islas. $"Is. 1641111
IoNNra MR" 111!0.. 11111. Ill". 117".

_______
I11,10.-------

TOTAL cmvsli ") Tent. le"ll. C]]n. TK". SSOS1.
KLTA c"T-rLY111K1 a, 11..572. 56". -1477. tint.
DELTA COST-WVtlwl c. Sol. Am.

_______
am.

_______
Sill.

_______

K410 CMTSIIMS)
____________________

S.
---------------------------------------

_______
ass . Sam. 4541.

_ -------
IMT.----

MY'S OYSS 1SOICCTI",j	 TOTAL C"13 '"ll. 1413111. Ntss. TYMO. rSOS1.
W-TO COSTS a. 211741. Sam. 4941. I: AI.
.Coal. to SM...... .f Mll.ra.

COST 3Y.M11Y SR,011TNNNNO.......
WtWI IIOMII NOerM LIONT

____________________
COS!. OSI two m
-----------------------------------------------------

COKS 41" COAL. Olt two Ma
`	 KTMO SSW 11aAl eaM GRAD OMDKMLtrc a m 1 m 3 YM a IRS a m

COST TO rLY'l ") 911K. 64139. Win. 5"9. 111941.
COST TO w CIW)MTCAIAL" IOSI. 'to". Isola. 12398. am$.IMNIKTYIIIM SIT". 11111. 117". IV". 117".
TOTAL C"TSlIM) ?MI. tons. 94)77. 711	 . OSlaa.
KIaA COST-rLYI11K) S. ]Ills. "". -1477, 13"3.
MI IA COSI • M1YGM5. e, Ne, U". I",. an9.
1411..	 1^^411.. I... • Ili r• •. 11•M. N.1 1.41/•

AUi'n YUA M"Itcll":
TOTAL COSTS 72111. 103711. .4214. 711144. 933.2.DELTA COSTS a. 31170• 119113• 4923. 17742.
.calla m tnauunb al oa l.ra.

II
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C"I SISOYtIv NOW
.....r..r,.N.M.r

VO1M.a a	 M M	 00 LIMIT
MC. OSI COSTS M CIME M COKO MC COSTS SOT

KTITOa 0W OW SMS OMO OW
KATLITa • M i M a Vlu a le a Ni

COST TO nN1m) SIM. MIes. Iran. faOSS. SOMS.

COST To \Miami
MTM1K SM. TOM. Bola. 12211. 11104.
MM/MWIM III". lives. ISM. IITN. &am.

TCTOL COSTSCIM) rifi1. OMVI. am. Tom. ones.

DELTA COST-TLY(IM) a. MSTa. HM. -11IT. Kes.

M.LTS CMT-WYllinl 0. lOS. #M. SMf. oM.
KLTO COSTSCIM) tt. nM. IIM. OS1S. IIr47,

OOS'a ODUI 1110KCPtest
levK COSTO	 ?MI.	 I*KM.	 mail,	 711116.	 tteaM.
KLT. COSTS	 a.	 111176.	 IIM.	 Ms.	 IHIa.
.G11\. I4 \MWM.7 •1 MIIVF

COST aOKOMY KOMT
..N.rwNN11.r

111)Lp a	 m MTKM Lam
-------- - ---- _---- COM OSa ewe SIM 'We OSaW- ------ W-U a10 ewe M

arm SM
---------------------

KTT LI
------- ------------- 1 real

om
1 700 i m ISM,f MS ! ---

COST TO KYUM) SIM. MIaS. Man. SMO. 11ttOS•
Cm TO SItYIIM)

MTMI.L 022. IOM. Inla. ant*. mi,^MIO/O msm IITN. ism. lam. III". lrmle
TOTLL CMSIIM) 7Mf. ISm1. Km. 7Hle. esM.
KLTO cm-ILVCIMI 6. amt. HM. -1471. nO	 .

' DELTA CMT-MTT(IMI 1. SaO. kaK. GM. M.
KLT1 COST0- -221 0. ioaOS. ItM. M IS. nOa1a.

Ma'T 011i! OSenc,110111
ToTOL CSSH TMI. Ileesl. 22101. 71111. SVM.
MTO CSTS S. Silva. IIM. 1000. Mai.

KNU f0 {MY/NN N NIIM..

COST SNYYIaY nVCttT
Nu1rw.1.111.r

4fIOIaO IISS/M 11OfIM LISSTCoaae OSI cMeo M ewe M cOKa 011 ewe M
KTSOS me W1 MY MOB SOMKOTLIVC
____•_______________

a M
•______•n_____..•.__-_
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SEAT CUSHION LAYER MATERIAL
t+tu+tutu+nt+uttnxur

MATERIAL CODE NUMBER; 004D
PRODUCT NO. C

MATERIAL NAMEt NFR URETHANE
DESCRIPTION I POLYURETHANE FOAM. NON-FIRE RETARDED,

MEDIUM FIRM.ILD32

SUPPLIER'S NUMBERt
.+^ DENSITY;	 1.200 LD/FT2 OR FT3

`
DENSITY FIRE RETl.P.DANT FOAM: 0.000 LB/FT2 OR FT3

^n
COSTS	 t	 0.680/FT2 OR FT3

-	 YEARLY COST INCREASE: 	 OX
UNIT COST CHANGE/VOL.	 COST:	 t 0.000/6	 0.

-'J
END OF SEAT CUSHION MATERIAL REPORT

••1

\1 SEAT LAYER DESIGN REPORT
^r^, tttttttrtr++t q ttttttgt

SEAT DESIGN NUMBER! 013

••
LAYER	 NAME	 CODE NO.	 r MANUFACTURER'S COST FACTORS

-------------------- 	 --------	 - LABOR	 - FABRICATION_____ 1.09

A	 WOOL/NYLON	 005	 - PLANNING 1.110

B	 NORFAB AL	 Oil	 ASSEMBLY 1.00
•1 C	 ____________________ 	 _0-	 - INSPECTION 1.00

I ^, .• 1 p	 ____________________	 -0-TOOLING 1.00
ti ••0-	 - DEVELOPMENT

F	 NFR URETHAN'.;	 NKOOAB	 - DESIGN
NFR URETHANE	 BM OOAB,	 ENGINEERING 1.00

NFR URETHANE	 HD GOAD	 - SUST.
ENGINEERING 1.00

t FIRE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 	 - OVERNErll
TOOLING 1.00_

ILD(BK)	 -	 0	 ILD(BT)	 -	 0	 ILD(HR)	 0	 - Misc. 1.00
APPLY TO DESIGNS 001

'^	 a 2.5 FLUX: MDOT =	 0.00E+00	 E =	 0.00	 MFG %/YB INCREASE 0.

5.0 FLUX:	 MUOT =	 0.00[{00	 E =	 0.00
7.0 FLUX:	 MDOT •	 0.00E+00	 E =	 0.00

°J t LIFETIMEOF A SFAT MEASURED IN HUMBSR OF YEARS
BOTTOM -	 2.5	 BACK	 =	 5.0	 HEADREST	 =	 5.0

ri __________________________________..__..___________-_._......____--. --__

y 111

^^ S

1.

nzL.:	 6/22/82
^EAI u*0$Ss* st y a

wCUSHION

SEAT CUSHION DESIGN NUMNER: 	 010
VS.

SEAT DESIGN REFERENCE NUMBER: 	 001

BACK	 NOTTOM	 HEADREST	 TOTAL
• LOS	 $LIS	 LIS	 SLSS	 LIS	 8LBS	 L29	 q PS

.. COACH:
1.83	 0.70	 3.08	 -0.02	 1.34	 0.02	 6.25	 0.20

SNORT HAUL:

•,1
1,03	 0.20	 3.08	 -0.02	 1.34	 0.02	 6.25	 0.20

•!	 1ST CLASS:
2.01	 0.21	 3.31	 -0.03	 1.60	 0.00	 6.95	 0.19

. DELTA WEIGHT
`.i

^,^•^	 END OF TIIE WEIGHT REPORT

:i
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COOT SUMMARY REPORT
...................

(
UGHAM3 HORFAB HORfA6 LIGHT

.• --------------------
CODE" NI
-----------

CBDCL 992
----------

COVEN 009 CODER 012 CODCM 013

^ :•^
,r

N2TN09 "AD GRAD
--------------

ORab
------

OIIAO O2AD7. !!ATLIfE 3 YAM 3 YRS 3 YR9 3 YRS 3 YRL

r COST TO FLY(1944) 51566. 04139. 57196, 30009. 5349.

COST TO 6UY(1944)
MATERIAL 6988. 7636• 13312. 13312. 13212.MIA/	 TUIMIHG 11Y99. 11799. 11799. L1799_ 1,719. 

TOTAL COSTS(il44) 70353. 193374. 82307.

-

75224. 78358.

DELTA COST-FLY(I186) 0. 32572• 5630, -1477, IN2,

DELTA COST-MIY(19441 9. 638. 6324. 6.34.
------- --

024.
•i

•
DELTA COSTS(I144I
-------------------

0. 33228•
--------------------------------------------------------

-----11953. -------
UQ. -------

9M3.

AW'D OVER PROJECTION:
TOTAL COSTS 72623. 163793, 04284. 77544. 60564.DELTA COSTS !. 31176. 11501• 4921. 7441.

-'•.1 .Cost$ In thousands of dollar$,

^•y	 COST SUMMARY REPORT
...................

y UONMM3	 madras Ross	 9 LIONT

``•^

COMM 443 COVEN 992	 CODER 449 CODER 012	 COVER 012
--------------------	 ---`-----------------------------------------

_-__---___
•'.^ RTNOD	 MAD

"Me
	 None ROMP	 HARP

WATLIFE	 ] YAM 3 YRS	 3 YAS 3 YNB	 3 YRS
____________________	 ________________________________________________________

CO3T TO rLY(1944) $1966. 59416. 52922, 51211• 31971.

COST TO MY(19M)
MATERIAL 6960. 7L49. 6562, Buz. ME.
MAAIfACTWING 11799.

_______
11798.

_______
11790. 11798. 11798.

TOTAL COST6(19061 76353. 78350.
_______
73283,

_______

71571.
_______

70332.

DELTA COST-FLYR39961 0. TB"". 1356. -396. 400.

OSLTA COST-WY(1966) 0. 161.
____

1574.
___

1574. 1574.

DELTA COSTS(1966) 1. 6445.
____
2936.

_______
1219.

_______

1979.

AWD OVER PROJECTION:
TOTAL COSTS	 726231	 06%3.	 75545,	 73731.	 74652.
DELTA COSTS	 9,	 6346.	 2922,	 1136.	 1526.

.Casts In thousands of dollars.

COST SUHHARY REPORT
a ...........:1......•

VONAR3 NORrA6 NORrA6 LIGHT
CODER 441 CODCM 002 COMM 944

_________________________
CODER 812 COMM, 813

__________________________
HCTHOD GRAD

_________________________
Two IHHD 1BM0 IMMD

SCATLIrE
--------------------

3 YRS
---------------------------

3 YNS 3 YRS
-----

3 YRS
-------------

3 MS
-----------

COST TO FLY(1944) 31566. 84139. 571%. 5M)89. 3348.

COST TO WY(19S6)
MATERIAL 6980. 1981. 3314. 3314. 3314.

MNUfACTUR[HG 11799. 2936.

-

2930.

-------

2930.

-------

2930.

-------
TOTAL COSTS(1944)

-------
78353.

------
88977. 63446. $6341. 59•!86.

DELTA COST-rLY(1986) 0. 32572. 3636. -1477. IN2.

•i ^ 	 DELTA COST-DUY(19B6)	 0.	 -13948.	 12533.	 12533.	 -12535.
-	

------	 -------	 -------	 -------
DELTA COST6(1906)_-_-_ 0_-__-- 10624__-_- -6985_ ----_14012.___= 308331

•_^---------------------- ---.

'	 4

.. AVG'U OVER PROJECTION:
TOTAL COSTS 72623.	 109175, 8053[.	 81398.	 84349.

,j DELTA COSTS a.	 36532. 15907.	 0735.	 11922.

'••I
J`.

•Cost$	 in thousands of 60114r..

I%

I,

h^ ti	 __	 `	 ._..-..	 ._..._._. i^-'.1, '^•r^.4"-4-nn^':'^'^:•' 	 U..	 •Y•^Yt).4M"1_•..e	 .	 ..	 .	 .^.... •_	 _	 _	 c_•.`l T.-._ -.-^1'_.`
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APPENDIX F-1

Development of an Algorithm and Data Gathering for

NASA Final Report, P.O. # A84863B, ECON, Inc.

Aircraft Seats

.^1	 Editor's Nute: Sections of this Appendix have been deleted for
the sake of brevity. A complete copy of the
original manuscript may be obtained upon request.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ALGORITHM AND DATA GATHERING
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ECON, INC.

e

August 31, 1981
	

^i

Distribution of this report is provided in the interest of
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FOREWORD

This final report has been prepared for the Chemical Research

Projects Office at Ames R--search Center of NASA, Moffett Field,

California, under P.O. NO. A84863 8 (EAF).

This report consists of documentation for the work performed

under the four contract ta.:ks and serves to specifically

direct the computer application of the aircraft seats algorithm.

The report is zrganized as follows:

I. OVERVIEW OF AIRCRAFT SEATS ALGORITHM

II. DATA ORGANIZATION

CUSHION DIMENSIONS DATA FILE

CUSHION MATERIALS DATA FILE

CUSHION CONFIGURATIONS DATA FILE

REFERENCE CUSHION CONFIGURATION DATA FILE

ti	
AIRCRAFT FLEET PROJECTION DATA FILE

'NEW' AIRCRAFT DELIVERY SCHEDULE FILE

T	 FUEL COST PROJECTIONS FILE

III. LOGICAL PROGRAM FLOW

DETAILED PROGRAM FLOW

OUTPUT REPORTS
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I.	 OVERVIEW OF AIRCRAFT SEATS ALGORITHM

ECON, Inc. has developed a methodology to calculate estimated costs

of the manufacture and use of advanced aircraft seat cushion configura-

tions that are being evaluated by the Chemical Research Projects Office

(CRPO) at NASA-Ames for improved fire performance characteristics. The

methodology has been appropriately designed and documented for easy

adaptation to computer processing.

`

	

	 The primary focus of this effort has been on the evaluation of the

cost impact associated with manufacturing and flying various seat con-

figurations?,n a U.S. aircraft fleet-wide basis. In addition, the

approach developed will provide a logical framework for the storage of

physical properties data and fire performance indicators for each seat

configuration. Figure 1 illustrates the significant parameters that

influence the seat manufacturing cost and the weight impact on fuel

f

	

	 consumption of flying heavier or lighter aircraft seats. Each of these

parameters are discussed in detail in the second section of this re

port.

Figure 2 provides a top-level, logical view of the proposed model

flow. This is expander' upon in the last section of this report in a

detailed, step-by-step, presentation of the model methodology. In

addition, the summary reports have been specifically defined and are

provided in conjunction with the detailed flow. 	 I`

The development of the approach documented herein was significantly

`	 influenced by the nature and availability of pertinent data. In areas

JN"'

r;
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where data is severely limited, as much flexibility in the data structure

as possible has been suggested. For example in the area of calculating

seat cushion manufacturing costs, there is currently very little insight

into the major cost components and how they will be affected by new

materials. The methodology developed allows the user to work with

data at several levels of detail, depending upon what'is available to

him. Discussions between ECON and CRPO are currently in progress to

find means to expand upon this data base through NASA - funded contracts

with seat manufacturers to actually build seats with alternative cushion

configurations and track costs in an appropriate manner. Once a good

baseline set of manufacturing cost data has been provided, cost estimat-

ing tools such as the RCA Price model could be used to generate costs

of future cushion designs.

Because the AWs 
pro 

gram is focused on cushion configuration al-

ternatives, other components of the seat structure are not considered

at this time. Furthermore, the methodology presented reflects a very

simplified approach to cushion design and dimensions in which both the

bottom and back cushions are rectangular in shape with uniform dis-

tribution of all materials across the rectangle. The dimensions of

the bottom and back cushions may be specified individually, but it

is assumed that they will be comprised of the same materials.

Despite the simplifying assumptions and limitations outlined

above, the methodology developed can provide a valuable tool for the

comparison of one seat cushion configuration with another and to

assess its impact on the cost to manufacture and fly an improved

aircraft seat.

^i

e•
i
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II.	 DATA ORGANIZATION

The data required by the aircraft seats algorithm, as configured

by ECON, has been organized into the following logical groupings:

cushion dimensions data

cushion materials data

cushion configurations data

reference cushion configuration data

aircraft fleet projection data

'new' aircraft delivery schedule data

fuel cost projections data

Each of these data groupings is referred to as a data file in the follow-

ing pages. The contents of the data files and the manner in which the data

are used in the algorithm are discussed. An initial set of data is docu-

mented, based on the data gathering efforts under this effort. In addition,

a sample display format for each data file is provided.

The detailed program flow in Section III of this report refers to the

types of data stored in each of the data files as the data is required by

the algorithm for computational or display purposes.

!, ;^
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FIGURE 1
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CUSHION DIMENSIONS FILE (DIMEN)

The user of the aircraft seats algorithm may vary the dimensions

of the aircraft seat cushions to reflect an actual change in typical

cushion dimensions, or to examine the impart of a proposed change in

cushion dimensions.	 The dimensions to be used are stored in the cushion

dimensions file, in terms of the length, width and thickness of both

the bottom and back seat cushions. Different sets of dimensions may

be stored for coach and 1st class category seats. These data serve

to approximate the size of the cushions and do not take into account

any seat contouring or irregular seat shapes.

The initial data set for this file contains the dimensions used

by CRPO in their initial work to determine typical coach seat cushion

weights:

BACK CUSHION:	 26 in. x 17 in. x 1.5 in.

BOTTOM CUSHION: 18.5 in. x 13.9 in. x 3.0 in.

It has been assumed that the primary difference between coach and

l.ct class seats is the seat width. Thus, the initial data for 1st

j	 class seats width is 2 inches greater than that specified for coach

_	 seats.

The user may also bypass the calculations of seat area and volume

using seat cushion dimensions, and directly input the cushion area and

volume. This option may be desireable when area and volume informa-

tion is available and better reflects a seat cushion size, with its

'fiY	 various contours and irregular shapes, than dimensions data can pro-
:• c

vide. Area and volume data would be input to the cushion dimensions

file in lieu of length, width and thickness data for back and bottom

cushions for both coach and 1st class seats.

The display format for the cushion dimensions data file (DIMEN)

is provided on the following page.

re"
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SEAT CUSHION MATERIALS PILE (MATERL)

The file of seat cushion materials contains all materials that are

used to create seat cushion configurations for the aircraft seats algorithm.

Each material is numerically coded, with materials currently included in

the file identified by the code established by the CRPO. In addition this

file contains:	 the material name; product number; a brief description;

the material supplier, the density; and several estimates of a unit cost.

In some cases, one material may be available in a variety of thicknesses,

in which case a lower-case alpha character will follow the 3-digit

material code to differentiate between thickness.

The initial data set for the seat cushion materials file has been

provided by the CRPO and is shown in Table 1 . The material prices

currently listed are those quoted to CRPO for their purchase of a

limited quantity of materials. The user may enter other price estimates

to more accurately reflect the material price in a large scale market.

The display format for an entry it the materials file (MATERL) is

also provided.
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SEAT CUSHION CONFIGURATION FILE (f,ONFIG)

The seat cushion configuration file may contain up to 1000 combina-

tions of available seat materials (from the materials file) for evaliia-

tion in the aircraft seats algorithm.	 As new materials are added to

the materials file, new configurations can be specified. A cushion

configuration, as currently defined, can be comprised of all or a sulset'

of the following layers:

L•.

LAYER A

LAYER B

LAYER C

LAYER D

LAYER E

LAYER F

Upholstery

Scrim

Heat Blocking Layers

Airgap Layer

Reflective Layer

Foam

The cushion configuration code has already been generated by the CRPO

for over 300 configurations, as listed in Table 2 . These codes are

maintained in this data file. Any additional configurations can be

added to the file and will be assigned the next available numeric code.

In addition to a definition of the configuration by code and the

materials used for each layer, this file contains information about the

cushion; configurations wear life, cost and fire performance. The

cushion wear life will probably be different for the bottom and back

cushions, and is tracked separately throughout the algorithm. However,

due to the limited information currently available, the manufacture and

fire performance in bottom and back cushions are treated the same for

the purpose of this exercise.

Manufacturin4 costs can be handled by the seats algorithm in several

e variability in the data available. The most
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simple approach, Method A, is the direct input of the total cushion price.

If greater insight into the cushion price is available, a price breakdown

that includes labor cost, development cost, and overhead and profit rates

may be used. The algorithm will then generate a total price based on the

sum of labor and development costs, multiplied times the overhead and

profit rates:

TOTAL $ _ (LABOR $ + DEVEL $) x OVERHEAD % x PROFIT o

Alternatively, using Method B, there may be no actual cost data available

for a particular configuration, but only educated judgements on how the

manufacturing process will differ in reference to a known seat configura-

tion. The Reference Configuration (REFRNC) file contains the information

on the costs to manufacture a selected reference seat, broken down as

follows:

LABOR:	 DEVELOPMENT:	 OVERHEAD:	 OTHER:

FABRICATION	 DESIGN ENGR	 TOOLING

PLANNING	 SUSTAINING ENGR	 FRINGES

ASSEMBLY	 OTHER

TOOLING

The data may be available at the category level (i.e., labor, develop-

ment, overhead, other) or at the sub-category level (i.e., fabrication,

planning, etc). Data is entered and stored for the new configuration to

indicate that, for example, fahr^itation costs are estimated to be 25%

higher than the reference, r.d design engineering 100 lower. These

differences are stored A! t'ictors in the configuration file. The

seats algorithm wll—ti p.,o there t'a generate total seat cushion costs.

Finally, the seat	 t-jnfiguration file will contain the fire

performance chaviot'eria,rar..s of a specific configuration. At this point,

these are not directly	 *r?.'„, Y,rr,<lgorithm, but merely stored in a

convenient location for refere„r:- 1:S• thL	 ser. There are
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many potential measures of fire performance that could eventually be

included in this file. However, under this effort only three will be

addressed:

Radiant panel test results

Modified heat release calorimeter test results

C-133 test, derived egress time

The initial data set for the configuration file is largely com-

prised of the definition of configurations established by the CRPO.

Two of these configurations contain an amplified set of data to in-

r lude seat wear life and manufacturing costs, as presented in Table

3'. There is no fire performance data available at this time.

A display format for individual entries-in the configuration

file (CONFIG) is also provided.
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TABU S . SELECTCO ENIRICS IM SCAT CMfIWM;IONS MIA FILE

	UNIFIMAI14M 10011	 LATER A	 005	 MOOLAMILM
LATER I
LAYER C	 009	 VOMA W. 1
LAYER D	 ...
LAYER C
LAYER r	 012	 FR MEIMADE

SEAT CUH110N LIFE - 	 POi1W: 2.5 YRS.
BACK:	 5.0 YRS.

lNWIACTINI IIF tall	 Is PER SEAT CUSNIMl

IL IIFNI A - 10141 MG S- 	 IAOM $:	 6.25
OIYTIDPMIII S: 1.00

OVERHEAD PATE ^ 	 90R
PROFIT RAIC 1	 10:

IEi110D D - (BASED ON FEFERENCE CASE SEAT CUSHIONS

tAPOR	 DEYtLVKNI
FABRICATION	 DESIGN SPIN
KNAtNG	 WSIAINING CPU
AsUmv
FAILING

MEmrAD	 OTHER
TOOLING
FRIURs
OILER

FIRE PERIONWEE CHARACTERISTIC$

MDIAIIT PANEL ;EST RESULTS: NUT SWRCC AT NN IW/04
WIT,	 )
DATE:	 1

• DATA NOT YET AVAILABLE -

NOTIFIED HCAT RELEASE CAUAIKIEA TEST RESULTS:
(SWRCC:	 •	 ) ICSI CONDITIONS - V/FRG
` pAl q 	 1	 CI.E WILW

IN. SHILL

• MIA WE ITT AVAIEARC .

C . 133 TEST, DiRI'iE0 ECAESS TTA: 	 N,CITL•

I
s .Cc:
DAIt:

• DATA WE YET AVAILABLE -

TABLE l (Continued) - SELECTED ENTRIES IN SEAT CONFIGMASIW DATA FILE

CORE I CWATIW F 0126 	 LAYERA	 005	 MOOL/NYUK
LATER A	 129	 RORERO
LATERC	 ...
LAYER 0	 ---
LAVER C
LAYER r	 012	 FR METHANE

	-SEAT CUSHION LIFE -	 "TIM: 2.5 YRS.
BACA:	 5.0 YRS.

MYIUFWtMIW COST ( S PER SEAT WSNION)

IIETIICC A - TOTAL. WG 5: 	 LRBW S: 6.25
DEVELOPHENT S:	 5.00

OVERHEAD MITI	 SKIT
PROFIT FREE :	 10:

NCTWT B - (MSE0 0Y REFERENCE CASE SEAT CUSHION)

LABOR	 DEVELO%[NT
rMRICATIa	 DESIGN ENGI
PLANNING	 SUSTAINING EARN
ASSENPI
TOOLI W

OVEANEAO	 ODER
TOOLING
CRINGES
OTHER

FIRE PEAFORMNCC CHARACTERISTICS

RADIANT PANEL TEST RESULTS: HEAT SWRCC At AA BTU/012
SMCE;
DATE:	 1

	

-	 WOATA.T YET AVAILABBLE -

MODIFIED NUT RELEASE U OREPIE ER TEST RESULTS!
I SWRCEI	 2	 TEST CUOIFIWS -N/CR2
DATE:	 1	 ,FIT AInrLW

IN. SNWLE

- MIA WT YET AVAILABLE -

C-ILO TEST. OIRIVE] ECANESS TIK: 	 OSWits
ImAcE:
(DATE:

- MIA WT YET AVAILABLE -

1
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REFERENCE SEAT CUSHION CONFIGURATION FILE (REFRNC)

The aircraft seats algorithm generates comparative costs, as opposed

to absolute costs, by comparing associated costs for the introduction of

a new seat cushion to thoso costs associated with a reference or baseline

seat cushion. The reference cushion will usually be one that is current-

ly in use in commercial aircraft. The seats algorithm then can be used

to determine the impact of changing the seat cushion to an alternative

cushion configuration. The reference seat cushion configuration file

specifies the configuration to be used as a reference by the configura-

tion code and the code for the material used in each layer. It also

includes data on the seat cushion life and manufacturing costs.

In this file, manufacturing costs are entered as dollar amounts

broken into the following categories: labor, development, overhead and

other. If data is available, each of these categories can be further

broken down into sub-categories to provide more insight into the con-

tribution of various manufacturing cost elements to the total price.

The costs in this file do not include material costs, which are added

in the algorithm to generate a total seat cushion price.

The initial data set for the reference file specifies a fire

retardant urethane foam cushion, encased in cotton muslin and covered

with the wool/nylon upholstery. The seat cushion life and manufactur-

ing cost data is preliminary in nature and has been derived from con-

versations with a variety of seat manufacturers, airline operators,

and NASA personnel.

A display format for this. file and its initial data set are pro-

vided on the following page.

F. y

I
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AIRCRAFT FLEET PROJECTION DATA (FLEET)

The aircraft seats algorithm has been structured to handle data for

three categories of jet aircraft: 2 - engine, 3 - engine, and 4 - engine.

This structure has been employed to correspond to the format of U.S. fleet

projection data presented in the annual FAA Aviation Forecasts (See Table

4). The FAA forecasts have been developed with the aid of sophisticated

modelling tools that consider economic indicators, market trends, and

policy issues to generate the best available projection of U.S. air

carrier activity.

`:

	

	 Within each engine category, data may be further broken down by

specific aircraft type. This additional breakdown provides the capabil-

ity to capture variations in seating capacity and the sensitivity to

changes in aircraft weight from-one aircraft type to another. There

may be a range of three to ten aircraft types within. each Engine category.

It is expected that some current aircraft types will be replaced by new

aircraft types in the time period under consideration, therefore alter-

ing the composition of the fleet.

The seats algorithm uses the fleet projection data and the 'new'

aircraft delivery schedule data (described later in this section) to

generate an annual requirement for aircraft seats. Following the in-

troduction of an improved seat configuration, the assumption is made

that all 'new' aircraft will contain the improved seats. , It is also

assumed that seats in aircraft that are already in operation prior

to the introduction of the improved seat will be replaced as old seats

wear out. Figure 3 depicts this transition from current to improved

seats over the aircraft fleet, as it is treated in the methodology

developed for the seats algorithm.

ECON, Inc. has created an initial data set of U.S. aircraft fleet

:j	 projections to be used in the exercise of the seats algorithm. As
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new or different information becomes available, new data sets can be

created. The initial data set includes only jet aircraft flown by

U.S. Air Carriers, excluding cargo transports which fly no passenger

r	 seats. Historical data pertaining to the number of aircraft by type

in actual operation by U.S. trunk carriers, local carriers, and supple-

mental air carriers for the years 1978 to 1980 was obtained from the

World Aviation Directories, Nos. 79-82. Table 5 summarizes this data.

This data corresponds fairly well to the historical data included in

the FAA Aviation Forecasts provided for 2 - engine, 3 - engine, and 4 ••

engine category aircraft. However, because the FAA aircraft forecasts

include cargo transports, it was necessary to adjust those projections

accordingly for use in the seats algorithm fleet projection. Without

the inclusion of cargo aircraft the annual fleet size was assumed to

be approximately 85% of that shown in the FAA forecast for both 2 -

engine and 4 - engine aircraft. An 85% adjustment approximates the

difference in the FAA historical data and the historical data recorded

in the World Aviation directory. The number of 3 - engine aircraft used

for cargo transport is currently very small and was assumed to continue

to be so, therefore the no. of 3 - engine aircraft in the initial	 data

1i	 set corresponds very closely to the FAA forecasts.

The World Aviation Directories were also the source for data on

the number of aircraft on order by different U.S. air carriers. The

initial data set created by ECON, only specifies two new aircraft types

by name,.Boeing's 767 and 757, with first deliveries expected in 1983

and 1985, respectively. This reflects the information currently avail-

able about orders placed for new aircraft. In addition, other new air-

craft may be in operation during the time period under consideration,

but they are not specifically cited in the initial data set. It is

assumed that the reduction in the 4 - engine aircraft fleet as pro-

jected in the FAA forecasts reflects the retirement of a significant

portion of the B-707 type aircraft. 	 The initial data set reflects

this as a gradual retirement. Otherwise, the distribution of aircraft
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types within an Engine category has been done somewhat arbitrarily,

using the number of aircraft currently in operation and currently on-

order as a guide.

Table 6 documents the initial data set for U.S. aircraft fleet

projections by Engine category, by aircraft type, by year.

The display format for the aircraft fleet projection data file

r•̀.;	 (FLEET) is also provided.
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TABLE 4 - JET AIRCRAFT IN THE SERVICE OF U.S. AIR CARRIERS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE*

Historical*
Jet

2 Engine	 3 Eng ne ng ne

1975 541 926 627
1975 514 1,003 619
1977 536 1,025 593
1978 563 1,074 551
1979 618 11164 509
1980 665 1,262 501

'forecast

1981 669 1,284 459
1982 674 1,306 425
1983 757 1,328 397

1984 829 1,349 369
1985 927 1,370 344
1986 970 1,369 349

1987 1,015 1,368 354
1988 1,061 1,367 355
1989 1,105 11365 356

1990 1,148 1,364 357
1991 1,191 1,362 361
1992 1,235 1,360 364

* DATA SOURCE: FAA AVIATION FORECASTS, Fiscal Years 1981-1992, September 1980.

FIGURE 3
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TABLE 5 . U,•.. AIRCRAFT rLEET DISTRIBUTION • AIRCRArT IN OPERATIOV
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"NEW" AIRCRAFT DELIVERY SCHEDULE (DELIV)

In addition to the aircraft fleet projections previously discussed,

the aircraft seats algorithm also utilizes data regarding the projected

deliveries of "new" aircraft to characterize the operational air carrier

fleet. It is assumed that, once improved seat cushion criteria have been

decided upon, all "new" aircraft will contain improved seats, while air-

craft currently in operation will replace existing seats only when they

are worn out or the aircraft undergoes a decor refurbishment. There-

fore it is necessary to differentiate between the number of "existing"

and "new" aircraft in any given year.

The "new" aircraft delivery schedule will, obviously, correspond

to the projection of aircraft fleet size. If the total number of 2

engine aircraft flying in a given yea r has increased 'from the prwvious

year by 20 aircraft, it can be assumed that at least 20 "new" aircraft

have been added to the fleet. However, in examination of actual fleet

size and aircraft delivery data for 1980 one learns that other factors

must also be considered. For example, according to the World

Aviation Directory (Summer 1981, No. 82), there were a total of 52

more B-727 aircraft in operation in the U.S. air-separate carrier fleet

in 1980 than 1979. However, 81 "new" B-727's were delivered to U.S.

air carriers. Some of those "new" aircraft were used to replace

existing aircraft that were retired or sold to non-U.S. air carriers.

The "new" aircraft delivery schedule data is required for the algorithm

to provide insight into this occurrence,

An 'initial data set for the "new" aircraft delivery schedule has

been created by ECON, I,nc. is shown in Table 7. Alternate or im-

proved aircraft delivery schedules may be created with the assistance

of the FAA or airlines themselves and used in its stead. Assumptions

r;

r.

^i
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about aircraft retirement from the U.S. fleet were made somewhat ar-

bitrarily, but in keeping with the general trends reflected in the

projections of fleet size.

The display format for the "new" aircraft lelivery schedule data

file (DELIV) is also provided.

C
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TABLE 7 i 111171AL DATA SET FOR 'IIEN' AIRCRAFT DELIVERY TO U.S. AIR CARRIER FLEET

•.Y

AIRCRAFT	 70 179 1 80 I 81	 1 82	 87

2-ENGINE:
0.777	 20	 I	 15	 10	 10	 10	 la	 10	 0	 a	 0	 0	 O	 0

OG-7	 1:	 20	 To	 20	 10	 10	 10	 10	 10	 111	 10	 11	 10

A000	 a5	 1	 4	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5
e-757	 0	 a	 0	 0	 0	 20	 20	 20	 20	 20	 20	 20	 20

0-767	 0	 0	 0	 48	 42	 45	 10	 10	 14	 7	 lO	 11	 12

TOTAL

O-ENGIIIE:

0 .727	 111	 rl	 60	 5D	 50	 50	 40	 70	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

LI011	 10	 a	 2	 4	 5	 6	 5	 5	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
DC-10	 IS	 2	 2	 7	 5	 5	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

TOTAL

4-ENGINE;
0 .707	 0	 I	 0	 O	 0	 O	 a	 0	 0	 0	 0	 a	 0	 0
0-720	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 a	 0	 0
0-747	 a	 I	 2	 2	 O	 2	 0	 4	 5	 5	 6	 6	 10	 a
DC-8	 0	 0	 8	 0	 0	 0	 0	 a	 0	 0	 7	 0	 a

".O	 TOTAL
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AIRCRAFT CHARACTERIZATION FILE (ACCHAR)

The aircraft seats algorithm requires data from the Aircraft

Characterization File to generate information from the aircraft opera-

tions portion of the algorithm. This file contains three basic kinds

of data for each aircraft type included in the fleet projection and

"new" aircraft delivery schedule:

average number of seats

percent of total seats that are 1st class

estimated weight to fuel sensitivity

The initial data set for this file contains numbers for the

average number of passenger seats per aircraft type primarily based

on information provided by Jane's Pocket Book of Commercial Transport

Aircraft. (Taylor, John W., Collier Books, 1978). In some cases there

are different number of seats for different versions of aircraft types,

such as the DC-8 Series 30-40 verses the DC-8 Series 60-70. In such

cases, these differences were averaged to*derive one number represent-

ing a specific aircraft type. Information for the 8-757 and B-767

was obtained from Boeing Commercial Airplane Company's Public Relations.

The data on 1st class seating is necessary to distinguish between

1st class and coach seating because the size of seats in these sections

will most likely differ. The seat size influences manufacturing costs,,

raw material costs and seat weight. At this time, the initial data set

was constructed such that each aircraft type contains lst Class seats

for 8% of the total seating. This number was taken from the available

information regarding the B-757 and is considered to approximate the

split between each coach and,First class seats for all commercial air

transport.

The approach taken in the aircraft seats algorithm to generate the

impact of additional weight on the aircraft fuel consumption is only one

.,emu.... .. .. ... ... .^... , lc ..
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of many approaches. The algorithm is structured so that additional

approaches could be incorporated at a later time, if desired. This

approach was selected because of its simplicity and because of the

supporting data available from the United Airlines' publication,

"The Engineering Connection", April 28, 1980. In this approach an

estimate is used for the number of gallons additional fuel required

to fly one additional pound of weight on one aircraft for one year.

The estimate should represent, as much as possible, the varying route

structures across the U.S. It is assumed that there will be no sig-

nificant change in aircraft utilization over the years,as there is

currently no mechanism in the algorithm to allow for variations in

route structures from one year to the next.

The initial data set includes estimates for the weight to fuel

sensitivity, as described above, referenced by United Airlines for the

following aircraft: B-747, B-737, B-727, DC8-61,'and DC-10. The

estimates used for the other aircraft types in the file were approxi-

mated using the United estimates as a reference. The data generated

for the initial data set is provided in Table B.

The display format for the aircraft characterization data file

(ACCHAR) is also provided.

c

tlLl.l.r_R 44..• ^ .^._.. _^_^x_._ti_ __-. .._ ,.._... C. n	
t_ _''^'ti.
	 _.t	 ._..	 _	 _ .^Lh^-^'.^_'. Z.'Y.
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TABLE D	 ; INITIAL DATA SET FOR AIRCRAFT CHARACTERIZATI0V FILE

AVG.
110.	 SEATS IST CLASS

ESTRIATCD

WEIGHT TO
FUEL SENSITIVITY 1

2-ENGINE:

0 . 737 109 B. 9.022
DC-9 128 8, 19,00
A300 r	 200 8. 15.000-757 174 8. 13.000-767 200 8. 14.00

3-EIIGIIIE:
B-727 120 8. 17.542
L1011 325 0. 17.502
GC10 310 8. 15.37

4-ENOIIIE:
0-70.' 140 27 19.00
b-I10 131 27. 10.00
0 . 747 455 0. 1.752
3C•3 175 n. 20.152

I	 Additional Gallons fuel censured to car ry I lb. of excess uel9ht on one
airplane for one year.

2	 No, of 0allons based an estlnatex provl,IM by Oni led Ai rl Ines. "Ther„ -. v..h+bn 	 rinn". ' : i l. ^	 F•1 • +5 a • .; n	 rate
tl ..: [Jl l'. UJt 1j W V 1.UI.JI.^... ea IL'r •r•':r'..I:III alle the t.l• 1 -y est i aces

cal'rently available.
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FUEL COST_ PROJECTION FILE (FUEL)

The cost of jet aircraft fuel is expected to increase over the

time horizon under consideration for the development of the aircraft

seats algorithm. The algorithm has been designed to allow the user to

specify annual fuel costs based on projections available at the time.

An initial data set for the fuel cost projection file has been defined

by ECON that reflects an annual increase over 1981 actual fuel costs

of 5% per year, as shown below:

YEAR	 FUEL COST ($1 GAL

1981 $1.00
1982 1.05
1983 1.10
1984 1.16
1985 1.22
1986 1.28
19''87 1.34
1938 1.41
1989 1.48
1990 1.55
1991 1.63
1992 1.71

The display format for the fuel cost projection data file (FUEL)

is also provided.
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III.	 LOGICAL PROGRAM FLOW

This section of ECON ' s documentation of the methodology for an air-

'

	

	 craft seats algorithm to assess manufacturing and operating costs con-

tains a detailed logical flow of the program. This flow indicates the

sequence of the necessary calculations, the series of questions that

should be posed to the program user, and the nature of the user response.

It specifies when the contents of particular data file are required for

a calculation. It also indicates the kinds of summary reports that can

be generated. Each summary report is sequentially numbered in the

logical program flow, and a sample report format is provided in the

pages following the logical flow.

The detailed program flow documents the sequence of calculations and

steps of program execution as seen by the user of the program. It does

not dictate the internal structure of data organization and program de-

sign. However, the methodology was developed with the understanding

that there were no data base management systems av?rilable for use and,

therefore, any manipulation of the data would need to occur within the

structure of the program itself. Accordingly, the methodology reflects

an attempt to keep additions and changes to the data as simple for the

user as possible, while still providing a capability to upgrade the

data as required.

Each step in the program execution as outlined in the following

pages is numbered for documentation purposes only, to clarify the

sequence and allow references to previous steps or indicate a 'skip'

to a future step.

^9
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FIRE NO=- ICU STUDI , 4 OF AIRCRAFT SEATS

I. MASS INJECTION STUDIES INTO THE ENVIROMM CAUSED By THERMAL

DEGRADATION OF UBMANE IMAM AND OTHER OMSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

IN AIRCRAFT SEATS.

Investigators: Demetrius Kourtides, Alan Campbell Ling,

Wai Lee. Tan Atchison, Donna Davidson, & Sharyn Jupp

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the project is to develop a superior fire resistant aircraft

seat involving a compromise tetween absolute fire protection producing a

seat that is too heavy with respect to payload considerations, and too

costly from a materials viewpoint, and a light weight inexpensive seat that

offers no fire resistance at all.

The initial method of investigation involves the examination and development

of a heat blocking layer for the protection of the urethane foam, the prim-

ary cushioning material. One criterion for the acceptibility of a superior

heat blocking layer is that it must provide both a greater cost benefit and

better heat blocking performance than the current 3/16" layer of Vonare

presently used in domestic aircraft.

It is postulated that one of the largest contributors in the development of

a hostile envirorm ent inside an aircraft cabin during a fire is the produc-

tion of flammable and toxic vapors from soft fabrics and furnishings, the

majority of which form the seating facilities in an aircraft. In particu-

lar, the flammable vapors derived from thermal decomposition of the urethane

foam cushions. Thus a primary objective of this phase of the investigation

was to determine quantitatively the effects of a fire on such foam materi-

als, and to develop methods that will reduce production of such flammable

vapors.
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This initial investigation has therefore concentrated on determining the ap-

parent weight loss sustained by the central cushioning material (fire-

retarded fire-resistant urethane foam, and non-fire protected foam), togeth-

er with determining weight loss factors sustained by the other components

that comprise a typical seat cushion, both as a function of time, and as a

function of the thermal flux incident on the front face of the seat cushion.

lti, Parallel investigations	 involving theoretical	 and semi-empirical	 modelling

' of the heat conduction and thermal	 radiation properties of various materi-

als, has led to the development of a simple model based on six identifiable

layers	 in a typical	 seat cushion.	 This model	 cushion	 (see Figure 1) con-
;,'; sists of the following six layers:

1. The Wool-Nylon fabric layer (outer decorative cover).

':• 2. The reradiative char layer (formed from the heat blocking

layer by thermal degradation of suitable fabric or foam).

•

3. The transpirational	 layer (allowing vapor interchange).

4. The air gap layer.

Fir
5. The reflective layer (to assist in controlling radiant energy).

Fr' 6. The cushioning foam (solely present for comfort factors, andh
'``6•:'i the primary agent that requires thermal protection).

Table 1 lists the materials that have been chosen via a conflicting set of

criteria (cost, comfort, avai)ability, thermal safety, constructional via-

bility, toxicity factors, weight/density factors, and aesthetics) for the

•	 construction of current and future aircraft seat cushions.

As a preliminary study, small scale tests of the heat blocking efficiency of

candidate cushions were conducted using the NBS Smoke Density Chamber. The

NBS Smoke Density Chamber has been modified to measure weight loss as well

as smoke density, as a function of time, at a specific heat flux (range of

1.0 W.cm-2 to more than 7.5 W.cm-2).

^' F^IfRIR ^• •'•f^hll .; •̂ '`r ^ 1. •S'dla3A„	t `•^^'..•. —+•a+rm`xd^c_.s•L.e•ai^.t:e^zn . n ^.:in2v ti. 	 ' •._._._.
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THERMAL PROTECTION MODEL FOR
FIRE BLOCKED SEAT

4r	 fib	 Reflected energy

0/10 Wool/Nylon

3

[tec6j8iative 'char:*layiC.

l I l	 1 1 1 Tr, 	 at on 1 la erl I

_ 1__ __L	 A r Gap

FIGURE 1

T,

..
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MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
NAME	 PHYSICAL-CONSTANTS	 TRADE NAME	 SUPPLIER

Vonar 1 Cotton 1/16 inch Neoprene Vonar 10 DuPont De
(Vonar 1) Foam with Cotton Cotton In- Nemours

Scrim interliner terliner
0.11 lb/ft

Vonar 2 Cotton 2/16 inch Neoprene Vonar 219 DuPont De
•	 (Vonar 2) Foam with Cotton Cotton In- Nemours

Scrim inteliner terliner
0.18 lb/ft

Vonar 3 Cotton 3/16 inch Neoprene Vonar 30 DuPont De
(Vonar 3) Foam with Cotton Cotton In- Nemours

Scrim interlines terliner

Non-Fire-Retarded Polyurethane Foam /BT 150 Scott
Urethane Foam 1.1	 lb/ft Urethane Paper
(NF Urethane) Foam

Wool-Nylon 90% Wool/10% R76423 Sun Collins &
Fabric Nylon Fabri Eclipse Aikman Corp.
(W-N Fabric) 0.097 lb/ft^

Polyimide Foam Polyimide Foam Polyimide Solar Turbines
(PI Foam) 1.2 lb/ft3 Foam International

Fire-Retarded Polyurethane #2043 Urethane E. R. Carpenter
Urethane Foam Foam Foam & Co.,	 Inc.
(FR Urethane) 1.87 lb/ft3

Aluminized Heat Stabilized Preox® Gentex Corp.
Celiox Polyacrylon1trile 1100-4
(A1 Celiox) 0.079 lb/ft

Aluminized 70% Kevlar® Norfab Gentex Corp.
Norfab 25% Nomex® 11HT-26-AL
(Al Norfab) 5% Kynol® Aluminized

0.079 lb/ft2

Glass Si02 181 E-Glass Gilwee
0.061 lb/ft2 Fabric (NASA)

Satin Weave

'i
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2. THE SMOKE DENSITY CHAMBER

The NBS Smoke Density Chamber is an approximately 3' x 3' x 2' (18 ft3,

ca. 5001.) enclosed test chamber, connected to a manometer and an exhaust

system to purge smoke from the chamber. If kept open, the exhaust vent can

be used to provide continuous purging of the chamber while in use. In case

of sudden pressure increases in excess of six inches of water, the chamber

is equipped with an aluminum blow-out panel pressure relief outlet. A chro-

mel-alumel wire electrical furnace is used as a heat source. The furnace is

calibrated at least once every two week to ensure that the correct heating

rate is applied. To minimize the effect of smoke stratification a vertical

photometric system with d collimated light beam is used to measure smoke de-

nsity. The amount of smoke production is recorded via a Photomultiplier-

Microphotometer which registers the relative intensity of light transmit-

tance. The NBS Smoke Density Chamber has presently been modified via the

installation of a balance (Arbor Model #1206, reading to 0.01 g). This mod-

ification allows measurement of the rate of mass loss as a function of time

at any one heating rate.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF TEST SAMPLES

The test samples are approximately 3" x 3" by approximately 0.5 to 1.0" in

thickness; they are constructed by wrapping the heat blocking layer around

approximately 0.5" of the urethane foam to resemble a miniature seat cushion

(Figure 2). Each component of the miniature cushion is first weighed, then

neatly sewn together using neadle and thread. The cushion is then suspend-

ed from the balance and placed directly in front of the heater.
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4. TEST PROCEDURE

After the electrical furnace has been brought to the desired heat flux, the

balance is checked by weighing a small weight (usually, a small piece of

urethane foam approximately 0.05 grams in mass). The sample is then sus-

pended from the balance via thread and a wire frame (Figure 3). To prevent

the sample from being exposed to the heat source while mounting the sample

in preparation for the test, the sample is mounted behind an asbestos heat

shield. After the sample has been mounted, the balance is checked again to

ensure that the sample is hanging freely, and that the supsension cord is

not binding. To start the test, the heat shiled is removed, and the lister

connected to the balance output initiated. The weight of the sample during

the test is measured by the balance and recorded via a Hewlett Packard 5150A

Thermal Printer; readings are taken every two seconds. After the test, the

sample cushion is cut apart and the remaining urethane foam weighed to det-

ermine the weight loss of the foam center itself.

• As an additional check, the weight of the sample cushion is determined

before and after the test on a second static balance to determine the weight

loss.

5. CHAMBER OPERATION AND CALIBRATION

5.1 HEATER CALIBRATION

The heater is calibrated at least once every two weeks using a water cooled

calorimeter connected to a millivoltmeter. The heating rate is calculated

from the millivolt output using a calibration curve supplied by the manufac-

turer. The calibration is done by increasing the applied voltage five volts

every five minutes (starting at 25 volts) until a heat flux of 7.5 watts per

square centimeter is achieved. A plot of applied voltage versus heat flux

then provides the operating calibration curve for the furnace.
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5.2 TEST FOR CHAMBER LEAKAGE

Before the chamber is warmed each day, the chamber is tested for any leak-

age. This is done to prevent exposure by personnel to toxic effluents that

may be produced during a test. The chamber is pressurized to four inches of

water and the pressure drop is timed. The chamber should be sealed suffic-

iently to provide a decrease in pressure from 4" to 3" (of water) in no less

than three minutes.

5.3 WARM-UP PROCEDURES

The electrical furnace is brought to the desired heat flux slowly to maxi-

mize the life of the furnace. Starting at 25 volts, the voltage is increas-

ed no faster than five volts every five minutes. To prevent the opposite

chamber wall from overheating, an asbestos heat shield should be placed in

front of the furnace. The asbestos heat shield should be no closer than 1.5

inches from the furnace opening.

6. DISCUSSION

A major danger in an aircraft fire is what is termed "flash-over", where

flammable vapors trapped high up towards the ceiling of the cabin will sud-

denly ignite, and propagate the fire across the whole interior of the air-

craft like a wave. A suspected major source of flammable vapors leading to

this condition is the decomposition of urethane foam. By r,itasuring the rate

that combustible vapors are injected into the environment from the urethane,

one may be able to approximate the time required to reach flash-over point.

If this time can be extended long enough, by making a more fire resistant

seat and/or a seat that does not release large quantities of flammable

vapor, then it might be possible to evacuate the aircraft cabin of personnel

prior to the flash-over time.

a
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Our test results will be used to calculate the time required to reach such a

condition of flash-over, assuming for simplicity that the following assump-

tions may be taken:

1. The amount of combustible material ejected into the air

comes from the decomposition of the urethane fa ar.

2. The mass lost by the urethane foam is equal to the amount

of decomposed vapor ejected into the air

A

The first assumption is an idealization. It is acceptable only if the major

portion of combustible vapors in the air comes from the seat cushions. The

second condition is more in the nature of a limitation, since our experimen-

tal procedure does not presently allow us to determine the exact amount of

combustible material injected into the air from the urethane foam.

6.3 NOTES & COMMENTS:

It is obvious from prima facie considerations that not all vapor from

the decomposition of the urethane foam is ejected into the air. Some of the

vapor must be trapped by the heat blocking layer. Firstly, there are small

but finite amounts of material adsorbed onto the fibres and surfaces of the

heat blocking material (s). Experimentally, using the technique outlined

above, this seems to be a very small effect, and can be neglected. Second-

ly, at low heating rates, the urethane foam melts rather than vaporizing.

This "liquid" urethane foam will then seep into the heat blocking material

and be retained, either as an adsorbed liquid, or after solidification,

within the heat blocking layer. Thirdly, for those cases where the heating

rate is very high, the urethane foam may decompose so rapidly that an en-

dothermic cooling effect will be noted, enough to cool its surroundings suf-

ficiently to allow vapors to condense inside the heat blocking layer. This

effect exhibits itself directly by a mass gain for the heat blocking layer.
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The endothermic decomposition (in situ pyrolysis of urethane vapors) induced

cooling effect from the urethane foam tends to improve the thermal prot-

ection efficiency of the heat blocker, and of the seat cushion as a whole.

A cyclic protection process is induced, whereby the foam itself protects the

heat-blocking layer, which in turn provides better therma'. protection for

the foam cushion. Because decomposition of the urethane foam cools the sam-

ple, less mass is lost when urethane foam is present. In point of fact, it

was found advantageous to use non-fire resistant foam with many heat block-

ing layers, since the overall effect was quantitatively better than when us-

ing fire-resistant foam with the same heat blocking layer. Further, by

punching holes in the back of the sample cushions to vent the cooling vapors

back into the foam, we can decrease the rate of mass loss by the urethane

foam even further, allowing transpirat;on effects to assist in the overall

fire protection mechanism.

It should be noted carefully, that individual fire resistance by the compon-

ents themselves do not necessarily confer good overall fire resistance on

the sandwich itself. There are distinct synergistic effects noted, where

the contributions from each component in the whole package are superior to

their individual contributions.

The heat blocking materials tend to protect the urethane foams by two dif-

ferent mechanisms. Materials with aluminum, such as aluminized Celiox® and

aluminized Norfab®, tend to disperse and/or reflect radiant portions of the

heat flux. Materials containing Neoprene O, such as Vonar®, tend to absorb

the heat, emit water vapor, and thus cool the urethane foam. At low heating

rates, materials that will disperse the heat tend to perform better. At

high heating rates, materials that absorb the heat and create some form of

endothermic process (such as water vapor emission) perform better.

One of the practical difficulties of this form of testing is that at the

conclusion of the test procedure, decomposition of the urethane foam contin-

ues after the removal of the heating source by shielding of the sample cush-

ion.	 At low heating rates (2.5 w.cm-2 ), this effect is small and can be

r'
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neglected. At heating rates of 5.0 w.cW 2 the effect is noticeable. At
high power, with heating fluxes. of 7.5 w.cm-2 the amount of urethane foam
decomposing during this after-test quenching period can be a major contrib-

utor to total decomposition.

A second shortcoming in this experimental procedure is that the precision

achievable from nominally identical samples is poor. Thus, many samples

must be tested, and average properties (mass injection rate and figure of

merit) determined. Single determinations, or the use of data from one sam-

ple in a set, can be misleading.

6.2 SUGGESTIONS

To determine the exact fraction of the mass lost from the urethane foam

that ends up in the environment as flammable vapor, it is necessary to de-

termine the qualitative content of the gaseous effluent frail the foam as the

model seat is heated. Gas samples can be taken at various times during *.he

• test using a conventional industrial "sniffer", and subjected to analysis

via routine GUMS methods,. This will, also 'allow daterminatfon of the con-

tributions made by the heat-blocking layer and wool/nylon  decorative cover

and/or other components to the flammable vapor 'reservoir injected into the

environment of the burning seat..

A more exact measure of the temperature profile across the seat cushion

would allow determination of the times and relative decomposition rates of

the components in the seat cushion. Small (to avoid local theinnal reservoir

effects) thermocouples could be implanted into the sample to measure the
temperature at different depths into the foam cushion. The actual tempera-

ture required for significant decomposition of the urethane foam can be de-

termined directly by TGA, measurement of the temperature of the foam at dif-

ferent depths (measured from'the surface subjected to the heat flux) will

indicate when any particular layer reaches decomposition, and thus an

indirect but valuable measure of the effective mass lost from the foam it-

self, without resort to mass measurements that are suspect due to several

contributing and often conflicting factors. Among other advantages, this
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indirect measure of mass loss would obviate problems from "after-test" ter-

mination errors caused by the so-called quenching period.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATA SUMMARIES

The following calculations and definitions are used in presenting the

data in the tables and figures that follow. The mass injection rate into

the environment is based on the mass lost by the urethane, foam, and

calculated from the surface area presented to the thermal flux, and the time

required to produce the observed weight loss. A relative figure of merit

can be defined in terms of the mass injected into the environment for any

defined thermal flux.

7.1 CALCULAT"IS

Wo ------ Weight of the sample. (The sum of the component weights)

Wt (0) ---- Weight of the, sample at the start of the. test plus any. tare
weight. (Tile weight of ^he sample re9istered by the balance
at the start of the test

Wt (T) ---- Weight of the sample at time T plus ' any tare weight (the
weight of the sample registered by the balance at time T
into the test)

Wfo ---- Weight of the urethane foam before the , test (in grams)

Wff ---- Weight of the , urethane foam after the test (in grams)

Te ------- Total Elapsed time of test (in seconds)

Area ----- Area of . samplp exposed to electrical furnace (amt)

Q -------- Heating rate ;,in watts per centimeter square)

M -------- Mass injection rate.

E -------- Figure of,mprit.

& WEIGHT REMAINING - (Wo - [Wt (0) - Wt(T)] )/Wo*100

% WEIGHT LOSS - a [Wt(U) - Wt(T)]/Wo*100

Mass injection rate - M = [Wfo - Wff]/Te*Area

Figure of merit	 E - Q/M

s

4 ^A
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7.2 DISCUSSIOA OF DATA AND CONCLUSIONS:

A full listing of all data, more than 300 samples were tested, is given in

Appendix A (blue colored sheets). It is useful to select from this listing

n	 those samples that exhibited superior performance, defined arbitrarily here

as those model cushions that have a Figure of Merit (FOM) in excess of 10

(in arbitrary units).

The Figure of Merit is calculated from the quotient":

Neat Flux Incident on Model Seat Surface
Figure of Merit = FOM =	

Mass Injection into Environment

C

Thus, the higher the FOM, the better is ~,he performance of the heat blocking

layer in protecting the urethane foam core of the seat cushion (less mass

•	 lost and potentially injected into the environment for higher heat fluxes).

A listing of the best performing cushions is given in Table 2. It should be

noted that the precision of data gathering from sample to sample, and the

errors generated, do of allow this figure of merit to be prcise measurement

of performance. In selecting the best performing cushions, 26 such samples

were noted with FOM values exceeding 10, however, several sample cushions

occurred only once, even though tested more than once. These were deleted

from the listing, and only those samples that had frequency factors greater

than unity were retained. For example, on-_ cushion utilizing Vonar ®-1 as

the heat blocking layer exhibited an FOM value of 1501 Simlarly, one cush-

ion that did not have any heat blocking layer at all, merely fabric covered

foam exhibited a single value of 24 for the FOM value.

It is important to note, that of the 20 samples appearing in Table 2, 16 of

them (80%) are samples utilizing aluminized-Celioxs as the heat blocking

layer. Moreover, 18 of the 20 samples are ones with ventilation holes cut

through the back of the heat blocking layer, to allow "breathing" by the
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interior, and thus convect i ve/transpi rational heat exchange effects to as-

sist the thermal protection mechanism. One final point is worth noting, of

the 20 top performing sandwiches, all but two of them utilized non-fire re-

tarded foam.

Table 2. Model Seat Cushions Exhibiting Figures of flerit Exceeding

10 Arbitrary Units at 2.5 Watts per square centimetre with

Respect to their Mass Injection Rates into the Environment

CONFIGURATION OF CUSHION SANDWICH

	

	 FIGURE OF MERIT

Mean + S.D. (if of samples)

Fabric/Al-Celiox/NF Foam*	 14.8 + 5.7 (4)

Fabric/Al-Celiox/NF Foam	 15.5 + 3.5 (2)

Fabric/Celiox-A1/NF Foam*	 13.4 + 2.8 (8)

Fabric/Celiox-A1/FR Foam*	 19.5 ± 3.5 (2)

Fabric/Norfab-A1/NF Foam* 18.5 + 1.5 (2)

Fabric/Vonar-3/NF Foam 20.5 + 3.5 (2)

"S.D." = Standard Deviation

* Vent holes through back of heat blocking layer.

D

ti
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7.3 OTHER DATA

Abridged summaries of the data collected for this project are given in Ap-
pendix A (blue colored sheets), and include the following:

Table 1. Sample identification codes and compositions of the sandwiches
tested in this program to date.

Table 2. Abridged weight .loss data for all samples tested.

Table 3. Mass injection rates and figures of merit for all sandwiches tes-
ted to date at 2.5 watts per square centimetre.

Table a. Thermogravimetric data for various materials used in the con-
stwuction of aircraft seats.

Table 5. Physical constants for some high performance materials used for
heat blocking layers, and for the selected wool/nylon decorative cover,

Table 6. Smoke emission and heat release data for urethane foam atone.

Table 7. Smoke emission and heat release data for Vonar D foams used as heat
blocking layers in these studies.

•	 Table S. Smoke emission data for polyurethane foams protected by Vonare
foams in sandwich samples.

Table 9. Smoke emission data for various heat blocking layer protected foam
samples.

Table 10. Smoke emission and heat release data for sandwiches of foam and
various heat blocking layers.

Table 11. Heat release data for individual materials for aircraft seats.

Graphical representations of these data, in the form of fractional weight
loss as a function of time, are given in Appendix B (pink colored . sheets).e
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112.5 at/sp. 74r8I 64.0 688.91 S.0 10.0

99.0 1065.60 2.0 15.0

VaMIrd,I/FR Few 100.0, 1076.41 1510 10.0

100.0. 1016.11 10.0 15.0

100.0. 11176.41 6.0 20.0

Al.lbT949e/FR Faxt $1.0 570.51 90.0 110.0

55.0 592.01 50.0 90.0

Ftlrlc/41 .bM449/FOxt 62.0 SSS.14 65.0 115.0

50.0 98.21 50.0 10.0

79.0 419.61 10.0 45.0

TMIf 10.

0

ATERIAL MEAL TIME TIME VALUE VALUE TOTAL
Ols"IFT11111 FLU) IT 9 UE OF SMOKE

I I&OP ) IRI r tAL MAXIMUM MAtIMM RUIN" 0,
915E pml 4S/6t oS/6t
(Mel fps ft/ (Rt/

It •IPCI -tv..)

Ftlr(e/ER far 1.5 If.0 15.0 45.0 48111 60.0
(12.6 0.t/Ip.. )6-61 1J.0

S 2.0 t5.0 99.0 1065.6 105.0

VCn4A9.2/Ft	 5.0 1.0 2010 210.0 1700.0 11.5 455.6

YoMrA.3/2111	 5.0 10.0 65.0 210.0 4050.0 21.5 191.1

At-brfab/Fext I.S 90.0 110.0• 53.0 510.51 200.0
5.0 20.0 NO OVAL ... ... 12010

Ttl,le/AI •br/TM/F11xt 1.5 5.0 26.0 26.0 219.6 185.0
244.4

f.5 2.0 20.0 11.0 9 190.0

TAME 11.	 BART MLERSt DATA IN VMIQIS NtERlALS USED Fee AIRCRAFT SEATS

MATERIAL 7118 TIME VALUE TOTAL
DESCRIPTION UE OF UE

OUT JAI all" MARINA (J/set)
NO 51 MINT 4p el
(w0.) d/

14e)

bel-Nylee FO,MC/Fl FUN 1.0 - 1.0 41.0 21.0 ISO0.0
4.0 15.0 21.0 1000.0
1.0 15.0 23.0 1100.0

41dNrldVM Text 110.0 120 - 250 16.0 1750.0
40.0 10.0 M.0 1500.0

F&JOHdAl-RoK V0R Text 4.0 140.0 32A 4650.0
5.0 8.0 M.0 1800.0
o.D Sao r1.o Is0o,0
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